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SUIIHARY 
A·· study of the heat transfer characteristics. of boiling solutions 
of normal propyl alcohol, water and their binary mixtures was carried 
out at atmospheric pressure in a single-,tube, natural circulation 
evaporator. The test-section consisted of a copper tube, 0.485" I.D., 
heated length 47.75" and l;all thickness 0.085". Saturated steam was 
.used as the heating medium. 
The variable experimental Ilarameters· ~lere liquid composition,. the 
overall temperature difference between steam and bulk liquid and the 
liquid submergence level in. the tube. Liquid and vapour flol'lrates 
~lere measured continuously at ·the tube outlet and inlet liquid and 
exit liquid and vapour streams I<ere sampled for each experimental binary 
'mixture run. These values were compared with those obtained from the 
.equilibrium curve for the system. Heasured heat fluxes ranged from 
2,000 to 91,348 Btu./hr.ft~; vapour production at the tube outlet 
from 1.0 to 100 weight %; boiling film coefficients from 116 to 1581 
Btu./hr.ft~ OF and film· temperature differences from 13.2 to 106.3°F. 
An attempt was made to justify' the measurements of length-mean values 
of heat fluxes and length-mean film coefficients of heat transfer • 
. It was found that the length-mean value of heat flux could be ,satisfactorily 
used to represent the distribution of local heat fluxes ~th a 
, +,.,,{ 
. fluctuation between the mean, inlet and exit values of -4~o • 
. The ratio of the measured length-mean coefficient of heat transfer 
·to the calculated all-liquid coefficient was correlated by two 
expressions for single component liquids in terms of the Lockhart -
Martinelli flow parameter and the respective liquid surface tensions • 
.... 
,. 
IV 
It was postulated that the point, of intersection of the two lines 
represented a change from a region of heat transfer associated with 
nucleate boiling in the climbing liquid film to that ·of a forced-
convective non-boiling mechanism. The correlations introduced the 
modified Gukhman number, /:::,. TITb ' to account, for the non-boiling 
evaporation processes. Experimental results were examined with a 
modification of Rohsenow's pool boiling correlation to see whether any 
nucleate boiling relationship existed between the data. No relationship 
became apparent. 
Length-mean coefficients of heat transfer for binary liquid 
-, 
mixtures gave rise to minimum and maximum values at certain lower 
concentrations of the more volatile organic component. The positions 
'of these points of inflection appeared to be a function of the film 
temperature difference and the liquid submergence level. The 
coefficients were correlated by an expr.,ssion which combined the 
relative volatility of the mixture, the Nusselt and modified Gukhman 
numbers and a dimensionless flow parameter. Two lines were obtained 
.. 
for the data which did not appear to be representative ,of different 
,heat transfer regions. An explanation was suggesteu in terms of 
channel flow fluctuations that occurred in the evaporator tube and 
experimental observations were based upon data recorded from NPA 
and water systems. One line appeared to represent conditions of low 
film temperature differences and vapour qualities which corresponded 
, to oscillations of small amplitt,des and irregular frequency. The 
second line represented conditions of high,film temperature differences 
and vapour qualities associated with oscillations of large amplitudes 
and regular frequency. NPA fluctuations at the highest values of heat 
fl~ and % liquid subme~gence level also exhibited a 'beating' 
phenomenon. This phenomenon described a total fluctuation which 
v 
I 
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consisted of a combination of two smaller oscillations of equal 
amplitude. Similar effects have been recorded for a boiling water 
system by Collins and Gacesa (7). 
Measured tube exit liquid and vapour compositions were compared 
with the equilibrium values of vapour concentration that should exist 
at this point. Values which were not influenced by unduly high 
experimental errors in composition determination indicated that 
measured values agreed to within a maximum deviation of !. _6% with. 
theoretical values. This ·indicated that the evaporator tube was 
operating near 'its maximum efficiency. 
-. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is generally recognised that flow boiling of single component 
liquids is a complex problem. This problem is further complicated 
by extending it to binary liquid mixtures and studies of channel 
flow fluctuations that are induced in most two-phase boiling systems. 
The use of vertical long tube evaporators has been reported in 
industry from 1877 since when they have become the subject of much 
research work instigated to establish reliable design data for their 
ever ·increasing industrial applications. However, it is only in 
the last decade that any appreciable progress has been made in 
understanding the boiling phenomena. 
A certain disadvantage exists when an evaporator tube is 
heated by condensing steam because the heat flux and. its dependent 
properties cannot be utilised as independently controlled variables. 
If electrical heating is used, the heat input to the tube can be 
.constantly controlled and the resultant vapour weight fraction 
will increase linearly along the tube length. By contrast, the 
heat flux developed from condensing steam is dependent upon the values 
of the overall tempp.rature difference and heat transfer coefficient 
at any point along the total length. Hence the vapour weight 
fraction is dependent on the heat added up to that point. Values 
of these two quantities will change as the thickness of the 
condensed liquid film on the steamside increases or decreases so 
correspondingly altering the total resistance to heat transfer. A 
steam-heated system has the advantage that it authentically represents 
existing industrial appliances.. Recent investigations have placed 
emphasis on the use of local heat transfer properties. Although 
the·present work was limited to a st~dy of overall heat fluxes and 
length-mean coefficients, a method developed by Collier and Pulling 
(1)(2). has been used to demonstrate that these values adequately 
1 
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represent the distribution of' local heat fluxes, heat transfer 
coe~ficients and vapour qualities within reasonable limits. 
,Although many workers have investigated the factors affecting 
heat transfer in a boiler. tube, the majority have limited themselves 
to one component systems where the number of significant parameters .\ 
is less than for mixtures. Very little data has therefore been , 
,accumulated for pool or flow boiling binary liquid mixtures. The 
present work attempts to relate the heat transfer coefficient to 
the composition, i.e. the relative volatility of the mixture, and the 
.velocitie's of vapour and liquid which account for forced convection 
effects. It'introduces a dimensionless group based on the Gukhman 
number to represent the 'effect of temperature difference as a driving 
force. A correlation for single component liquids is also presented 
which includes the dimensionless modified Gukt~ number and a surface, 
, tension parameter. Most flow boilil~ heat transfer correlations 
'include the effects of liquid properties such as density, viscosity 
and thermal conductivity but omit the surface tension. It is thought 
that the surface tension in flow boiling is not such a powerful 
parameter as for example ,the vapour quality and its absence may be 
related to the fact that experimental work has reported a lack of 
consistent results. However, it is possible that heat and mass transfer, 
fluid flow phenomena" vapour-liquid reaction behaviour, foaming and 
film characteristics may be affected by surface tension changes. 
The single component correlation accounts for these changes set up 
solely by temperature gradients and it is hoped that future work will 
,.,extend the relationship to include binary mixtures where much larger 
surface tension gradients are developed by a combination of concentration 
and temperature changes. 
,2 
1. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Introduction 
A large number of experimental investigations have been carried 
out to.define flow boiling of liquids in heated tubes. It is of 
paramount importance when working with a two-,phase system to fully 
define the experimental variables which control the formation of 
flow patterns and heat transfer regions. Therefore, references to 
studies which lie outside the scope. of this particular p.oject,for 
.example subcooled boiling, are omitted unless it is thought that some 
fundamental addition to the knowledge of heat transfer processes has 
-been made which can be considered applicable to this system. Works 
carried out in tubes of varied cross-section i.e. square, rectangular 
etc., as well as horizontally inclined tubes have also been omitted. 
Basic differences are known to occur in the development of flow patterns 
for fluids flowing in horizontal and vertical tubes due to the adde~ 
contribution of density and gravitational forces which lead to a form 
of separational flow stratification. 
An investigation of the heat..-transfer characteristics of two-phase 
flow cannot be made without a knowledge of the existing flow patterns. 
The heat transfer and pressure drop changes' that take place in a tube 
with progressive vaporisation occurring along its length, are such 
that a change in the pressure drop may cause a change in the heat 
transfer characteristics. A change in·heat transfer may result in a 
phase change and hence a flow pattern change. Thus the thermohydrodynamic 
processes are inter-related and extremely complex, for example specific 
properties of the flow, i.e, the pressure drop, void fraction, heat 
transfer and stability characteristics' are determined by the existing 
flow pattern to a large extent. It must be understood that a 
certain change in the heat transfer characteristics will not always 
induce a predictable change in the flow pattern and vice-versa, i.e. 
3 
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they are not always synonymous. An eXaIDp1e of this phenomenon is 
the annular flow regime l,here the heat transfer mechanism may be due 
to one or other of three processes; nucleate, forced convective and 
occasionally film boiling l-Ihose development are governed by the 
effect of external parameters such'as mass flow rate and temperature 
driving force. 
A synopsis of the literature of boiling systems is-presented in 
a logical sequence beginning with a brief introduction to pool boiling· 
which outlines the fundamental properties of boiling systems. It 
continues with bOiling flOl'1 stUdies of single component iiquids and 
binary mixtures. It has been sho>m in general that pool boiling 
correlations. cannot be quantitatively used to describe f10'1 boiling 
phenomena. However, some relevant information may be gained as it 
has been recently ?ostu1ated that nucleation effects similar to thn3e 
of pool boiling occur in the forced convective heat transfer region 
where they are. considered as additive to the convective heat transfer rate. 
A description of the flOl; and hea-t transfer patterns that develop in 
a heated tube are included. 
As a result of the notable lack of data produced on boiling 
binary liquid mixtures, the existing pool bOiling studies have been 
included together with flow' boiling works. The purpose of this 
inclusion is to illustrate any characteristic heat transfer trends which 
may be attributable to the presence of two components and can therefore 
be used as a guide to the present work. 
1.1 Pool boiling of pure liquids 
The term 'pool boiling' is used to describe the phenomena that 
occur when a uniformly heated tube or wire is immersed in a stagnant 
fluid at or' near its boiling pOint. Fluid flo>1 is not externally 
imposed across the heater surface. 
4 
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Tho ,.,.'o,..n' 0' ho.. 'r.o.'.r r.",n. 'uri" pool boil", 0' \ 
liquids was originally documented by Nukiyama (13) in 1931 and has I 
been not~bly expanded by McAdams (14). Both workers considered a 
system where water was heated by the passage of an electric current 
through a thin piatinum wire. The effect on the heat transfer rate 
for increases of the heater wall temperature is shown in figure 2. 
Up to B the. liquid temperature lies below its saturation value and ; , 
the heat transfer rate is governed by the laws of natural convection . i l.e. 
'"'lA . AT S/4. 
'" oc. .... 
. BC is called the nucleate boiling region and this can be further divided 
-. 
into ·two subregions of subcooled nucleate and bulk nucleate boiling. 
The subcooled nucleate boiling region is entered when the liquid 
at B is still below its saturation value. Although bubbles of vapour 
form in the superheated liquid boundary layer they immediately slide 
away from the heater surface and condc.nse in the subcooled bulk. When 
the saturation temperature is reached the bubbles detach themselves 
,but do not condense •. They create large escape velocities and 
·turbulence in the liquid film which give ~ise to high heat transfer 
rates with correspondingly small increments of the wall temperature. 
, Bubbles may form either in cavities on the heater surface or at high 
energy molecUlar groups in the bulk of the liquid during saturated 
nucleate boiling. Experiment has shown that preferential nucleation 
will occur at cavities maintained at low superheats of the order of a 
few degrees Fahrenheit rather than molecular groups which require 
superheats of up to.90oF. Forster and Greif (15) have developed the 
theory that micro-convection currents which are set up in the laminar 
.liquid layer by bubble disturbances together with the latent heat 
transport cannot accuunt for the high heat transfer rates of nucleate 
boiling. They suggest instead a mechanism of vapour-liquid exchange 
5 
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where ',bubbles grow, detach and even collapse at the heater surface 
and therefore ,push hot' liquid away allowing cooler liquid to take 
its place. In this region 
" Q/A 0< t::.T where 2 <, n < 5 
When the bubble growth rate becomes large enough to allow the 
form~tion of a vapour film around the wire the boiling process 
becomes unstable and C, which is known as the boiling crisis, is 
reached. At this point the heater temperature rises with no 
corresponding increase in the heat transfer rate. The heat flux at C 
is termed the critical heat flux and CD is known as the partial film 
boiling or transition film boiling region. It is unstable because 
the heater surface becomes alternately surrounded with films of 
liqUid or vapour. 
As the surface temperature increases, a stable vapour film is 
formed at D and DE is termed the stable film boiling region. 
Although the wire is blanketed by a film of'vapour with its 
characteristic low heat transfer coefficient, the wall temperature 
is already suffiCiently high enough to enable further increments 
of it to raise the heat transfer rates by conduction and radiation 
through the vapour film. If E is the physical melting point of 
the heater material any increases in the surface temperature above 
this point will result in the destruction of the heating element. 
Several basically different theories have been developed to 
account for the high heat transfer rates which occur with bubble 
formation during the nucleate pool boiling region. Rohsenow (16) 
postulated that the bubble movement i.e. its mass velocity at the 
. . 
moment of departure from a heated surface, provided the distu;rbance 
mechanism of the superheated ,liquid boundary layer. A correlation 
was developed in terms of non-dimensional groups including the 
bubble Reynolds' number, which was dependent upon the bubble diameter 
6 
and bubble frequency. 
Bubble Reynolds number 
DB 0< j~o,,---=-­f'L ee, where 
and bubble frequency ~ constant 
D6 
The complete correlation, equa~ion (4), expressed the heat transfer 
rate in terms of the excess temperature difference or wall superheat 
(TW'~ TSAT) and the coefficient Csf which was used to relate the 
heater surface properties to the liquid in use. C
sf must be 
determined experimentally. The-exponent bf the Prandtl number WHS 
originally given as 1.7 for all liquids although Vachon (19) has 
more recently recommended a value of 1.0 for water. 
Fo~ster and Zuber (17) and Levy (18) assumed that the bubble 
movement i.e. its growth rate at or completely adjacent to the heater 
surface,was the controlling mechanism of heat transfer. The 
correlation of the former workers wa~ 
or R o·ba p 0·33 o· 0015 ea -tL (6) 
One criticism of this expression is that it predicts equal heat 
transfer rates for liquids boiling at the surface of a heater and 
for those in the bulk of a liquid uninfluenced by the presence of 
a hot surface. Levy's correlation was based on bubble growth rates 
entirely adjacent to the heater surface. He introduced the 
correction (1 -x) to account for nucleate boiling in the presence 
of an imposed flow along the. heater surface. 
7 
Q 
= A 
The expression appears inadequate for two reasons. Firstly it 
is proposed that the non-dimensional coefficient is a funotion of 
the extent of vaporisation and ~he vapour density. This relation 
is not immediately'evident from the derivation of the correlation 
and no explanation is proffered. The correlation also pre-supposes 
that the heat flux is proportional to (1 - x) for a constant temper-
ature difference. This is probably incorrect at reasonably large, 
values of the vapour weight fraction. 
An alternative mechanism was suggested by Forster and Greif (15). 
They proposed a form of vapour~liquid exchange where the latent heat 
,transport was aided by a continuous replacement of hot liquid by 
cold liquid on the heater surface. This replacement mechanism was 
brought about by the continual motion of bubbles into the bulk 
liquid. The correlation, shown in equation (8), discounted the 
effects of micro-convection or eddy diffusion as negligible 
Q 
A 
-5 4·3" 10 RL TSAT t. P-~ [eep TSAT 0< SS (PL~ )"63 f /!.L cL)0033j(s) 
6 0 'S (> ... E'c:; )'05 L \' RL ' 
Recently Rohsenow and Mikic (8) also considered that conduction 
through the superheated liquid layer next to the heating surface 
and its regular replacement by cooler liquid was the mechanism of 
major importance in nucleate boiling. Expressions were developed 
that related the heat flux to the' active cavity density i.e. the 
number of active sites, the average frequency for bubble departure 
and the bubble diameter at departure, °to the wall superheat and 
fluid properties. ' The final ,complex expression is shown in equation 
(10). 
8 
·where . . M+I 'e.- = 
IIz. 17/9 19/s· (M- ";/11) (M- IS/Il) 
R.b eb Cb· A. E>~ 
jAb ( t>b - E'c )9/8 6 (M- -II/ll) TSAT ("'- 15/9) 
(10) 
B was a dimensional constant which depended on the boiling surface 
properties and gravity; the values of the exponent m were taken 
as 2.5 for water and 3.0 for organic liquids. 
Most of the reported correlations contain some inherent 
weaknesses. The earlier Rohsenow theory is still considered to be 
the most useful as it is supported by a certain amount of .. 
experimental verification in the literature. Its main drawback 
lies in the use of the coefficient C
sf ' This is difficult to 
determine with any accurate degree of repeatability (see Vachon (19» 
because of its dependence on liquid-surface combinations and surface 
preparation properties. His later correlation still maintains 
the use of a surface dependent constant and is unable to predict 
a single line to correlate boiling heat transfer data obtained 
from different liquids. Together with that of Forster and Greif 
it lacks any form of verification. 
It is known that heat is transferred during the annular flow 
region of flow bOiling·systems by a nucleation process in the 
liquid film which becomes suppressed by vapour induced effects. 
More recent studies have now shown that no nucleation occurs in 
the fully developed annular flow regime. In contemporary studies 
this nucleation process is accounted for by the use of semi-
empirical correction factors that refer to bubble growth rates, etc. 
although more recently the work· of Chen (10) has included the 
Forster and Zuber pool boiling analysis. It therefore seems 
likely that careful examinations of pool boiling studies may prove 
9 
useful in helping to predict a succeesful flow boiling correlation 
that will combine a detailed experimental analysis of film 
properties with nucleation processes. 
1.2 Flow patterns and heat transfer mechanisms of boiling two-phase 
systemso 
It is known that changes in hydrodynamic conditions that exist 
during liquid flow through a heated tube can radically alter heat 
transfer mechanisms. The flow patterns 'of such a system are 
I 
\ 
determined by two fixed variables, the tube geometry and gravitational 
. force, while interphase forces interrelated with the heat transfer 
characteristics result in a number of possible longitudinal and 
cross-sectional flow profiles. Sufficient high speed photographic 
stUdies and visual observations of boiling systems have led to the 
classification of a number of basic flow patterns and heat transfer 
mechanisms. 
Figure 3 schematically represents a uniformly heated, vertical 
.. tube .with liquid entering the base at its saturation iemperature 
and low pressure. The diagram shows the flow patterns and heat 
transfer mechanisms that develop and their resulting effects on the 
heat transfer coefficient. Maintaining the liquid at its saturation 
temperature eliminates' the regime of subcooled boiling where bubbles 
that form in the superheated laminar boundary layer next to the 
heated surface are recondensed in the non-boiling bulk. 
When the boiling liquid enters the tube the thin laminar 
boundary layer becomes superheated to a 'sufficient degree and 
nucleation processes begin at favoured .sites on the heater surface. 
Bubbles form and detach themselves with an even distribution from 
this surface into the bulk liquid whose flow begins to accelerate. 
10 
Hence the vapour weight fraction, which is also.called the 
thermodynamic mixture quality, is an important parameter in flow 
boiling and is defined as the ratio of the vapour mass flowrate 
to the total mass flow rate in unit time. As the vapour weight 
fraction increases in the nucleate boiling region, the vapour 
velocity and bubble concentration increase to such an extent as to 
allow coalescence of the bubbles to form slugs·. The hydrodynamic 
flow pattern is known as plug, slug, churn or froth flow-and this 
region forms the 'transition belt' between the bubble and annular 
.flow regions. It is an unstable flow pattern, characterisftd by 
alternate pulsations of liquid and vapour commonly referred to as 
hydrodynamic oscillations or instabilities, which induce pressure 
drop fluctuations along the tube. It usually occurs at steam 
qualities less than 10% by weight and low flow rates. 
The formation of bubbles and their subsequent disruption of 
the laminar boundary layer in the nucleate boiling region gives rise 
to the high values of.heat transfer coefficient similar to those 
of pool boiling. The accompanying heat transfer mechanism is known 
as partial nucleate boiling and it forms. a transition region 
between the convection mechanism of a single ¥hase heated liquid 
and fully developed two-phase nucleate boiling where the degree of 
superheat at the heating surface is large enough to activate all 
available nucleation sites. During the present work it is most 
probable that single phase convection immediately progressed to 
fully developed nucleate boiling at the tube inle.t. A calculation 
·~f the quality at a distance six inches above the tube inlet supports 
this theory as it was found that the quality lay between 2 and 10% 
by weight. Most authors agree that nucleate boiling is suppressed 
in favour· of a forced convective process at qualities greater than ~ •. 
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Complete descriptions of the partial nucleate boiling region and 
, ' 
its suppression by full nucleate boiling have been made by 11cAdam:J 
(20), Forster and Gr-eif (15), Bergles and RohsenOl' (21) and 
Collier (22) (23)." Regions f.. and B are collectively termed the 
,'nucleate boiling region with net vapor generation'. 
Several possibilities hav~ been suggested for the heat transfer 
mechanisms that occur during the nucleate boiling region. Forster 
and Greif summarised these briefly as; 
(1) Heat transfer by bubble agitation and disruption of the laminar 
, 
boundary layer i.e. micro-convection. 
(2) Bubbles acting in the manner of surface roughness. 
(3) Heat transport by the latent heat of bubbles. This mechanism 
alone cannot account solely for the high heat transfer rates 
of boiling. However, Snyder (24) postulated that a combination 
,of this method together with heat transfer by evaporation at 
the surface-liquid interphase and condensation at the top of 
the bubble during its growth period might account for such 
high rates. 
(4) A vapour-liquid exchange method. 
Investigations have shown that (4) is the most probable mechanism. 
Heat transfer is independent of fluid flow and quality and the 
, excess surface temperature is dependent only upon the heat flux, 
physical properties of the liquid and the number of available 
nucleation sites. 
As the vapour quality increases in proportion to the liquid; 
an inversion'of the'phases takes place and the centre of the tube 
becomes filled with a continuous high velocity vapour core . 
accompanied by a comparatively slow moving liquid film at the wall 
surface. A small quantity. of liquid is always entrained as droplets 
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in the vapour core. C is known as the annular or climbing film 
region. Ini tially nucleate boiling occurs in the liquid film but 
as the annular flow region becomes fully developed "his mechanism is 
completely suppressed by forced convective effects where· heat is 
transferred by conduction through the film and evaporation at the 
liquid-vapour interface. Bowring .(25) stipulated that it could 
no longer be termed a boiling process. This mechanism will be 
dealt with in greater detail at a later stage. Heat transfer is 
relatively independent of heat flux and becomes dependent upon mass 
flow and vapour quality. 
In region D the vapour core velocity and its resultant shear 
forces grow large enough to begin to disrupt the liquid film which 
is entrained in the core as small droplets. The film thickness 
decreases gradually with increasing shear forces and evaporation, 
until it finally vanishes in region F, where the flow changes to 
that of wet and eventually dry superheated steam beyond the dryout 
point. Initially the· vapour flow contains a large amount of 
.fluid entrained as droplets. The wall temperature rises and the 
Leidenfrost phenomenon prevents these droplets from wetting the 
tube. Evaporation rates into the vapour are very low and the vapour 
rapidly· becomes superheated. Region D is known as 'spray or liquid 
dispersed' and E as 'liquid deficient'. The heat transfer 
mechanisms in E and F consist of simple forced convection laws to 
a gas which cause the heat transfer coefficient to decrease 
sharply from its high value in the annular region. It has not been 
definitely decided whether liquid or vapour properties should be 
used in the modified Dittus-Boelter equation when values of the 
heat transfer rate are calculated in region E. A detailed description 
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of the hydrodynamics of fluid flow patterns in hlo-phase flow has 
been given by Collier and Wallis (4). 
1.3 Flow regime maps. 
The· design of reboilers and evaporators which function at the 
most efficient operating conditions would be greatly simplified if 
a method could be found to accurately define flow patterns in terms 
of dimensionless groups. Certain flow regime maps do exist. but 
have a strictly limited use because the effects of the basic 
variables of heat transfer on the regions have not been systematically 
. studied. These effects become most important at the transition 
boundaries that separate flow regimes. 
The most extensively used map was obtained by Baker (26). 
This described flow patterns that developed during adiabatic 
horizontal flow. There seems to be. little justification in using 
it to predict vertical flow patterns in the absence of stratificati0n 
effects. Griffith and Wallis (27), Moissis (28) and Koslov (29) 
studied vertical upward flow of two-phase mixtures and presented 
- -
maps that defined bubble, slug, annular and annular-mist regions 
in terms of a dimensionless mixture Froudenumber and the vapour 
volume fraction. There appears to be no agreement between the three 
maps. Lacey et al (30) defined flow patterns that existed for water 
in upflow through a boiler tube operating at 1500 p.s.i.a. by means 
of the vapour quality and the total mass flow rate. An indication 
of the flow regions that occur at low pressures may possibly be 
derived from this map but the total quantitative effect must be 
very.different due to the compressibility of the two-phase mixture 
at such a high pressure. 
Recently Golan and Stenning (31) investigated adiabatic air-
water systems in vertical upward and downward flow and their results 
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showed that significant differences occurred between the two 
directions •. During downward flow it was found that a definite froth 
region existed between the slug and annular flow regions where 
the vapour phase, which previously flowed as a slug, broke up 
and mixed with the liquid to form a highly turbulent patternless 
mixture. The bubble, slug, froth and annular regions are depicted 
in figure 4 in terms of the superficial liquid and vapour 
velocities. The transition lines were determined by use of a non-
dimensional parameter suggested by Griffith (3~ which was a 
function of both velocities. Excellent agreement with the slug-
+ 
annular transition 1iteria of Griffith was reported. However, 
visual identification· of the flow patterns at transition lines 
was ·extremely difficult and the lines should be regarded as 
representative of narrow transition bands. 
It is obvious from these attempts that there is little 
agreement between published works. Flow boundaries in particular 
lack successfut delineation. The absence of substantial 
experimental verific~tion suggests that flow maps should be used 
with extreme caution. 
1.4 Flow boiling of pure liquids. 
Several important experimental studies of two-phase diabatic 
flow have been made in recent· years. These have been confined 
mainly to circular tubes and have resulted in the formulation of 
semi-empirical correlations that contain independently controlled 
parameters. A noticeable lack of any theoretical work of major 
importance must be attributed to the very limited knowledge of the 
thermohydrodynamic processes that take place in a heated tuba with 
fluid flow. This work has omi'tted any mention of correlations of 
the boiling mechanisms obtained in terms of modified Dittus-Boelter 
.. 
. equatior.s as it is now generally. accepted that the use of such equations 
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precludes any form of distinction between the existing regions of 
heat transfer where mass flow has such differing effects. It 
seems 'probable that when a reboiler or evaporator operates 
.essentially a~ atmospheric . pressure, the predominating regions of 
heat transfer will be those of nucleate and forced-convective 
evaporation with their associated bubbly, slug and annular flow 
patterns. 
Chen (10) and Sachs. (33) have postulated that when a liquid 
enters 'a heated tube at i ts sat~ation temperature, the bubbly flow 
region quickly becomes suppressed' in favour of an annular type 
flow at vapour weight fractions as low as 2!%. If a liquid ~Tith 
a high liquid to'vapour density ratio is considered, the volumetric 
.vapour weight fraction will approach unity rapidly for small 
increments in the mass fraction. Hence this sudden formation of 
vapour can quickly lead to its coalescence as a core which will 
result in·a change of flow. This implies that the nucleate 
boiling region becomes suppressed and both Sachs (33) and Firman 
and 'Clapp (34) have considered that any transitio~ slug flow which 
might temporarily exist between the two main flow regions also 
transported heat by a convective process. It is not possible to 
define exactly when bubbly flow becomes suppressed in favour of 
an annular type flow by use of parameters such as vapour quality 
. , 
although it is proposed that a transition band occurs between 
weight qualities of 2 and 10%. 
TPe works of Dengler and Addoms (9), Wright et al (35), 
Schrock and Grossman (36), Guerrieri and Talty (37), Sachs (33) 
and Bennett et al (38) have shown experimentally that when a 
stable annular flow region is set up, the heat transfer rates to 
the two-phase medium are controlled by the two distinct heat 
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transfer mechanisms of nucleate boiling and forced convective 
evaporation. Table 1 shows for comparative purposes the systems 
and the range of variables which were used by. these workers. 
·At low mass flowrates and low vapour qualities, visual 
observations by Hewitt (39), Sachs and Tippets (40) have proved 
that. bubbles form in the climbing film until they ~ecome suppressed 
at higher flow rates and qualities. Guerrieri, Dengler and 
Bennett (38) have shown that in the low vapour quality region, 
heat fluxes and heat transfer coefficients increase with increases 
of film temperature difference at a gertain fixed vapour weight 
fraction and are independent of mass flow changes. This result 
is directly comparable with the effect of increasing the wall 
temperature on heat transfer rates during nucleate pool boiling. 
A description of the mechanism of nucleation in a climbing 
film has been proposed by Hewitt (41), Hsu and Graham (42) and 
Bergles and Rohsenow (21). Four assumptions are made when considering 
the. growth of bubbles in a laminar superheated liquid layer. 
(1) Initial bubble sizes and cavity diameters are less than 
the laminar sub-layer thickness. 
(2) A bubble will continue to grow only if the temperature at 
its crown is high enough to overcome the equivalent surface 
tension pressure. 
(3) An active range of different diameter. cavities are available 
for nucleation. 
(4) The temperature profile within the laminar sub-layer is linear. 
The· minimum temperature profile that will satisfy (2) for a climbing 
liquid film is shown in figure 5. When the effects of shear· 
·stress and heat fiux combine· to produce a temperatUre profile 
equivalent to Tl across the film, the superheat is nowhere.high 
enough to allOW any nucleation to occur. As the heat flux is increased 
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Author 
Dengler and Addoms (9) 
Guerrieri and Talty (37) 
Bennett et al (38) 
Schrock and·Grossman (36) 
vlright (47) 
vlright et al (35) 
Test-Section Geometry Fluid 
Vertical, steam heated, copper water 
tube 1" LD. x 20 ft. Up11ard 
flow. 
Two vertical oil heated brass cyclohexane 
. tubes; 0.75" LD. x 6 ft., 1.0" methanol 
x 6.5 ft. Upward flow. benzene 
T110 vertical annuli 0.088"; 
0.125" x 29". Glass tubes, 
stainless-steel core heater. 
Upward flow. 
penbme 
heptane 
water 
Vertical stainless-steel, water 
electrically heated tubes 
0.118" LD. x 15, 30, 40"; 
0.237" LD. x 15, 30"; 0.432" 
LD. x 30". Upward flow. 
Two vertical, electrically water 
heated stainless-steel tubes, 
0.719" I.D. x 5.67 ft., 0.472" 
I.D. x 4.69 ft. Downward flow. 
as above n-butanol 
Pressure 
p.s.i.a. 
8 - 40 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 - 35 
42 - 505 
15.8 - 68.2 
16.9 - 50.0 
, 
Flo11 
Velocity 
li'l.ft./sec. 
0.2 - 4.8 
1.3 - 2.8 
1.0 - 2.5 
1.0 - 2.4 
0.9 2.2 
1.0 2.4 
0.2 0.9 
~lass 
VelocitY2 
Ib /hr.ft. 
m 
x 105 
0.8 - 14.7 1.76 - 32.8 
3.96 - 25.2 
.. . 
4.9 - 15.8 
Quality 
11t. % 
! , 
1 : 
! /1 
I ! 
: 
Heat Flux2 Btu./hr. ft. I 
104 
15 - 71 2.8 - 20 
2 - 10 
1 - 4 
2 - 9 
2 12 
2 10 
1 59 
0.3 - 1.3 
0.7 - 1.7 
0.4 - 1.3 .. " 
0.3 1.2 
0.2 0.9 
3.2 16 
3 - 50 6.5 _ 145 
o - 19 1.4 - 8.8 
• 
o 31 2.8 - 6.6 
Table 1. . A Summary of Experimental Conditions used in T11o-Phase. Single Component Heat Transfer Stlloips 
., 
and shear stress effects remain appreciably unaltered, the profile 
will be raised to a value T2, which allows a bubble of.critical 
radius R to form. When the heat flux corresponds t~ a profile 
T3, nucleation will occur at all available sites. 
The heat flux remains unaffected b~ increases in mass· flow 
rate and vapour weight fraction. until a critical quality is 
reached. At this quality the increased vapour core velocity sets 
up shear stresses of sufficient magnitude in the liquid film to 
suppress the nucleation process. This phenomenon was observed by 
Hewitt (39) and Sachs (40) whose· works agreed with the mechanisms 
of heat transfer postulated by Wright (47), Schrock (36), Guerrieri 
(37), Bennett (38), Dengler (9) and Wright et al (35). When the 
two~phase velocity prohibits bubble formation, heat is transferred 
through the liquid film by conduction and by a process of evaporation 
at the turbulent vapour-liquid interface. Guerrieri and Dengler 
have both shown experimentally that point values of heat transfer 
coefficients arid heat fluxes increase along a tube independently 
of the liquid film temperature difference which remained constant 
or decreased slightly. This result can be compared with those of 
pool boiling where a decrease of the temperature difference results 
in a decrease of the heat flux. This is illustrated by figure 5 
where an increase in mass flow increases the gradients of the 
temperature profiles and nucleation becomes suppressed. Firman 
and Clapp .(34) indicate that there are no appreciable effects of 
surface roughness in this region. This is not unexpected because 
changes in the surface condition of the heater should only relate 
to the nUmber of active sites available for bubble formation. 
Earlier descriptions of·the boiling phenomena have described 
its c.omplexity. Such phenomena must however be dependent upon 
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physical 1aws,and correlations have been'derived that are functions 
of system flow parameters, physical a~d geometrical properties. 
The first co-workers to recognise the importance of the 
vaporised weight fraction of liquid as a basic parameter were 
Johnson and Abou-Sabe (43). They studied non-boiling heat transfer 
rates to a turbu1en~two-phase, two component air/water system 
.'. 
under limited conditions of pressure drop so that compressibi1ity, 
momentum and phase change effects became negligible. Moderate 
success was obtained in correlating both isothermal and. non-
isothermal results with a plot of Ch./ hL)(r /0L) v, Xt~. 
Xtt is known as the Lockhart-Martinel1i parameter and includes the 
weight fraction of liquid vaporised ·by definition. It had already 
been successfully used by Lockhart and Martinel1i (12) in a 
pressure drop correlation of two component, two-phase flow where 
both phases were always in turbulent flow. A complete theoretical 
development of this parameter has been made by Collier (6). 
(11) 
Many workers after Johnson utilised this parameter in correlations 
and claimed various degrees of success. The expressions of heat 
transfer rates in the forced-convective regime usually assumed the 
general form 
and some values of K and n are shown in table 2. 
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Author K n 
Dengler ( 9) 3.5 0.5 
Guerrieri (37) 3.4 0.45 
Wright (35) 2.72 0.58 
Schrock ( 36) 2.5 0.75 
Collier ( 96) 2.17 0.7 
Bennett (38) 0.64 0.74 
Table 2. Variables proposed by different Vlorkers 
for the general heat transfer correlation hi/hL = K(l/Xtt)n 
The use of Xtt has been justified to a certain degree by Collier (5) 
l·,ho considered holD cases of flow through a vertical heated tube; 
(1) Vlhen liquid completely filled the tube and (2) when an 
equivalent liquid mass flowrate floVled as a film on the tube 
surface. It Vias assumed that heat was transferred by convective 
processes only. 
A relationship l'laS obtained by dynamic similarity between the 
heat transfer coefficients of (1) and (2) and the tube dimensions 
and liquid film properties. 
hI = hL = 0.023 kl ReI Prl 
Dl 
h2 = hi = 0.023 k2 Re2 Pr2 
D2 
Since the liquid physical properties in both cases were practically 
constant and McAdams (44) p.244 shoVled that the Reyn61ds numbers 
Vlere identical. 
(16) 
If the film was ullrippled and had a thickness h where Dl» S, 
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the equivalent diameters D became 
. e 
(1) D = Dl = tube diameter e 
(2) D = 4 e x hydraulic radius = 4b 
• h/~ D/4 S· • • = 
when Dl» ~ , the liquid holdup (1 - s) was given by 
(1 - s) ..:= 4 &/Dl (18) 
• 
• • 
s) 
Therefore it may be assumed that the basic form of equation (13) 
was correct because Lockhart and Martinelli successfully 
correlated the liquid holdup (1 ~ s) by the flow parameter Xtt • It 
must be noted that equation (19) has not yielded accurate values 
of h. as yet using predicted or measured void fractions. 
1. 
Dengler and Addoms (9) and Guerrieri and Talty (37) both 
measured point values of heat transfer coefficients along an 
.evaporator tube. Dengler investigated vapour qualities from 
o - 7afo by weight while Guerrieri was limited to a range of 0 - 11%. 
Both works showed that heat fluxes increased along the latter 
portions of the tubes with increases in vapour weight fraction 
although the film temperature difference remained relatively 
constant. Guerrieri isolated the factors affecting this mode of 
convective heat transfer by plotting the ratio hi/~ versus vapour 
quality. A series of straight lines for different organic liquids 
were obtained in order of decreasing vapour densities for decreasing 
·hi/~ values. This trend of the vapour/liquid ratio suggested 
the use of Xtt as a basic parameter because it contained the 
quality fraction and accounted for the effects of pressure when 
nucleate boiling was suppressed by means of a specific volume term. 
It successfully predicted the large heat transfer rates that 
occurred experimentally in.the convective region when the vapour/ 
liquid ratio arid hence the two-phase velocity became extremely 
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high. Dengler included the variance of the mass velocity as 
GO. 8 ·by his use of the liquid heat transfer coefficient. 
hI; = 0.023kL [ 4-W J_o.I![~~]o'4-
D.. 1T Di jUL R. 
1 . / L 
Guerrieri found that better results were obtained if an all-liquid 
coefficient based upon the unvaporised liquid fraction of the stream 
/ 
was used. 
h_ = 
'-r, 
o·g· 0'4-
0.023 ~ [ Di C (I - xl ] [ C f- ] 
D·}JL R. 1 ~ L 
(21) 
Later workers, Schrock and Grossman (36) and Bennett (38) corroborated 
.. 
this' fact. 
Bennett et al (38) tested experimental data in the manner 
suggested by Dengler and Guerrieri and found that combined effects 
of mass flow and vapour quality were not completely accounted for 
in the convective region where the tl':J-phase heat transfer coefficient 
tended to increase slightly with increases in heat flux. A 
.. dimensional correction factor was included in the final correlation 
. shown in equation (22). 
h./h (~) - 0.11 = 0.64 [_1_] 0.74 
1 LA· X 
. tt 
All authors repor~ed the occurrence of deviations in the 
experimental data from predicted values at low vapour qualities 
corresponding to low values of l/Xtt • These are i·llustrated in 
f.igure 1 which shows the results of Bennett (38). The deviations 
were attributed to nucleation processes which resulted from the 
formation of bubbles in the climbing film. At Y, the heat transfer 
rate becomes strongly dependent upon the quality and suppression 
·occurs at this point. Dengler and Guerrieri both explained that 
the effect of nucleation on the heat transfer rate could be 
considered additive but·included.correction factors as multipliers 
2 
for convenience.· Dengler's correction factor, F, utilised the 
F = 0.67 [un -6TL) (bP. D) ]°0 1 (23) 
o ~ "fsAT 6T .... 
quanti ty (6 T ...: 6T _) which was thought to most strongly account for 
. . 1 _ 
the diminishing effect of nucleate boiling. Alternatively Guerrieri 
considered that three factors which affected nucleate boiling most 
were the available _superheat, the velocity-of the liquid and the 
surface roughness. It was not possible to account for the latter 
... 
effect qualitatively. A nucleate boiling correction factor 
J. 
N.B.C.F. l<as therefore derived in terms of the radius of the 
minimum size of a thermodynamically stable bubble at a given super-
heat and the thickness of the laminar boundary layer which was a 
function 
Schrock 
of the liquid YelOC[ity • J -5/9 
N.B.C.F. = 0.187 -ti' ~ 
and Grossman (36) improved their correlation by using a 
boiling number Bo to account for effects that became significant 
at low flow rates. The final correlation was 
hi/~ = 7.39 x 103 [ Bo + 1.5 x 10-4 (1/Xtt )0.66] 
This number was originally introduced by Davidson (45) and later 
used by Mumm (4~ to correlate flow in a heated, horizontal tube. 
Bo = [~/: ] (26) 
Bennett (38) correlated similar data obtained in the regions of low 
steam quality and high heat fluxes by plotting heat flux and the 
excess temperature difference according to Rohsenow's pool boiling 
correlation. Good agreement was found although some deviations 
occurred at lower heat fluxes. It was thought that these were due 
to ·the onset of -turbulemce in the film created by forced circulation 
of the low quality mixture which tended to mask any nucleation 
processes. Wright (35) (47) however found that a maximum existed 
in the wall temperature near the-Tube inlet. This was contrary 
to the expected result of a continual decrease of this temperature 
along the tube length with an increase in the two-phase coefficient. 
It was suggested that these 101'/ quality deviations were merely the 
result of thermal entrance effects. Therefore it seems logical 
to conclude that all the nucleate boiling factors should be treated 
~Ii th circumspection in vie~1 of the lack .of any conclusive 
> 
experimental verification. 
Wright et al (35) ·and Chen (10) tested the forced-convection 
correlations of Dengler and Addoms, Guerrieri and Talty, Schrock and 
Grossman and Bennett et al with all the available experimental 
data. Both independently decided that the basic character of the 
correlations l;as correct but that the final groupings and exponent 
values were probably inappropriate due to the lack of any general 
relationship. 
vlright carried out a computerised study using a linear 
regression analysis to determine I,hich parameters exerted the most 
important influence on the forced convection heat transfer mechanism. 
He found that dimensionless rather than dimensional groups gave 
better correlations and that of these, Xtt exerted the most pOl<erful 
effect. The .Reynolds number, which represented mass flow, had more 
influence than the boiling number. This supported the theory that 
nucleation effects became quickly suppressed. An inclusion of the 
Prandtl number was made to account for the differences in fluid 
properties. The most successful combination of these parameters I<as 
X -.292 
tt 
.. - -.233 
PrL 
Chen (10) produced a different correlati~ technique. He 
postulated that contributions to heat transfer by the nucleation 
and forced-convective regions !>'ere additive. These were termed 
micro-convection and macro-convection respectively and hID 
.-
dimensionles3 functions S and F were introduced to account for them. 
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The micro-convective region was defined by the pool boiling 
treatment of Forster a:ld Zuber (17) and S was made equal to the 
ratio of t~e effective to total .superheat that existed at the 
heater wall. It accounted for the decreases in effective superheat 
that would exist when a laminar boundary layer in a pool boiling 
system was subjected to an imposed flow •. For all ranges of mass 
velocity S was therefore represented as a function of the two-
phase Heynolds number. 
[ 
R 0'79 00 4-5 0°4-9. OOB] h ""LC = 0 0 001"2.2.5 L CL 8L ca-_c _ 
.. _ (50 05 )'ltl.9 AO' 24 etZ4 
s ~[~~~][ ~~r where n = 0.24 and x = 0.75 
0'2.4- 0°75 
b, T . b,P (29) 
Heat· tr·ansfer characteristics in the macro-convective region were 
correlated by a modified form of Dittus-Boelter equation. 
h . = 0.023 
mac 
, 
.F 
F' was also defined as a flow parameter and was assumed to be a 
function of Xti" 
/ , 
S and F had to be determined experimentally. F was found to 
increase with increases of l/Xtt which 9howed the predominating 
effect of forced-convection at higher vapour weight fractions. 
The correlations of Wright and Chen lack verification. The 
accuracy of Chen seems entirely dependent upon the experimental 
, 
determination of Sand F which appeared to be a very tenuous process. 
Variations of ! 3Q% may be expected in these values. Chen however 
did predict and agree with the divergencies that had been reported 
at low vapour quality fractions. He postulated that these 
." 
provided support for the use of the. function F because at high 
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values of ljXtt , the ratio h/~ converged to (ReTp"ReL) • • It \ 
is a matter for speculation as to whether the much used correlations 1\ 
of the,form suggested by Dengler and Addoms (9) and Guerrieri and 
Talty (37) describe the effect of the variables better and predict 
more accurate results than the Chen correlation which is supported 
by Collier (5)., 
1.5 Pool boiling of 'binary mixtures. 
Very few studies of the boiling process in a flow system have 
been made for binary liquid mixtures, therefore for illustrative 
_,purposes' a brief survey is included of the work that has been 
carried out using binary pool boiling systems. This review can be 
considered as an extension of the earlier sub-chapter entitled 
'pool boiling of pure liquids'. 
Stephan and Korner (48) have produced a synopsis of all binary 
mixtures which have been used for h&at transfer studies. The 
'majority of studies usually limited themselves to descriptions of the 
standard re suits (a) that the heat transfer coefficient for near ideal 
mixtures lay between the limiting values of the pure components and 
(b) that the critical heat fluxes of non-ideal mixtures at a certain 
low concentration of the more volatile component were greater than 
the heat flux densities of the pure components and remaining liquid 
mixtures. The higher the number of carbon atoms in a mixture the 
more this maximum shifted towards a lower concentration of the organic 
component. The works that are considered to be relatively more 
important have been chosen for discussion. 
It is recognised that the complexity of the phenomenon of 
boiling binary liquid mixtures is greater than that of pure bOiling 
liquids because the number of significant parameters is greater. A 
major difference between the two systems is that for a pure liquid 
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the rate of bubble growth is solely dependent upon the conduction 
of heat available for a change of phase towards the vapour-liquid 
interface. In mixtur~s, heat transmission is associated with mass 
diffusion within the liquid phase together with a transfer of mass 
from the liquid thermal boundary layer adjoining a bubble and the 
heating surface or alternatively surrounding a bubble to the vapour. 
The reduced concentration results in a diminishing bubble growth 
rate since the mass diffusivity is small when compared to the heat 
diffusivity. 
Van Stralen, in a primary series of papers (49) (50) .(51), 
postulated that the observed maximum in the heat transfer coefficient 
was caused by the formation of a minimum bubble size and therefore 
a maximum frequency of bubble growth in the boundary layer at the 
heater surface. This resulted in its periodic disturbance by 
bubbles being increased. Owing to the existence of a composition 
gradient between the liquid boundary layer surrounding a bubble in 
a binary mixture and the bulk liquid, the superheating of the bulk 
," 
liquid 6t became reduced by an amount t"e where 
b,e =T(x) 
T(Xo) represented the boiling point of the bulk liquid at a concentration 
~ of the more volatile component and T(x) the boiling temperature 
of the boundary layer at a concentration x of the more volatile 
component which was equal to the dew point of the vapour bubble. 
Curves representing the new driving force of superheating, 61: - 6.e, 
showed a minimum at the concentration x.which depended on the 
equilibrium data of the system and the vaporised molar fraction at 
the heating surface. When they were combined with the equation of 
the asymptotic approximation of the radius of a separate vapour 
bubble derived by Plesset and Zwick (52), 
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these·curves showed that the average release size of vapour bubbles 
from the heating surface became a minimum at the specific 
concentration when t:,'t was replaced by LI't- AB. The resultant 
increased disturbance of the boundary layer gave rise to· the higher 
heat fluxes that were experimentally measured for water- . 
methylethylketone. systems. 
Van Stralen and co-workers (53) (54) expanded this theory 
by systematically investigating the influence of concentration upon 
the maximum heat flux in nucleate boiling. After flash evaporation 
occurred at the nucleation site the original composition x.o of 
the more volatile component in the surrounding boundary layer was 
reduced tox and the dew point temperature of the vapour bubble 
became larger. than the boiling temperature of the original liquid. 
The dew temperature which, as stated previously,was dependent upon 
the mole fraction of the more volatile component vaporised, can 
become equal to the temperature at which vapour of composition :Co 
will condense if the fraction vaporised is unity. Hence a state 
may exist where a vapour bubble rising through a liquid has a 
concentration gradient at its interface although the vapour and 
liquid temperatures are equal. No temperature driving force will 
exist and vaporisation can only occur through diffusional processes 
from the bulk of the liquid which result in temperature and 
concentration changes. Bubbles of the smallest possible size will 
tend to be formed. The interesting facet of this theory is the 
introduction of a new driving force for heat transfer. 
Expressions were formulated in Van Stralen's latest works (55) 
(56) (57) (58) fo; heat transfer coefficients, bubble growth rates 
and frequency and bubble di.ameter at breakaway during saturated 
nucleate boilirig of bina=y mixtures. These baSically agreed.with 
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the earlier mathematical treatment of bubble growth rates by 
Scriven (59) and Bruijn (60). A time dependent or 'relaxation 
microlayer' theory was developed for liquid superheating which 
incorporated the earlier ideas. The mechanism of nucleate boiling 
was thought to consist of periodic bubble formation as a relaxation 
phenomena of the superheating of the liquid thermal boundary layer 
at the heater surface. This layer was displaced at right angles 
away from the surface during rapid initial·bubble growth and 
surrounded a·portion of the bubble until it departed from the surface. 
Liquid at the bulk saturation temperature flowed to the heater 
surface and became superheated during the delay time that occurred 
before the next bubble >Tas formed at a certain nucleation site. 
The ·decrease in bubble growth rate at the specific concentration of 
the organic component was still attributed to a reduction of the 
superheating because of the increase in ~e due to the dew 
tempe·rature of the saturated vapour. The removal of heat from the 
'surface probably occurred during the greatest part of the bubble 
adherence time and took place by pure conduction processes only. 
This theory is similar to .that developed by Forster and Greif (15) 
'for pure liquids which had limitations as it failed to account 
sufficiently for high initial bubble growth rates and frequencies of 
bubble formation. 
The theory of Van Stralen accounted for the sudden local 
temperature fluctuations that had been experimentally shown to occur 
in the boundary layer between the heating surface and a boiling 
liquid.by Moore and Mesler (61). However, the height to which the 
superheated liquid surrounded a vapour bubble became a parameter 
and was dependent upon the original liquid composition and the 
concentration of the actual boundary layer. Accurate numerical 
predictions of heat fluxes and heat transfer coefficients must 
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theref·ore be considered unlikely as it is practically impossible 
to measure the latter composition experimentally. Further expressions 
were developed to predict the effect of increasing pressure and to 
determine the point at which film boiling began during saturated 
and surface boiling in binary mixtures. A brief review of " bubble 
growth rate theories in pure liquids and binary mixtures has been 
made by Van Stralen: (62). All appear to.be limited to the asymptotic 
stage of bubble growth i.e. that period of the growth rate controlled 
by heat and mass transfer alone • 
. Korner and Stephan (48) derived equations thermodynamically to 
predict heat transfer coefficients in terms of the fluid properties 
of the binary mixtures. They introduced an additional driving force, 
the ·concentration difference between the gaseous and liqUid phases, 
to account for the force needed to produce a vapour bubble. It was 
postulated that heat transfer depended on the size of this driving 
force i.e. the larger the difference in compositions, the greater 
would be the reduction of heat transfer. Two limitations seem 
apparent. Firstly it was assumed that equilibrium was reached 
between the two phases whereas in practice the processes of heat 
transfer occur at non-equilibrium conditions. However the agreement 
of experimental results with theory seemed to justify such an 
assumption. SecondlY,the effect of the driving force can be more 
clearly illustrated with a mixture that forms an azeotrope where two 
different driving forces occur. When the more volatile component 
has the lower boiling point the driving force w.ill always be 
positive but on the other side of the azeotrope it will become 
negative as .the heavier component be~omes preferentially vaporised. 
The work did not distinguish between the changing signs of this 
concentration driving force.but simply stated that the rate of· heat 
transfer was dependent on the magnitade and not the sign of the 
'11 
concentratiDn difference. 
1.6 FIDW boiling Df binarv mixtures. 
The.authDr has knDwledge Df five attempts to. measure heat 
transfer rates to. bDiling b.inary liquid mixtures in evaporatDr 
tubes. A survey Df the experimental equipment is presented in 
table 3. Mean average length cDefficients Df heat transfer were 
measured in. all Cases. 
Reference Binary mixture Apparatus 
l(irschbaum ( 63) water - sugar 158" x 1.58" I.D. 
steam heated cDpper 
tube 
(64)· water - sDdium chlDride ibid 
(65) water - glycerDl 76" x 1.58" I.D. 
steam heated cDpper 
tube 
Calus (66) water - iSDpropyl 48" x I" I.D. steam 
alcDhol heated glass tube 
(}adsdDn (67) water - iSDpropyl 48" x l2" I.D. steam 
alcDhol heated cDpper tube 
Table 3. Heat transfer investigatiDns Df binary !iquid mixtures • 
. The first works by Kirschbaum, using aqueDus sugar, salt and 
glycerDl sDlutiDns, showed that heat transfer rates decreased with 
decreasing water content. Calus (66) and GadsdDn (67) noted a 
different effect fDr isopropyl alcDhDl/water systems whose measured 
heat transfer cDefficients reached a maximum value abDve the limits 
Df the pure cDmpDnent values. A·ll three wDrkers fDund that heat 
transfer cDefficients did not decrease linearly with large increases 
Df the mDre vDlatile liquid cDncentratiDn. Kirschbaum attempted to. 
cDrrelate his data wi~h an empirical expressiDn that was dependent 
Dn the experimental variables and apparatus. Such an equatiDn 
prDbably Dnly applies to" an identical flDW system. 
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Calus and Gadsdon investigated the effects of liquid submergence 
level, temperature difference and inlet liquid composition on heat 
transfer rates. Calus was restricted by use of a glass tube with a 
low. wall thermal conductivity to low ranges of film temperature 
o differences and heat fluxes whose maximum values were 50 F and 
. 2 
10,000 B.t.u./hr.ft.·oF respectively. ~e found that if the inlet 
temperature to the evaporator was not maintained at the liquid 
saturation value,inconsistencies in experimental results were likely 
to occur. Heat transfer coefficients increased with increases in 
film temperature difference and submergence which differed"from the 
findings of Kirschbaum and Gadsdon. They recorded increases of 
coefficients with submergence but decreases with diminishing film 
temperature differences beyond medium values. 
Calus correlated data obtained at liquid submergence levels 
of 80 and 6ajo of the total heated tube length by means of the 
reciprocal of the Lockhart - Martinelli parameter, l/Xtt , to within 
!2ajo but found that data at a submergence of 4ajo were higher than the 
values predicted by the correlation. It seems that at low temperature 
differences and heat fluxes,the lower submergence results .indicate 
a nucleate·boiling effect which increases the values of the 
coefficients above those predicted in the forced convective region. 
Gadsdon also attempted to correlate his data in the manner of 
Guerrieri and Talty (37) and Bennett et al (38). The former's 
method gave better results. It was found that the ratio hi/~ 
decreased over the entire range of submergence levels with increases 
of the film temperature. difference which indicated the suppression 
of nucleate boili~ in favour of a forced convective mechanism. A 
change to lines of different slope was obtained at high values of· 
l/X
tt 
for water and isopropyl alcohol at approximately aajo by weight 
of the vapour quality in each case. It was suggested that these 
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lines represented the onset of liquid dispersed flow conditions with 
their accomp£nying changes in heat transfer effects. The use of the 
parameter l/Xtt is only justified if both liquid and vapour phases 
are in turbulent-turbulent flow. No values of the gaseous and 
liquid Reynolds numbers were presented and it appears likely from 
the scatter ~thedata that no such distinction was made. The exit 
vapour quality which corresponded to a point condition may also have 
been used in the calculation of l/Xtt instead of the co;;ect average 
length mean value. 
", In order to try and distinguish between the nucleate boiling 
and forced convective components, plots were made of the total 
experimental heat flux versus film temperature difference. The 
Rohsenowpool boiling line was superimposed upon these plots to 
indicate if any deviations occurred from the nucleate boiling regime 
which it represented. Values of heat flux agreed with those 
predicted ,by nucleate pool boiling methods up to a vapour weight 
fraction of 25~. At higher qualities deviations took place as 
the heat flux became independent of increases in film temperature 
difference. It was postulated that these deviations occurred as 
'nucleate boiling was gradually suppressed. A more meaningful 
correlation may have been obtained if the data had been plotted in 
the manner suggested by Rohsenow (16) (68) where the heat flux due 
to the convection processes alone was subtracted from ,the total 
experimental heat flux in order to isolate the nucleate boiling 
component. 
An interesting attempt was made to differentiate between the 
forced convective and liquid dispersed regions in terms of the equation 
derived by Quandt (11). This expressed the conditions at the point 
of flow change by means of a two-phase Froude number 
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where fTP = two-·phase friction factor defined by Quandt 
= mean two-phase density 
Data for water coincided with the boundary conditions between the 
regions while that for isopropyl alcohol indicated the initial stages 
of dispersed flow. It was postulated that this method provided a 
qualitative but not exact estimation of flow conditions. It seems 
·unl~ely when comparisons are drawn with the present investigation, 
that in the presence of fairly large liquid and vapour flowrates but 
only moderate heat fluxes and overall temperature differences, a 
liquid dispersed region was entered •. If however this supposition was 
. incorrect,water, which has a greater surface tension and a smaller 
degree of wettability, would be preferentially expected to enter 
. the dispersed liqUid flow region. 
Increases of submergence for Calus and Gadsdon resulted in 
increased liquid flow rates. Contradictory effects were reported 
for increases of film temperature difference where Calus obtained 
increases and Gadsdon decreases of liquid flowrates. 
1.7 The effect of surface tension on heat transfer characteristics 
of pure liquids and their binary mixtures. 
The preceding chapter has dealt with the suitability of various 
parameters e.g. the flow parameter Xtt , for correlating single 
component boiling liquid heat tr·ansfer data. Surface tension is an 
additional parameter whose effect on boiling systems is better 
defined by binary mixtures. For example, surface tension gradients 
are only set up in pure liquids by a small temperature gradient which 
\ '. 
exists through the superheated liquid layer to the bulk liquid. 
In binary mixtures large surface tension gradients are caused by 
a combination of the temperature gradient and, of more importance, 
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composition gradients formed within the liQuid. , Most flow boiling 
correlations tend to neglect the surface tension as·a parameter 
which may be justifiable for pure liQuids but becomes inadvisable 
when related to binary mixtures. A certain amount of >lOrk on 
surface tension effects exists in the literature. 
It is ;;eU kno;;n from pool boiling studies that the initial 
growth rate of a bubble is controlled by surface tension and inertia 
forces. Growth is initially small but increases with bubble size 
as these forces gradually become less significant until at an 
asymptotic stage it is controlled by heat transfer from the 
surrounding liQuid by conduction and evaporation. The total effect 
of surface forces in a single component system On the bubble 
diameter at breakaway ;;ere included in Rohsenol,s pool boiling 
eQuation by the use of Fritz's (69) relationship, 
Q/A 0( 1/6°.5 
Experiments in pool and flow boiling have relied on the change 
of the bulk liQuid surface tension brought about by the use of 
surface active agents ;;hile the other physical liQuid properties 
remain unaltered. Pool boiling experiments by l"ontz and Myers (70) 
with such agents sho;;ed tHO effects. Firstly a decrease in the 
dynamic surface tension resulted in an increase of the boiling 
coefficient. A relation similar to that of Fritz was proposed although 
no values of the exponent were given. Secondly, use of a different 
surface agent which did not change the surface tension, caused a 
fourfold increase in boiling coefficients. This was perhaps 
due to an increase in the number of active nucleation sites in the 
bulk of the liQuid I'Ihich were provided by the la'rge surface active 
agent molecules. Kippenham (71) remarked however that during heat 
transfer work the introduction of these large molecules at the 
vapour-liQuid interface may increase the resistance to evaporation 
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4 by a factor of 10 • 
Several workers studied the effects that the formation of 
surfa?e.tension gradients in liquid films have on supported 
interfacial area in "packed. distillation columns and wetted wall 
I 
\ 
\ 
columns. While these results are only strictly applicable to apparatus 
\ of a similar nature, it is .possible that the presence of a climbing 
film in the annular flow region may be affected in a closely 
related fashion. Bond and Donald (72) first introduced-the idea 
that the breakdown of a liquid film in a wetted wall column when 
~onia was absorbed in water was due to the presence of ripples 
whose formation could either be slowed or accelerated by the surface 
tension gradients set up·within the film. Zuiderweg and Harmens (73) 
extended this theory and defined three types of binary systems. 
(1) A 'positive' system where the heavier component had the 
higher surface tension .and as t~e mole fraction of this 
"component· increased, the liquid surface tension increased. 
,(2) A 'negative' system where the heavier component had the 
lower surface tension and the gradient decreased down a 
column. In (1) and (2) the relative volatilities were 
large enough to allow the formation of appreciable surface 
tension gradients. 
(3) A 'neutral' system with low relative volatility which did 
not form large surface tension gradients. 
Where such gradients exist, rapid contraction or spreading of the 
rippled surface area which is available for heat and mass transfer 
or wetting of the tube may occur. These· movements are described 
by the Marangoni effect (74) where liquid surfaces of high 
interfacial tension contract when contacted with a surface of lower 
surface tension and vice-versa. 
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The general effects may be related to a boiling system >There 
vapour 9ubbles are dispersed in a liquid. For positive systems, 
>Teak spots occur bet>Teen a~jacent bubbles where the concentration 
of the heavier component grows as a result of evaporation and 
because its diffusion path into the liquid bulk is restricted. 
The weak spots become saturated with heavy component and the surface 
tension rises locally. Liquid is drawn in between the -bubbles and 
coalescence.of adjacent bubbles is prevented. The bubble lifetime 
~ay increase considerably and their formation becomes stabilised 
by the reinforcement of these weak spots. The opposite effect i.e .• 
·coalescence and.a destabilisation of bubble formation will take 
place with a 'negative' system. The present NPA/water mixture 
can represent both systems because it forms an azeotrope at 
approximatelY'equimolar proportions. 
'An experimental investigation by Kippenham (71) of subcooled 
.. forced convection boiling of pure water and water with various 
. amounts of surface active agents added to lower the liquid surface 
tension, reported that at. lower surface tensions coalescence was 
prevented and higher heat fluxes and larger bubble populations 
resulted. The bubble growth rate was also slower than that of pure 
water by at least a factor of ten. It was reported that inlet 
temperature variations at a constant liquid surface tension had no 
effect. This suggested that the major effect of surface tension 
on the heat trans'fer mechanisms of boiling systems was restricted 
to the superheated liquid layer next to the heater surface i.e. the 
·nucleation process. 
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2. DESCRIPrION OF EQUIPl>1ENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
2.1 Description of Equipment 
A schematic flow diagram of the vertical, single-tube, natural 
circulation evaporator is presented in figure 6. The evaporator 
consisted of a 0.485" I.D., precision machined copper tube with a 
steam heated length of 47.75". The wall thickness of the tube 
was 0.085" and it was jacketed by a vented brass pipe, 1.5" in 
diameter, which provided the steam heating annulus. The internal 
diameter was determined by weighing the volume of mercury required 
to fill the tube. The outside diameter was measured radially with 
vernier calipers at different points along the tube, several 
different readings being taken at various angles for each point. 
The inside diameter was also checked with calipers at the inlet 
and outlet of the tube. Details of the test-section are shown in 
figure 7 • 
Steam was supplied to the jacket from a boiler initially at 
80 p.s.i.g. via two Bailey reducing valves and a needle valve which 
allowed final manual adjustment when necessary. The two valves 
controlled steam jacket pressures of 1 - 10 p.s.i.g, and 10 - 100 
p.s.i.g. to within! 1 p.s.i.g. thus enabling a wide range of 
overall temperature differences to be covered. Their operation was 
most effective under high steam loads. Steam temperature and pressure 
were read at the inlet of the jacket from a mercury-in-glass 
thermometer and two Bourdon type pressure gauges with ranges of 
o - 60 and 0 - 160 p.s.i.g. depending on which reducing valve was 
-in operation. Steam condensate was removed to drain via a level 
operated Velan steam trap. 
The inside tube surface was deliberately maintained in an 
oxidised-as-used condition, previous work on it having been carried 
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out by Gadsdon (67) and the present author (75). Any surface dirt \ 
which was deposited during these earlier works was removed at the 
beginning of the experimental investigation by swabbing the tube 
with acetone followed by prolonged rinsing with distilled water. 
It was hoped that changes in surface properties were reduced to a 
minimum which should therefore increase the reproducibility of 
results. 
Liquid was supplied to the base of the evaporator tube at its 
local saturation temperature from a large boil-up vessel via a 
small glass-jacketed steam preheater situated just prior to the tube 
inlet. The liquid in the 6.5" diameter, 7 ft. high Q.V.F. glass 
boil-up vessel was maintained at its boiling point by a steam heated 
coil from where it passed by natural circulation through a 12" 
section of 1" diameter Q.V.F. glass pipe to the preheater. Vigorous 
boiling in the large vessel which was initiated by vapour coalescence, 
was reduced to·a minimum by the installation of a copper baffle 
,plate situated mid-way up this vessel. The boiling action of the 
liquid also removed any small remaining quantities of dissolved 
gases from the test-solution. A vent condenser was installed on top 
of the boil-up vessel to ensure operation of the equipment at 
atmospheric pressure without loss of test-liquid vapour. Initial 
water runs with the 1" glass pipe unlagged indicated that a large 
quantity of steam was needed to reheat the liquid to its saturation 
temperature therefore the pipe ~laS lagged. Visual observation of 
incipient boiling at the base of the tube through the glass preheater 
also served to ensure that the liquid did not fall below its 
. saturation temperature. This was tested by comparing the temperatures 
indicated by a thermometer inserted at the base of the evaporator 
tube and a thermometer sited at the same level in the boil-up 
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vess,!,l ,rhich recorded the local liquid boiling point. Very 
careful adjustments of the preheater steam flowrate were made to 
equalise these temperatures as it was found ,that Gver or under 
corrections had unsettling effects on the condensate liquid flowrates., 
The mixture of liquid and vapour, formed in the evaporator tube" 
pas,sed into a closed vapour head through a I" glass expansion T -
piece which separated the majority of the liquid from the vapour. 
This arrangement was directly representative of industrial 
equipment. A disadvantage of the T - piece was that it allowed some of " 
the separated liquid to fall back into the test-section and add to 
( 
the existing slugs of liquid and vapour already oscillating in the 
tube. A glass evaporator head has been designed for future 
work to prevent this re-entrainment of liquid. The separated liquid 
was fed ~irectly to the overflow circulation liquid hold-up vessel. 
Pressure and temperature indicators were fitted to the header which 
enabled the frictional head and the temperature of the two-phase 
mixture to be measured. These readings were taken on a mercury-in-
glass thermometer and a water filled manometer whose inlet was 
baffled to prevent slugs of test-liquid entering the line. 
The vapour and remaining entrained liquid passed directly t'o 
two Q.V.F. glass cyclone separators connected in series, whose 
vapour inlet and outlet take-off tube diameters were 1.5" and 2" 
respectively. Separated liquid flowed to the circulation liquid 
hold-up vessel through a I" take-off line. The vapour passed 
through a short 2" line to a single shell and two-tube pass 
vapour condenser where cooling water was pumped through 25 copper U 
tubes; each 19/32" O;D. and 54" long. These gave a total c90ling 
2, f area of 17.5 ft. The condensed stream passed rom the shell side 
'of this condenser through a condensate stream hold-up ves'sel to a 
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copper reservoir tank, 12" diameter and 2 ft. high. In order to 
reduce heat losses to atmosphere the vapour head and both cyclone 
separators were totally enclosed in a wooden box 1<hich was filled 
1<ith vermiculite lagging. 
Flo>l measurements of the liquid and condensed vapour streams 
1<ere taken after the circulation liquid and condensate hold-up vessels. 
Timed volumetric flow samples of both streams 1<ere made by means of 
a 0.5" diameter glass three-way valve in the condensate line and a 
tIt T - ported Saunders three-way valve in the circulation liquid 
line. This method of metering the flows 1<as more advantageous 
than a meter installed in the inlet feed line to the evaporator 
because. flo;r disturbances of the liquid passing from the boil-up 
vessel to. the tube 1<ere reduced to a minimum. Figure 8 sho1<s the 
apparatus used to divert the circulation liquid flow from ·its return 
to the reservoir tank into a measuring cylinder. Temperatures of both 
streams 1<ere measured by total i~~ersion mercury-in-glass 
thermometers situated in the outlet streams from the hold-up vessels. 
A constant submergence of liquid l<aS held in the evaporator tupe 
and boil-up vessel by the follo1<ing method. Condensed vapour and 
circulation liquid was returned to the reservoir vessel and a 
continuous recirculation was maintained between this tank and the 
boil-up vessel by a positive displacement pump. The liquid flowTate 
into the reservoir 1<as controlled by a ball-cock valve operating 
on the liqUid level. The stroke of the pump or alternatively a 
throttling valve position could be altered so that the ball-cock 
1<as kept in continual operation i.e. the optimum liquid inflow and 
outflow from the boil-up vessel and tank 1<ere fixed l·rhich controlled 
the holdup at a constant value. The double-ended, Crane bellows 
pump l'rith a Norgren air filter and micro-fog unit attached, l~as 
powered by a reCiprocating air driven motor >lith fully adjustable 
stroke and gave an almost continuous delivery. It was especially 
suited to the hot corrosive test-solution because all moving parts 
in contact with fluid were manufactured from P.T.F.E. Occasionally 
the pump'was subject to sudden seizures when run below air pressures 
of 60 - 70 p.s.i.g. which necessitated lubri,cation of the piston 
valve chest with a light lubricating oil. 
Samples of the inlet liquid to the evaporator test-section and 
" 
the outlet liquid and condensate streams were made for each 
experimental run by means of the sample points shown in figure 6 • 
Inlet liqUid samples were withdrawn through a rubber serum cap with 
, a hypodermic syringe inserted into ~, small glass pipe welded to, the 
I" Q.V.F. line prior to the test-section inlet. The rubber cap was 
protected from the test-solution by a P.T.F.E. disc which was held 
in position against its face by the liquid pressure. Circulation 
liquid and vapour condensate samples were withdrawn through t" 
diameter stainless-steel Hone valves fitted with P.T.F.E. glands 
and seats, after any static hold-up had been removed. The circulation 
liquid sample was usually near its boiling point and to prevent 
flashing was withdrawn through a copper coil immersed in an ice-
water mixture. The vapour condensate temperature never rose higher 
o than 20 C and samples were taken directly through the valve. Analyses 
.-
of the liquid samples were made using an Abbe refractometer whose 
plates were thermostatically maintained by water at a temperature 
o 0 
of 20 C. A calibration of this apparatus was carried out at 20 C 
using accurately weighed solutions of NPA/water. 
All temperatures were measured with mercury-in-glass thermometers. 
These were either purchased with an N.P.L. certificate of accuracy 
or had been calibrated against a standard N.P.L. thermometer in the 
laboratory. 
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Measurements of the channel flo.! instabilities induced \ 
by vapour production during the passage of saturated fluid 
throug~ the heated evaporator tube were made by means of a 
pressure transducer sited, just below the tube inlet. A diagram of the 
location is sho.m in figure 9. The type S.E.42 S.E. laboratories 
pressure transducer gave a linear voltage/pressure output and 
was calibrated for negative and positive values of input pressure 
by connecting it alternately to an air supply and a vacuum pump 
each in series with a mercury manometer. The output from the 
transducer was recorded on a digital voltmeter and the calibration 
-. 
chart is shown in figure 10. A table of results is presented in 
appendix V. The electrical plug connections for the transducer 
are shown in figure 12. The range of the transducer was 0 - 10 
p.s.i. with a measurement error of less than 1% over a temperature 
o 
. range of -50 to +150 C. The diaphr~gm had to be energised by a 
stable D.e. voltage of 10 volts which was supplied by a Famell 
variable stablised power unit type MSU SiN - 3704 operated from 
the mains. 
Recordings of the experimental two-phase flow fluctuations 
.were made with the system shown in figure 11. Frequencies and 
amplitudes were obtained from chart traces recorded on aSanbom 
Company model 320 dual channel D.C. amplified heated wire instrument 
and a Southern Instruments ultra-violet series 10 - 200 recorder. 
Visual observations of the fluctuations which gave a rough indication 
of the amplitudes and frequenciewere taken from a cathode ray 
oscilloscope and.a glass manometer calibrated in inches and shown 
in figure 6. At the beginning of the experimental runs an output 
signal from the transducer equivalent to astatic reference 
pressure reading was'obtained on the digital voltmeter. 'The absolute 
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pressure at any point on the oscillation cycle was then calculated 
by comparing the fluctuation trace with the static calibration 
reading. A switching device was necessary to isolate the ultra-
. violet recorder from the cathode ray oscilloscope, digital 
voltmeter and Sanborn instrument because the former 101; impedance 
current drawing instrument induced erroneous readings on the high 
'. 
impedance instruments when they were all initially connected in 
series. 
Before the experimental investigation was begun the entire 
ap~ratus was cleaned and renovated. This renovation consisted 
, of dismantling the majority of the equipment, replacing all 
asbestos compound and rubber gaskets with P.T.F.E. gaskets, sealing 
leaks which had been caused by mechanical vibration and reassembling. 
Most of the glass work was washed in dilute hydrochloric acid and 
rinsed with distilled water. Boiling distilled water was 
circulated around the rig to complete cleaning operations. 
Continuous operation during the following months proved that all 
leaks had been effectively eliminated by this systematic rebuilding. 
2.2. Experimental Procedure 
In operation of the apparatus, the directly controlled variables 
were submergence, steam temperature and liquid composition. The 
indirectly controlled variables were the heat flux and liquid and 
yapour flowrates which were only partially determined by the overall 
temperature difference and height of liquid in the boil-up vessel. 
The hold-up of the apparatus at 100% submergence during run 
'conditions was approximately 12 gallons. A solution of normal 
propyl alcohol and water was made up to the required composition 
by weighing. Care had to be taken to ensure that the commercial 
grade normal. propyl alcohol, as received from the manufacturers, 
was not contaminated with impurities. If any contamination was· 
suspected, tests were made on the filtered liquid for Engler 
distillation range and refractive index and these results were 
compared with the manufacturers specifications. If pure, the 
alcohol was transfered to. an airtight polythene container. 
An estimation of the mean liquid temperature in the boile= 
tube was obtained from the graph of boiling temperature versus 
liquid composition, figure 13. From this value an approximate 
calculation was made of the steam temperature necessary to fix 
the chosen "overall temperature difference. Cooling water was 
_"supplied to the condensers and the pump stroke length was set 
initially to give a constant submergence control at 100%. A 
reference pressure reading of the static head at the test-section 
inlet l~ith no flol1 or heat addition was directly recorded on the 
digital voltmeter and as a chart trace on whichever instrument 
was in use. "Full heat was then applied to the boil-up vessel 
imtil the liquid reached its boiling point after which the supply 
was throttled to achieve an even degree of boiling. Steam was 
applied to the evaporator tube and preheater vessel where extreme 
care had to be taken to ensure that the temperature of the liquid 
I 
\ 
feed to the inlet of the evaporator tube was equal to the corresponding 
temperature in the boil-up vessel. At this stage approximately 
three hours were allowed for the apparatus to reach equilibrium 
conditions. Steady state was assumed to exist when the evaporator 
inlet " and outlet temperatures, circulation liquid and vapour 
"condensate stream temperatures gave steady readings and the liquid 
levels in the circulation and condensate hold-up vessels were 
relatively stationary. 
The following data were recorded for each run at a constant 
overall temperature difference and submergence in the smallest 
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possible time period; steam temperature and pressure, inlet and 
outlet evaporator tube temperatures, two-phase frictional head 
pressure, volumetrically timed flow samples and temperatures of 
,circulation liquid and vapour.condensate streams, composition 
samples of the inlet, circulation and condensate liquid streams 
plus the atmospheric temperature and pres~ure. The liquid sub-
mergence level was obtained from a scale calibrated in inches 
and fixed to the side of the boil-up vessel where the datum line 
corresponded to the condensate drain of the evaporator, tube. In 
order to avoid an erroneous submergence reading, the hea~ to the 
. boil-up vessel was turned off for a very short period to allow 
any agitation caused by boiling to·subside. The correct submergence 
level was obtained by subtracting the frictional head loss from 
the total static head reading. Before any of the above 
measurements were taken, a trace of the channel flow fluctuation 
was obtained from one or both of the recording instruments. The 
submergence was lowe~ed at the end of each run from the drain tap 
situated at the base of the boil-up vessel. After the initial 
equilibrium conditions had been reached, a reading taken and 
the submergence lowered, the apparatus was left for an hour to 
regain equilibrium conditions for the next reading. Five 
submergences of approximately 100, 80, 60, 40 and 20% were tested 
in a single day at a predetermined overall temperature difference 
and liquid composition. When the final run at the lowest 
submergence level had been completed, the drained liquid was 
·returned to the apparatus and the composition was checked by a 
refractive index reading. Make-up liquid (alcohol or water) was 
added if necessary to return it to its original value. A check 
on the reference pressure was always carried out·at the end of the 
day's experimental work. 
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2.3 Estimation of Experimental Error 
The main sources of experimental error were as follows:-
1) Heat losses to atmosphere between the evaporetor head and the 
,vapour condenser. In order to minimise heat losses in this 
section of the apparatus, the vapour head and both cyclones 
were surrounded with vermiculite lagging. Attempts were made 
to measure a'temperature gradient between the surface of the 
lagging and the atmosphere but these failed, proving that no 
such temperature difference i.e. heat loss, existed. 
2) Errors introduced by the metering of the circulation liquid 
and vapour condensate streams. The condensate flowrate was 
always more steady than the circulation liquid flowrate and 
hence was easier to meter. A maximum deviation of 2% was 
recorded. The runs of table 5 , which are used to give an 
indication of the reproducibility of results, show a 
deviation of ~,in condensate flowrates. 
Circulation liquid flowrates varied from 0 to 5Cf1.6 Ib.fhr. and 
gave a maximum deviation between runs of similar conditions 
of 15% which was the largest recorded. The liquid and vapour 
flowrates were used to calculate the heat balance over the 
evaporator tube. Gadsdon (67) checked the heat balance on 
the vapour and, liquid mixture by measuring the steam condensate 
production rate. This gave 4% high readings for 'the latter. 
In the present work the method of metering both streams has 
been improved and it is postulated that this % error should 
be further reduced. 
3), Errors in 'temperature measurements. All thermometers were 
either purchased with an NPL certificate or calibrated against 
a standard NPL thermometer. The maximum err~r at 1000C for the 
latter was 0.5%. 
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4) Efficiency of the two cyclones in separating the two phases. 
It was rather difficult to define the~ror involved in 
separating the two phases. Gadsdon (67) estimated that 
90% of droplets larger in size than four microns would 
be removed by the present arrangement. On this assumption 
an estimated maximum. error in the vapour flowrate would be 
of the order of 1%. 
5) .. Formation of scale on the inner tube surface. The tube 
was used in an oxidised-as-received condition where the 
surface resistance was assumed to be constant. ·The 
reproducibility of several sets of results for water and 
~~A/water·mixtures are shown in table 5 together with 
experimental properties and the maximum deviations between 
the overflow liquid and vapour condensate flol;.rates and 
the film coefficients of heat transfer. The water runs 
were not performed at exactly similar conditions but were 
used as rough guides only. 
Addition gave an experimental error range of 8.5 to 18.5%. 
·It must be realised that a 1% error in the vapour condensate 
flowrate did not have the same effect on the calculated 
film coefficients of heat transfer as a ~ error in the 
circulation liquid flow when this was much the largest 
flowrate. Runs carefully repeated at identical conditions 
showed maximum deviations between film coefficients of 
2.~ with a 10% deviation for water runs at roughly equivalent 
conditions. A mean experimental error of 10% was therefore 
taken. 
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Nominal Circulation Vapour h. % MaximUm deviation' between two Run No. 
wt. % NPA % sub. liquid flow condensate flow oJA 2 ~ 2 Ib./hr. Ib./hr. Btu./hr.ft. Btu./hr.ft.oF circulation vapour h's liquid condensate i" 
flows flows 
184- 0 99.5 10927 829 5.4" 190 0 97.4 13338 874 
189 0 10.3 9611" 619 10.2 195 0 9.0 12250 689 
160 0 97.8 ' 51626 1345 
196 0 98.8 50191 1296 3.8 \1l 
\0 165 0 8.2 " 40015 877 
201 0 9.4 42985 971 9.7 
172 0 94.5 82386 1443 4.3 202 0 97.8 84192 1505 
177 0 10.1 44758 603 6.6 207 0 6.9 42352 566 
242 7 78.3 10.6 42.2 77050 1234 8.0 1.1 0.2 243 7 77 .3 11.5 41.7 76287 1237 
358 45 80.4 9.9 57.4 72116 964 1.6 " 0.2 1.0 360 45 80.0 10.0 57.3 72331 974 
357 45 100.1 14.5 62.0 76530 1050 1.8 0.5 0 359 45 98.8 14.3 61.7 76183 1050 
421 100 59.3 45.0 40.1 23537 471 
- 14.9 0.8 2.1 422 100 59.3 39.2 40.4 23722 481 
Table 5. Reproducibility of results for water, NPA/water and NPA. 
3.PHYSIOAL PROPERTIES 
-. 
The system NPA/water is suitable for heat transfer 
experimentation because of the appreciable variations that occur 
of the mixtures physical properties with changes of composition 
and temperature at atmospheric pressure. 
Physical properties of the pure components and their 
mixtures were taken from the literature whenever possible. In 
the event that certain properties were not available, values 
were either calculated from theoretical expressions or determined 
experimentally. 
The pure components consisted of distilled water and commercial 
grade normal· propyl atcohol obtained from B.P. Ltd., whose 
·specifications are listed below. 
Molecular weight 
BOiling point 
. Specific gravity at 20/4°0 
Refractive index at 20°0 
Surface tension at 200 C 
Viscosity at 200 C 
Distillation range 
Solubility in ·water 
Water content 
Non-volatile material 
0.8036 
1.385 
23.8 dynes/cm. 
2.256 C.P. 
o 2 C max. 
complete 
0.2% wt. 
0.001 gms./100 ml.sample max. 
Table 6. Specifications of commercial grade normal propyl alcohol. 
·Viscosity 
The relationship between viscosity and temperature for the 
pure components NPA and water were taken from (76) and (77). 
These are presented graphically in figure 14. Viscosities of 
aqueous NPA solutions at their boiling points were obtained from 
60 
, (78) and are shown in figure 15. Figure 16 shows the relationship 
between viscosity and temperature for aqueous NPA solutions. 
The viscosity of the pure vapour components at the 
condensation temperatures were determined using the Chapman-
Enskog method (79) which was based on molecular theory. 
1. 
.t- = 0.002669 (MT).i €3"J1
v 
wherejU = viscosity of the pure components C.P. 
M = molecular weight 
T = absolute temperature OK 
molecular diameter R 
-, 
collision integral from the Stockmayer 
potential functions. 
The viscosities of the binary vapour mixtures were then 
calculated by the method of Wilke (80) which was based upon 
kinetic theory and had a reported average deviation of less 
than l%. The viscosity of a binary ~xture of known composition 
was given by the expression 
jJM= ;-;';[1 + (?ta/;t') <P,J + )12/[1 + ('!'/:1J (A,] (39) 
where/M = viscosity of the mixture at Im< pressure C.P. 
f' 'jJl = viscosi ties of the pure components 
~, , 'il =' mole fractions of components 
M" Mz. = molecular weights of components 
C.P. 
and CP,? = [I + (DJflS~(M?/MJ4 ] / [18(1 + Mr/Mz.)It] (40) 
CPl., = [I + C;ua/jJ,)'/z. (t1/M~)'/4]/ trs (I + M/M~yaJ (41) 
, = CP'l. (flz./f,)(M1 IMz.) (42) 
The equations were solved on a digital computer and the final 
graph for the viscosities of the mixtures at their condensation 
, temperatures is shown in figure 17. 
Equilibrium data 
Various sets of e'quilibrium data were .obtained from the 
literature (81), "(82), (83), (84),' (85), (86). The largest 
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deviation between the more reliable sets was 8.% in the range 
. of 10 to 100 mole % NPA. The data of Gadwa, taken from (87), 
was chosen as being the most consistent and is represented in 
graphical form by·figur~ 18. From the basic data the plot 
of bubble point and condensation temperature versus % NPA 
composition, figure 19, was prepared. 
Vapour pressure 
The vapour pressures of the pure· components, NPA and 
water at various temperatures, were taken from (76) and (88) 
respectively. Both sets of results are shown in figure 20. 
Activity coefficients 
Activity .coefficients of NPA/water solutions were calculated 
from equation~3)and the results are presented in figure 21. 
These were checked with values from the literature which agreed 
to within ! 5%. 
ONPA= 'tP/x'po 
where ~~PA = activity coefficient of NPA 
p = total system pressure = 760 mm.Hg. 
pC> = vapour pressure of NPA mm.Hg. 
~ 
x, 't = mole fractions of NPA in the liquid 
. and vapour phases. 
A similar procedure was adopted for calculating the activity 
coefficients of water. 
Relative volatility 
The relative volatilities of NPAto water for the solutions 
at their boiling points were calculated from the following 
expression and are presented in ·figure 22. 
~o / 0 0(,2.= ~I R/ 02. Pz 
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where O<,~ = relative· volatility of NPA to water 
0' = activity coefficient for NPA at a certain 
composition of NPA 
Oz. = activity coefficient for H20 at the equivalent 
composition of H2O 
pO 
= vapour pressure of NPA at the boiling 1 
temperature mm.Hg 
~o = vapour p~essUre of H20 at the boiling 
temperature mm.Hg 
Refractive index 
Vapour and liquid compositions were determined by measuring 
the refractive index of experimental samples of the streams at a 
controlled temperatUre. An experimental calibration of the Abbe 
refractometer was carried out at 200 0 using solutions of 
analytical grade NPA and distilled water. A brief description 
·is presented in Appendix 'IV and the results are shown in 
graphical form in figure 23. 
Density 
Various plots of density for the pure components and their 
binary mixtures in the liquid and vapour states were made. 
'(i) The variation of density with temperature for the pure 
.components was taken from (76) for NPA and (77) for water. 
The data are plotted in figure 24. 
(ii) Densities of aqueous NPA solutions at different 
temperatures were taken from (89) at 25,30 and 350 0. and 
(90) for 30, 55, 75 and 950 0. These are all presented in 
figure 25. 
(iii) Densities of aqueous NPA solutions at their boiling 
points were taken from reference (78). The results are 
63 
shown in figure 26 • 
(iv) The densities of NPA/water vapour mixtures at their 
condensation temperatures .were taken from the results 
of (78). These were ,calculated using a mean weighted 
mixture d.ensity from the expression 
, , / e",= eNPA':x:./ + eH,o.(I-X. ) (45) 
" 
where 
/ . 
:le = mass fraction of NPA 
The results are shown in figure 27. 
Surface tension 
The surface tension of aqueous NPA solutions and the pure 
components were determined experimentally at their boiling 
points. Details, are presented in Appendix III and. the results 
are shown in figure 28. 
Enthalpy 
The enthalpies of liquid and vapour mixtures of NPA and water 
were taken from the data of (91). These results have been 
plotted in figure 29. 
Specific heat 
The variation of the specific heats of the pure components 
with temperature were taken from (77) for NPA and water. Both 
sets of data are shown in figure 30.· The specific heats of 
aqueous solutions of NPA were obtained from (76) and are 
presented in figure 31. 
Thermal conductivity 
Values of thermal conductivity for NPA and water were 
taken from (76) and (77) respectively and are shown in figures 
.32 and. 33. A lleighted mean mixture thermal conductivity, based 
on the mole fraction of NPA, was calculated for aqueous NPA 
solutions at the boiling points. These were compared with 
64 
data for NPA/water mixtures at 800 e obtained from (92) towards 
the end of this project,in figure 34. The maximum deviation 
between the two sds of data is of the order of 12%. 
·A graph of mole % NPA.versus weight % NPA is presented 
in fi~lre 35 to facilitate conversions from one system to the 
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4. RESULTS 
Experiments were carried out on test-solutions comprising 
of water and NPA and seven binary mixtures of these components. 
The nominal concentratio~s of the mixtures were fixed at 7, 
20, 30, 45, 60, 71.7 and 85% ;leight NPA which included the 
azeotropic composition of.71.7%. Overall temperature differences 
ranged from 16.1 to 119.6oF and liquid level submergences ·from 
20 -100%. Relevant values of inlet and. outlet stream 
temperatures, superficial liquid and vapour flowrates and 
_. composi tions are presented as the basis of 350 correct experimental 
runs in table 7. 
These measurements·enabled heat and mass balances to be set. 
up over the evaporator tube from which overall length-mean heat 
fluxes, heat transfer coefficients and film termperature 
differences were evaluated. These values are also included in 
table 7. A sample calculation which used the data of run 385 
at a nominal inlet liquid concen~ration of 60 weight % NPA is 
presented in appendix I. 
Basic plots were made of film heat transfer coefficients, 
heat fluxes and circulation liquid and vapour mass flow rates 
versus % liquid level· submergence using the experimentally 
controlled overall temperature difference as a parameter. These 
are presented in figures 36 -,71 from which several different 
trends became apparent. 
The common characteristic of the graphs of heat transfer 
coeffi·cient versus % submergence for different .test-solutions 
was that the film coefficient increased for all values of the 
overall temperature difference as the % submergence increased from 
20 to 100%. At a constant submergence value the film coefficient 
·increased with increases of the overall temperature difference 
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. until a maximum value was reached, after which further increases 
of ·the overall temperature difference resulted in continual 
decreases of the film coefficient. The values of the overall 
temperature difference at ~hich the film coefficient exhibited a 
maximum are shown in table 8. I In several cases, the film coefficient \ 
attained a maximum value at a certain temperature difference for 
a range of submergences and then another maximum at a different 
value .of overall temperature differences for the remaining 
submergence-range. 
·Nominal concentration of AT (oF) corresponding to 
. 
wt.% NPA ov heat transfer coefficient test-solution. largest 
0 59°F (10 6a'/o sub.) 
810 F (60 - lOaf. sub.) 
7 700F for all % sub. 
20 540F (10 7a'/o sub.) 
710F (70 10a'/o sub.) 
30 540F (10 55% sub.) 
710F (55 lOaf. sub.) 
45 560 F for all % sub. 
60 57°F (15 55% sub.) 
770F (55 lOa'/o sub.) 
71.7 780F (20 7a'/o sub.) 
980F (70 - lo(J'jo sub.) 
85 780F for all % sub. 
100 590 F for all % sub. 
Table 8. Experimental overall temperature differences corresponding 
to maximum heat transfer coefficients. 
It can be seen from table 8 that the most efficient operating 
conditions for the apparatus-lay between an overall temperature 
difference of 59 to 700 F at a liquid ~ubmergence level between 50 
and 7a'/o. The largest heat transfer coefficients were obtained for 
the azeotropic composition at a higher overall temperature driving 
force. 
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At NPA concentrations above and including the azeotropic 
value, coefficients at the largest overall temperature difference, 
al though below their-maximum value, were larger tha,; those 
obtained at very low temperature differences of 17 to 450F. 
Below the azeotropic composition, coefficients at the highest 
values of the temperature drivi~ force became smaller than those 
at lower temperature differences with increasing water content. 
This trend reversed itself for water where values of film 
coefficients at the lower temperature differences were less than 
those at higher temperature differences. 
Plots of heat flux versus % submergence, figures 45 to 53, 
showed that the heat flux continually increased for all values of 
. 0 
the overall temperature difference approximately above 70 F and 
all test-solutions, with continual increases of submergence. At 
low overall temperature differences from 18 to 45 0 F, practically 
constant values of heat flux were recorded for all liquid submergence 
levels. 
Circulation liquid and vapour mass flow rates exhibited fairly 
constant trends for all mixtures. These are illustrated in figures 54 
to 62 and 63 to 71 respectively. For all compositions, liquid and 
vapour f-low rates increased continually with increase of submergence 
from 0 to 100%, rapidly for low overall temperature differences and 
slowly at the highest values. At a constant submergence level, liquid 
flowrates decreased with increasing overall temperature difference 
and vapour flowrates increased with increasing overall temperature 
difference. Liquid flowrates were largest for water, decreased to 
a minimum at 3o%weight-NPA and increased again to a moderately high 
value for NPA at low overall temperature differences. At the highest 
temperature driving force, vapour flowrates reached a maximum value 
for NPA and a minimum value for water. 
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Table 7. Experimental heat transfer results for water. NPA 
and their binary mixtures • 
. '. 
Nomenclature 
·N Experimental run number 
S % liquid submergence 
T. Inlet liquid temperature of evaporator °c 
1. 
T Exit liquid temperature of evaporator °c 
.0 
T Steam temperature °c 
s 
~T OveralJ. temperature difference of 
ov 
Cl Evaporator inlet liquid composition wt. % alcohol 
CL Evaporator outlet liquid composition wt. % alcohol 
CV Evaporator outlet vapour· composition wt. % alcohol 
WL Circulation liquid mass flow rate lb./hr. 
WV Vapour mass flow rate lb./hr. 
x Exit quality fraction 
IL Evaporator inlet liquid velocity ft./sec~ 
OL Evaporator exit liquid velocity ft./sec. 
VV Evaporator exit vapour velocity ft./sec. 
o/A Heat flux Btu./hr.ft~ 
U Overall coefficient of heat transfer Btu./hr.ft~ of 
h. Inside film coefficient of heat transfer Btu./hr.ft~ of 
1. 
.o.TF Inside·film temperature difference 
of 
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N S Ti T T L).T Cl C1 CV WL WV x IL 01 VV o./A U h. L:I. TF 0 s ov 
water l. 
148 97.4 102.7 99.8 114.7 24.2 0.0 0.0. 0.0 452.9 11.1 0.024 1.683 1.639 65.1 16374 677 927 17.7 149 79.4 101.4 99.8 113.7 23.6 348.1 9.3 0.026 1.295 1.260 54.9 15825 672 916 17.3 150 62.4 101.0 99.8 113.6 23.7· 249.7 7.9 0.031 0.933 0.904 46.6 14068 593 775· 18.2 151 38.7 99.7 99.8 115.0 27.4 109.4 7.7 0.066 0.423 0.396 45.2 14782 539 686 21.5 152 15.7 100.2 99.8 114.0 25.2 10.4 7.5 0.418 0.065 0.038 44.0 14319 569 735 . 19.5 153 12.6 100.3 99.8 114.5 26.0 5.3 8.0 0.600 0.048 0.019 47.0 15293 589 769 19.9 154 97.8 102.2 99.8 122.5 38.7 310.2 16.4 0.050 1.184 1.123 96.9 28747 743 ·1055 27.2 155 80.6 101.4 99.8 122.3 39.0 249.5 15.3 0.058 0.959 0.903 90.0 27826 713 995 28.0 156 62.4 100.5 99.9 122.0 39.3 172.0 ·14.8 0.079 0.676 0.622 87.0 27891 710 989 28.2 157 38.7 99.5 99.9 122.0 40.2 86.9 14.2 0.141 0.366 0.314 83.8 27417 682 936 29.3 158 20.1 100.8 99.9 122.0 39.0 23.9 14.3 0.374 0.138 0.086 84.2 27295 700 969 28.2 0 159 6.3 100.7 99.9 122.0 39.1 4.2 15.0 0.782 0.069 0.015 88.4 28730 735 1038 27.7 ~ 160 97.8 102.6 100.0 134.0 58.9 \ 143.6 27.7 0.162 0.621 0.520 163.6 51626. 876 1345 38.4 161 79.0 102.0 100.0 134.0 59.4 109.9 27.6 0.201 0.499 0.398 163.0 52053 . 876 1344 38.7 162 58.6 101.4 99.9 134.0 60.0. 73.9 27.6 0.272 0.368 0.267 162~9 52512 875 1342 39.1 163 37.3 100.8 99.9 133.8 60.2 34.9 27.4 0.440 0.226 0.126 i61.5 52393 870 1331 39.4 164 18.4 100.5 99.9 134.0 60.9 0.0 25.2 1.000 0.091 0.0 148.3 48265 793 1158· 41.7 165 8.2 100.4 99.8 134.3 61.6 0.0 20.9 1.000 0.076 0.0 123.0 40015 650 877 45.7 166 95.3 102.2 99.4 145.f1. 80.3 67.0 38.9 0.367 0.384 0.243 229.2 73727 919 1448 50.9 167 79.2 101.8 99.4 145.0 79.9 46.6 38.8 0.454 0.310 0.169 228.3 73765 923 1458 50.6 168 59.7 101.1 99.4 145.4 81.3 33.1 37.6 0.532 0.256 0.120 221.2 71764 883 1360 52.8 169 40.8 100.9 99.4 146.0 82.6 12.2 34.5 0.738 0.169 0.044 202.9 65960 799 117156.3 170 22.0 100.4 99.4 146.0 83.0 2.2 27.9 0.928 0.109 0.008 164.6 53596 546 869 61.7 171 8.4 100.0 99.3 145.7 82.9 0.0 21.5 1.000 0.078 0.0 126.8 41325 499 622 66.4 172 94.5 102.7 100.1 151.3 89.9 47.3 43.4 0.478 .0.329 0.171 255.8 82386 917 1443 57.1 173 79.4 102.5 100.0 151.7 90.8 32.1 43.1 0.573 0.273 0.116 254.3 82097 904 1412 58.1 174 59.5 101.8 100.0 151.8 91.6 20.2 39.8 0.664 0.217 0.073 235.0 76i15 831 1241 61.4 175 40.2 101.5 100.0 151.0 90.5 13.4 34.8 0.722 0.175 0.049 205.5 66641 736 1041 64.0 176 21.4 101.0 100.0 151.3 91.5 2.2 28.0 0.927 0.109 0.008 164.9 53590 586 764 70.2 177 10.1 100.7 99.9 151.4 92.0 0.0 23.3 1.000 0.085 0.0 137.6 . 44758 487 603 74.2 178.97.4 102.6 99.9 159.0 103.9 28.7 48.0 0.625 0.278 0.104 282.8 91348 879 1351 67.6 179 81.9 102.3 99.9 159.5 105.1 19.3 45.9 0.704 0.236 0.070 270.8 87633 834 1247 70.3 
N S T. T T I::.T OI OL cv ~IL WV x IL OL VV ojA U h. I::.TF ~ 0 s ov 
water ~ 
180 60.1 101.6 99.9 159.4 105.6 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.5 40.0 0.722 0.201 0.056 235.9 76477 724 1018 75;2 
181 39.4 101.4 99.9 160.0 106.9 6.0 34.0 0.851 0.145 0.022 200.7 65142 610 805 81.0 
182 23.5 100.9 99.9 160.0 107.3 2.4 27.9 0.920 0.1l0 0.009 164.7 53539 499 622 86.0 
183 17.2 100.7 99.9 161.3 109.8 1.4 25.0 0.946 0.096 0.005 147.3 47914 436 528 90.8 
184 99.5 103.1 100.0 lll.3 17.5 507.6 8.7 0.017 1.873 1.837 51.3 10927 624 829 13.2 
185 79.2 101.9 100.1 lll.3 18.6 381.1 7.0 0.018 1.407 1.379 41.1 10755 579 752 14.3 
'186 60.1 101.1 100.0 lll.3 19.3 237-5 6.0 0.025 0.882 0.859 35.2 10491 543 692 15.2 
187 41.3 100.4 100.0 ll1.4 20.2 98.1 5.2 0.050 0.374 0.355 30.6 9806 486 603 16.3 
188 17.8 101.4 100.0 ll1.4 19.3 10.9 5.0 0.316 0.058 0.039 29.6 9564 497 619 15.5 
189 10.3 101.3 100.0 lll.4 19.4 1.8 5.0 0.738 0.025 0.006 29.6 96ll 497 619 15.;; 
190 97.4 103.5 100.0 ll3.2 20.6 452.3 10.0 0.022 1.677 1.637 58.9 13338 . 648 874 15.3 
191 79.2 101.6 100.0 ll3.3 22.5 368.5 8.4 0.022 1.366 1.334 49.3 13883 618 819 17.0 
\.D 192 61.8 102.1 100.0 ll3.3 22.0 248.2. .7.9 0.031 0.928 0.898 46.3 13136 596 782 16.8 .po 
193 38.7 102.2 100.0 ll3.3 22.0 120.4 7.0 0.055 0.462 0.436 41.1 12372 563 726 17.0 
i194 21.4 101.8 ·100.0 ll3.3 22.3 54.1 7.2 0.1l7 0.222 0.196 42.2 13328 597 783 17.0 !195 9.0. 101.4 100.0 ll3.3 22.7 32.2 6.5 0.168 0.140 0.117 38.2 J.2250 541 689 17.8 
196 98.8 103.8 100.2 134.6 58.7 123.3 27.2 0.181 0.546 0.446 160.4 50191 855 1296 38.7 
197 76.2 103.4 100.2 134.7 59.2 98.9 27.4 0.217 0.458 0.358 161.6 51097 863 1313 38.9 
198 60.7 102.8 100.2 134.2 58.9 72.3 26.8 0.271 0.359 0.262 158.1 50474 857 J.300 38.8 
199 39.8 102.2 100.2 134.7 60.3 31.8 27.5 0.464 0.215 0.1l5 162.2 52343 .867 1324 39.5 200 21.2 101.9 100.2 134.9 61.0 7.4 27.3 0.787 0.126 0.027 161.1 52215 856 1299 40.2 201 9.4 101.5 100.1 134.9 61.4 2.4 22.5 0.905 0.090 0.009 132.5 42985 701 971 44.3 202 . 97.8 103.4 100.3 151.5 89.4 40.4 44.4 0.524 0.307 0.146 261.8 84192 942 1505 55.9 
203 78.3 103.1 100.3 151.2 89.1 24.3 42.7 0.637 0.243 0.088 251.9 81224 911 1429 .56.8 
204 58.0 102.5 100.2 152.0 91.1 10.9 40.2 0.787 0.185 . 0.039 237.2 76720 842 1265 60.6 
205 37.7 102.0 100.2 151.2 90.2 5.4 35.1 0.867 0.147 .0.619 207.1 67108 744 1057 63.5 
206 18.8 101.5 100.2 151.0 90.3 1.9 27.0 0.934 0.105 0.007 159.4 . 51731 573 742 69.7 . 
207 6.9. 101.3 100.2 151.7 91.7 1.0 22.1 0.957 . 0.084 0.004 130.5 42352 462 566 74.9 
7% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
225 97.0 95.4 95.0 ll7.1 39.4 8.1 3.4 40.9 162.1 21.5 0.117 0.671 0.586 90.0 34120 866 1320 25.9 
226 .79.4 95.1 95.5 ll6.7 38.6 7.7 2.9 38.3 127.0 20.7 0.140 0.539 0.458 88.9 32931 854 1293 25 .• 5 . 
227 59.3 94.5 95.9 ll6.9 39.1 7.6 2.6 36.4 105.1 18.2 0.148 0.450 0.379 79.9 29705 761 1090 27.3 228 39.4 94.3 96.5 ll7.0 38.9 7.6 2.3 32.2 80.4 16.7 0.172 0.354 0.290 76.0 27810 715 1000 27.8 
N S T. T T C:.T
ov 
cr CL ,(JV WL 'IN x ' IL OL VV ojA U h. C:.TF ~ 0 B ~ 
229 20.3 94.1 97.2 116.3 37.2 7.6 1.9 28.4 48.7 14·3 0.226 0.230 0.175 67.4 23982 645 868 27.6 
, 230 11.3 94.2 97.7 116.0 36.1 7.8 ' 1.8 24.2 37.7 13.4 0.262 0.187' 0.136 65.7 23116 641 859 '26.9 
231 98.2 96.1 96.8 125.5 52.3 7.3 2.0 31.0 124.4 26.2 0.174 0.549 0.448 120.7 44052 842 1267 34.8 232 78.5 95.5 97.2 125.3 52.0 7.0 1.8 28.5 100.2 24.4 0.196 0.454 0.361 115.1 41165 791 1155 35.7 233 60.5 95.2 97.6 125.6 52.6 7.1 1.6 25.2 74.0 23.2 0.238 0.354 0.266 112.5 3ge27 757 1083 36.8 234 39.2 95.1 98.4 125.4 51.6 7.0 1.0 18.6 38.3 23.1 0.376 0.224 0.137 118.7 40496 785 1140 35.5 235 19.7 95.2 99.0 125.4 51.0 7.0 0.7 13.0 16.0 22.2 0.581 0.139 0.057 119.6 39900 783 1136 35 •. 1 236 96.5 95.8 98.3 136.2 , 70.5 7.4 1.0 18.7 ' 58.2 35.0 0.376 0.340 0.209 180.0 61730 875 1343 46.0 237 78.3 95.7 98.5 136.4 70.7 7.4 0.8 16.0 38.8' 34.6 0.471 0.268 0.139 181.9 61601 871 1332 46.2 
2~8 58.0 95.5 99.0 136.5 70.7 7.6 0.7 13.3 23.3 33.6 0.591 0.208 0.084' 180.7 60379 854 1293 46.7 
239 37.1 95.4 99.3 136.5 70.5 7.4, 0.7 9.4 8.5 32.1 0.790 0.148 0.031' 177.8 58760 833 1246 47.2 240 19.7 95.4 99.3 136.3 70.0 7.2 0.9 8.1 3.9 28.2 0.880 0.117 0.014 157.9 51970 742 1053 49.4 241 95.5 96.2 98.9 148.0 90.9 7.7 0.8 10.8 17.7 43.6 0.711 0.224 0.064 238.9 79239 872 1335 59.3 
0 242 78.3 95.8 99.0 149.1 93.1 7.6 0.7 9.6 10.6 42.2 0.799 0.193 0.038 233.0 77050 828 1234 62.4 n 243 77.3 95.8 99.0 148.5 92.0 7.5 0.8 9.6 11.5 41.7 0.784 0.194 0.041 230.5 76287 829 1237 61.7 
244 58.4 95.8 99.1 147.7 90.5 7.2 0.8 8.5 7.0 40.1 0.851 0.172 0.025 223.4 73645 814 1204 61.2 
245 37.9 95.4 99.1 148.3 91.8 7.0 0.9 7.5 7:..7 34.0 0.926 0.134 0.010 190.8 61984 675 923 67.2 246 19.9 95.5 99.2 147.9 91.0 6.9 1.2 7.3 2.2 27.2 0.924 0.108 0.008 153.3 50312 553 709 71.0 247 96.1 96.6 ' 99.1 153.1 99.5 7.3 0.7 9.8 16.6 45.7 0.733 0.228 0.060 252.4 83645 841 1263 66.2 248 77.9 96.2 99.2 153.0 99.6 7.1 0.6 9.1 10.6 44.5 0.807 0.201 0.038 247.0 81516 819 1214 67.2 
249 59.1 96.0 99.3 153.7 100.9 6.9 0.8 7.8 5.8 41.0 0.875 0.171 0.021 229.8 75514 748 1066 70.9 250 38.7 ' 95.7 99.4 153.0 99.9 6.9 1.0 7.3 3.1 34.7 0.918 0.138 0.011 195.2 64062 642 861 74.4 251 20.3 96.0 99.4 153.0 99.6 6.5 1.3 6.9 2.5 27.7 0.919 0.110 0.009 156.2 51159 514 646 79.2 252 95.9 97.5 99.6 158.8 108.5 6.1 0.7 7.7 12.9 48·3 0.790 0.222 0.046 270.9 89028 821 1218 73.1 253 79.0 97.3 99.6 159.0 109.0 6.0 0.6 6.9 7.6 45.9 0.857 0.195 0.027 259.3 84907 779 1129 75.2 254 58.6 97.1 99.7 158.6 108.4 5.7 0.8 6.1 4.0 41.5 0.912 0;166 0.014 236.0 77219 ' 713 994 77.7 255 39.6 96.8 99.7 159.0 109.4 5.6 0.8 5.8 6.0 34.6 0.853 0.147 0.021 197.2 64542 590 771 83.7 256 ,20.9 96.9 99.7 159.0 109.3 5.5 0.9 5.5 1.7 27.3 0.942 0.105 0.006 155.8 50902 466 572 89.0 257 98.2 97.6 ' 95.8 108.4 21.1 4.5 2.6 37.6 251.6 11.5 0.044 0.953 0.907 49.8 19936 945 1513 13.2 258 80.6 97.6 96.1 108.5 21.0 4.2 2.5 37.2 202.7 10.8 0.051 0.773 0.731 47.0 17838 851 1286 13.9 
259 60.3 97.8 96.6 108.1 19.6 4.0 2.4 ' 33.9 148.9 9.8 0.062 0.574 0.536 44.2 15891 810 1195 13.3 260 39.6 97.5 97.2 108.4 19.9 4.0 2.1 30.4 96.4 8.4 0.080 0.379 0.347 39.1 12148 609 804 15.1 
Q/A \ N S Ti T T .6T Cl C1 CV W1 WV x I1 01 VV U h. .6TF 0 B. ov ).. 
261 19.3 97.4 97.9 108.5 19.5 3.8 1.5 24.5 53.5 7.3 0.120 0.220 
20% wt. Norm~l Propyl Alcohol 
0.192 35.8 12547 642 863 14.5 
262 98.2 92.7 . 89.9 106.5 27.4 18.7 13.6 61.7 151.2 20.5 0.102 0.755 0.670 67.2 24767 904 1412 17.5 
263 79.8 92.3 90.1 106.5 27.5 18.4 12.5 62.2 144.0 19.5 0.119 0.611 0.531 63.5 23141 840 1262 18.3 
264 59.5 91.7 . 90.5 106.5 27.7 18.2 11.4 60.8 108.2 18.2 0.144 0.472 0.398 60.4 21770 785 1140 19.1 
265 39.4 91.2 91.2 106.5 27.5 18.4 9.5 58.8 75.1 16.5 0.180 0.343 0.275 56.3 20660 750 1069 19.3 
266 17.2 9().4 92.6 106.5 27.0 18.4 6.8 53.5 43.3 ·13.8 0.242 0.214 0.158 50.4 18564 686 944 19.7 
267 98.8 92.5 91.1 115.0 41.8 19.1 9.7 58.4 126.9 28.8 0.185 0.584 0.465 ' 98.6 36323 869 1328 27.4 
268 80.0 92.3 91.5 115.0 41.6 19.1 9.0 57.4 104.3 28.4 0.214 0.498 0.382 98.6 35936 863 1315 27.3 
269 59.5 91.7 92.1 115.0 41.6 19.6 7.6 54.5 80.0 25.4 0.241 0.395 0.292 91.4 33503 806 1186 28.3 
270 39.4 91.3 ' 93.0 115.0 41.1 19.1 6.1 51.1 57.3 22.3 0.280 0.298 0.209 83.5 30432 740 1048 29.0 ' 
271 20.5 90.5 94.3 115.1 40.9 19.6 4.5 44.5 35.0 19.9 0.362 0.206 0.127 80.1 28788 705 979 29.4 
272 98.2 92.5 93.4 123.1 54.3 19.1 5.8 49.5 , 85.6 35.2 0.291 0.453 0.31i 134.1 48804, 899 1399 34.9 
273 79.4 92.3 94.0 123.5 54.6 19.1 4.9 47.2 70.1 34.2 0.328 0.391 0.255 133.7 48354 885 1366 35.4 
0 274 59.9 91.8 95.8 123.4 53.3 19.3 4.1 43.4 54.4 31.9 0.370 0.324 0.198 130.5 46735 877 1347 34.7. 
" 
, 
275 40.0 91.2 95.8 123.6 54.2 19.1 ·3.0 37.8 34.1 29.3 0.462 0.238 0.124 126.6 44527 822 1221 36.5 
276 19.5 90.8 97.4 123.7 53.3 19.1 2.6 28.5 13.4 25.3 0.654 0.145 0.049 119.3 40760 765 1100 37.1 
277 97.0 92.5 96.0 134.1 71.7 19.4 3.3 34.6 51.5 43.9 0.460 0.358 0.187 195.4 58771 959 1550 44.4 
278 79.4 92.1 96.1 134.0 71.8 19.3 2.6 34.2 39.0 41.5 0.516 0.302 0.141 185.5 64845 903 1409 46.0 
279 58.0 91.6 96.8 134.4 72.4 19.3 2.4 30.0 24.3 38.0 0.611 0.234 0.088 176.9 60928 842 1266 48.1 
280 39.6 91.1 97.7 134.6 72.4 19.5 2.0 22.8 7.1 35.2 0.832 0.158 0.026 174.5 58853 813 1202 49.0 
281 19.5 90.8 98.0 134.4 70.2 19.5 3.2 20.8 3.3 29.3 0.899 0.122 0.012 147.7 49545 706 981 50.5 
282 96.8 92.4 96.8 145.7 92.0 19.8 2.2 29.1 27.5 48.7 0.639 0.287 0.100 228.5 78567 854 1294 60.7 
283 79.2 91.9 97.4 145.7 91.9 19.5 1.8 24.6 13.0 45.8 0.779 0.220 0.047 223.6 75779 825 1227 . 61.8 
284 59.9 91.5 97.5 146.0 92.7 19.5 2.0 22.5 7.0 42.3 0.859 0.185 0.025 210.4 70924 765 1100 64.5 
285 40.6 91.0 97.7 145.7 92.4 19.5 2.6 21.7 4.4 36.9 0.894 0.155 0.016 184.6 62048 671 916 67.8 
286 22.2 90.5 97.8 .145.5 92.4 19.5 3.0 20.8 3.3 29.7 0.900 0.124 0.012 149.8 ~0333 545 695 72.4 
287 99.3 92.4 97.2 151.0 101.2 20.5 2.0 27.1 19.0 50.0 0.724 0.260 0.069 239.1 81554 806 1187 68.7 
288 79.6 '92.0 97.5 151.2 101.6 20.6 2.0 24.8 11.2 48.0 0.811 0.223 0.041 234.2 79325 781 1132 70.1 
289 61.4 91.5 97.6 151.1 101.8 20.6 2.5 23.0 6.5 43.8 0.870 0.189 0.024 216.8 73102 718 1005 72.7 
290 44.0 91.0 97.8 151.3 102.4 20.6 2.6 22.4 3.7 38.1 0.912 0.157 0.013 189.8 63797 623 828 77.1 
291 20.3 90.6 97.9 151.3 102.7 20.5 3.0 21.7 2.9 28.9 0.909 0.120 0.011 144.8 48676 474 584 83.3 
292 98.4 92.3 97.3 155.1 108.6 20.7 2.0 26.5 16.6 50.9 0.754 0.254 0.060 244.6 83277 767 1103 75.5 
N S T. T T [:"T CI CL CV WL 'IN x IL OL VV oJA U· h. ~TF ~ 0 s ov ~ 
293 80.4 91.8 97.5 155.2 109.0 20.6 2.0 24.0 9.7 49.1 0.834 0.221 0.035 240.8 81345 746 1061 76.7 
294 61.2 91.4 97.6 156.3 111.2 20.6 2.4 22.3 5.9 44.3 0.883 0.189 0.02l 220.5 74381 669 911 81.7 
295 40.4 90.8 97.7 155.2 109.7 20.5 2.6 22.1 3.8 37.5 0.908 0.155 0.014 186.9 62917 573 743 84.7 
296 19.5 90.2 97.7 155.6 111.0 20.6 3.6 21.8 2.6 28.1 0.914 0.116 0.010 140.8 47290 426 .513 92.2 
30% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
35:6 . 297 98.8 91.8 90.8 122.0 55.3 29.7 12.0 59.0 68.2 41.0 0.375 0.420 0.251 139.3 49465 895 1390 
298 80.4 91.4 91.7 122.1 55.0 30.0 9.3 57.6 52.7 39.20.426 0.354 0.193 135.7 47913 871 1332 36.0 
299 60.9 90.9 92.8 121.8 54.0 30.2 7.3 53.4 37.5 36.3 0.492 0.284 0.137 132.3 46582 863 1315 35.4 
300 42.3 90.4 94.0 122.2 54.0 30.5 5.6 47.8 24.0 33.4 0.582 0.221 0.087 129.8 45206 807 1255 36.0 
301 19.3 89.9 95.9 122.1 52.6 31.0 4.8 38.0 7.6 27.9 0.785 0.137 0.028' 120.2 40965 779 1130 36.3 
302 99.1 92.1 93.5 132.7 71.9 30.5 6.3 50.4 41.0 50.3 0.551 0.352 0.149 190.0 66387 924 1460 45.5 
303 80.2 91.6 94.3 132.8 71.8 30.6 5.4 47.4 29.9 46.7 0.609 0.295 0.109 182.3 63253 881 1357 46.6 
304 60.5 91.1 95.2 133.0 71.8 31.0 4.3 42.0 20.4 44.0 0.683 0.248 0.074 181.9 62815 875 1342 46.8 
305 41.3 90.5 96.1 132.6 70.7 31.1 4.2 36.8 24.5 37.4 0.604 0.239 0.089 163.2 56870 804 1182 48.1 
) 306 21.8 90.0 96.8 132.9 71.1 31.4 5.2 33.3 3.1 31.6 0.912 0.134 0.011 142.5 48225 . 678 929 51.9 
J 307 98.2 92.2 95.4 143.9 90.2 31.0 4.1 41.6 22.5 54.6 0.708 0.298 0.082 226.9 ' 78017 865 1319 59.2 
308 79.2 91.7 96.0 144.0 90.3 ,31.3 3.7 38.3 13.4 52.3 0.797 0.254 0.049 225.1' 76934 852 ' 1289 59.7 
309 60.1 91.2 96.5 144.0 90.3 31.4 4.1 35.8 7.4 46.7 0.864 0.209 0.027 20'6.0 69942 775 1120 62.5 
310 41.3 90.7 96.5 143.9 90.5 31.4 4.6 34.3 4.5 40.4 0.900 0.173 0.016 180.6 61221 676 925 . 66.2 
311 24.3 90.1 96.8 144.0 91.0 31.4 5.8 33.6 2.7 31.8 0.920 0.133 0.010 143.1 48408 532 674 71.8 
312 98.0 91.6 95.3 149.4 100.8 31.1 4.5 39.4 17.4 55.9 0.762 0.283 0.063 237.2 81307 807 1188 68.4 
313 79.6 91.2 95.6 149.5 101.0 31.1 3.8 36.9 10.6 52.6 0.832 0.244 0.039 228.9 78127 774 1118 69.9 
314 60.1 90.6 95.9 149.4 101.1 31.4 4.1 34.7 6.4 46.7 0.880 0.205 0.023 207.5 70553 698 966 73.0 
315 40.4 90.0 96.0 149.5 101.7 31.4 4.9 34.2 5.0 41.8 0.893 0.181 0.018 186.9 63477 624 830 76.5 
316 22.6 89.5 96.2 149.5 102.0 31.3 5.5 33.3 3.2 33.0 0.911 0.140 0.012 148.8 50473 495 616 .81.9 
317 98.2 91.6 95.3 155.0 110.8, 31.3 3.9 38.1 15.3 58.5 0.793 ,0.285 0.055 251.7 86221 778 1127 76.5 
318 81.0 91.1 95.7 155.0 110~9 31.3 3.9 36.3 9.7 54.5 0.849 0.248 0.035 238.7 81407 734 1037 78.5 
319 59.5 90.6 95.8 155.0 111.2 31.4 4.3 35.2 6.7 48.2 0.878 0.212 0.024 2l3.2 72567 652 881 82.4 
320 40.8 90.0 96.0 ,155.0 111.6 31.4 5.0 34.2 4.9 40.9 0.894 0.176 0.018 182.6 62009 556 713 86.9 
321 21.4 89.5 96.2 155.0 111.9 31.4 5.6 33.9 3.3 30.7 0.902 0.131 0.012 137.6 46679 417 500 93.3 
322 97.2 92.1 89.5 113.1 40.2 29.9 18.7 64.5 97.9 31.7 0.245 0.499 0.366 100.3 35228 877 1346 26.2 
323 79.8 91.4 89.7 113.3 40.9 30.0 17.0 64.6 75.3 30.7 0.290 0.408 0.280 97.2 34110 835 1250 27.3 
324 59.9 91.0 90.2 113.3 40.8 29.9 14.3 62.9 58.1 29.9 0.340 0.339 0.215 96 .• 9 34079 835 1249 27.3 
.' 
N S T. T T .eT Cl CL . CV WL WV x 'IL CL VV o./A U h. ATF ~ 0 s ov ~ 
325 4.0.2 9.0.4 91.1 113.3 4.0.6 3.0.3 11 • .0 . 59.5 44.1 28.5 .0.392 .0.28.0 .0;162 96.3 34.074 .839 1258 .27.1 
. 326 2.0.3 89.8 92.7 113.3 39.7 3.0.6 . 7.9 54.1 25.8 23.4 .0.475 .0.19.0' .0 • .094 84.7 29758 75.0 1.068 27.9 
327 98 • .0 91.7 88.4 . 105.2 27.3 29.9 23.3 66.3 122.1 22.3 .0.155 .0.556 .0.461 68.9 24.022 88.0 1353 17.8 
328 79.2 91..0 88.5 105.2 27.9 29.9 22.4 66.7 1.01..0 21.6 .0.176 .0.472. .0.381 66.3 23161 832 1242 18.6 
329 59.9 9.0.4 88.6 1.05.1 28.1 3.0 • .0 2.0.1 65.8 75.2 . 21.2 .0.22.0 .0.371 .0.282 65.9 2313.0 822 1222 18.9 
33.0 4.0.8 89.8 88.7 1.05.1 28.5 30 • .0 17.6 65 • .0 56.3 2.0.3 .0.265 .0.294 .0.21.0 63.7 22494 788 1149 19.6 
331 17.8 89.3 89.7 1.05.1 28.1 3.0.5 13 • .0 62.3 . 33 • .0 18 • .0 .0.352 .0.196 
45% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
.0.122 58~5 2.0743 738 1044 19.9 
332 1.0.0.3 91.2 88.1 1.04.6 27 • .0 43.8 4.0.4 67.7 143.9 19.9 .0.121 .0.653 .0.567 6.0.1 2.0736 769 11.08 18.7 
333 8.0.2 9.0.7 88.1 1.04.6 27.5' 43.8 4.0 • .0 68.4 113.6 19.1 .0.144 .0.529 .0.448 57.2 19668 717 1.0.02 19.6 
334 6.0.1 9.0.1 88.1 1.04.6 27.9 43.8 38.2 67.9 78.7 18.3 .0.189 .0.386 .0.3.08 55.1 1896 . .0 678 929 2.0.4 
335 4.0.6 89.5 88.1 1.04.6 28.5 43.8 35.2 67 .9 48.8 17.7 .0.267 .0.265. .0.19.0 53.5 18465 648 873 21.1 
.D. 336 2.0.5 . 88.3 88.3 104.6 28.8 43.8 27.6 67.3 23 • .0 17.1 .0.426 .0.16.0 .0 • .088 52.1 17965 623 828 21.7 ex> 
337 99.3 88 • .0 88 • .0 113 • .0 42.4 43.9 . 35.4 67.9 84.3 3.0.4 .0.265 .0.457 .0.328 91.7 3166.0 747 1.062 29,8 
338 79 • .0 88 • .0 88 • .0 113 • .0 42.9 44.3 33 • .0 67.7 59.1 3.0.2 .0.338 .0.356 .0.229 91.2 3155.0 735 1.039 3.0.4 
339 61.4 88.3 88.3 112.9 42.8 44.5 23.8 66.4 32.8 33 • .0 .0.5.02 .0.262 0.124 1.01.5 35169 821 1219 28.9 
34.0 41.3 9.0 • .0 9.0 • .0 112.8 41.9 45.3 13.7 61.8 1'].5 32.1 .0.675 .0.19.0 .0 • .057 1.05.4 3548.0 872 1334- 27.3 
341 2.0.7 92.4 92.4 112.9 4.0.3 46 • .0 11.9 53.4 6 • .0 26.7 .0.817 .0.131 .0 • .022 97.3 33344 827 1232 27.1 
342 98.2 88.8 88.8 121.3 56.8 45 • .0 18 • .0 64.4 34.1 5.0.2 .0.595 .0.337 .0.127 158.7 55165 971 1581 34.9 
343 8.0 • .0 89.4 89.4 121.4 56.9 45.1 14.7 62.3 27.1 47.1 .0.635 .0.297 .0.1.01 153.3. 53317 937 1493 35.7 
344 6.0.3 9.0.3 9.0.3 121.4 56.7 45.7 11.9 60.2 14.6 43.2 .0.747 .0.232 .0 • .054 144.6 49875 879 1351 36.9 
345 41.7 92 • .0 92 • .0 121.4 56 • .0 46.4 9.9 53.9 7.2 35.3 .0.83.0 .0.17.0 .0 • .027 127.7 43781 781 1134 38.6 
346 19.9 92.8 92.8 121.6. 56.1 46.6 11.9 49.8 2.8 25.2 .0.9.02 .0.112 .0 • .010 95.8 327.09 583 76.0 43.1 
347 97.6 9.0.7 9.0.7 132.6 75.3 45.7 11 • .0 58 • .0 21.7 57.9 .0.728 .0.319 .0 • .08.0 199.2 68921 915 1438 47.9 
348 8.0.2 91.7 91.7 132.1 74 • .0 45.8 9.3 55.2 13.3 52.4 .0.797 . .0.263 .0 • .049 186.8 64292 869 1327 48.5 
349 6.0.1 92.6 92.6 132.9 75.5 46 • .0 9 • .0 51..0 15.6 45.1 .0.743 .0.243 .0 • .057 168.7 58267 772 1113 52.3 
35.0 41 • .0 92.5 92.5 132.4 75.2 46.2 9.3 51.5 5.7 36 • .0 .0.863 .0.167 .0 • .021 134.1 45927 61.0 8.06 57 • .0 
351 19.5 92.5 92.5 132.8 76.4 46 • .0 1.0 • .0 53.2 5.4 26.6 .0.832 .0.128 .0 • .02.0 97.1 33253 435 526 63.2 
352 99.3 92 • .0 92 • .0 143.5 93.7 46 • .0 9.3 54.3 . 13.7 62.1 .0.819 .0.3.04 .0 • .05.0 223.6 76763 819 1214 63.2 
353 79.4 92.4 92.4 144 • .0 95.2 46 • .0 9.1 52.5 9.3 53.9 .0.854 .0.253 .0 • .034 198.5 6795.0 714 997 68.2 
354 61.4 92.5 92.5 143.6 94.8 46 • .0 9 • .0 51.5 7.6 46.9 .0.861 .0.218 .0 • .028 174.5 59787 631 842 71 • .0 
355 4.0.6 92.7 92.7 143.9 95.6 45.8 9.3 _ 51 • .0 5.5 37.7 .0.872 .0.173 .0 • .02.0 141.1 48335 5.06 633 76.4 356 21.4 93 • .0 93 • .0 143.4 94.9 46 • .0 11.2 5.0.7 3.9 27.3 .0.875 .0.125 .0 • .014 _1.02.5-34965 --368-- 432-- 81 • .0 
N S Ti T T 6T cr CL CV WL iN x IL OL VV oJA U h. 6TF 0 s ov 1. 
357 100.1 92.2 92.2 149.1 103.3 45.8 9.5 54.5 14.5 62.0 0.810 0.307 0.053 222.9 76530 741 1050 72;9 
358 80.4 92.6 92.6 149.1 103;5 46.2 9.3 52.8 9.9 57.4 0.853 0.270 0.036 210.9 72116 697 964 74.8 
359 98.8 92.4 92.4 140.0 102.9 45.8 9.5 54.5 14.3 61.7 0.812 0.305 0.052 222.0 76183 741 1050 72.6 
360 80.0 92.7 92.7 149.0 103.1 46.0 9.3 52.5 10.0 57.3 0.851 0.270 0.037 211.1 72331 702 974 74.3 
361 61.4 93.1 93.1 149.0 103.3 46.3 9.5 51.5 7.2 47.9 0.870 0.221 0.026 178.5 61108 592 774 79.0 
362 40.8 ,93.2 93.2 149.0 104.CJ 46.0 10.0 50.8 5.3 36.7 0.875 0.168 0.019 137.8 47005 452 551 85.4 
'363 19.5 93.5 93.5 149.0 104.0 46.2 11.6 49.6 3.2 26.2 0.892 0.117 0.012 99.6 33979 327 375 90.5 
364 98.8 92.5 92.5 154.7 113.0 46.2 9.1 54.1 13.6 61.3 0.819 0.301 0.050 221.8 75977 673 918 82.7 
365 79.8 92.9 92.9 154.8 113.2 46.0 9.3 51.7 9.8 57.8 0.855 0.271 0.036 214.7 73432 649 874 84.0 
366 60.5 90.4 93.2 154.7 113.2 46.2 9.9 50.8 6.7 49.0 0.879 0.223 0.025 183.9 62713 554 710 88·3 
367 40.8 89.5 93.3 154.9 114.3 46.0 10.7 50.5 4.8 36.2 0.884 0.164 0.018 136.5 46657 408 487 95.8 
368 19.3 88.8 93.4 154.6 114.3 45.8 10.8 51.5 4.5 25.4 0.848 0.120 0.017 94.7 32347 283 319 101.5 
0 60% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
0 369 99.5 90.9 88.3 121.3 59.1 59.5 54.9 69.0 80.0 32.4 0.288 0.467 0.327 96.3 32883 576 747 44.0 
i370 80.6 90.0 88.3 121.2 57.7 59.5 52.5 69.0 51.9 36.7 9.414 0.368 0.211 109.2 37178 644 866 43.0 
1371 60.3· 89.7 88.4 121.2 58.1 59.5 48.8 68.2 30.5 35.0 0.534 0.272 0.123 105.3 35921 618 819 43.9 
372 40.2 89.2 88.5 121.3 58.3 60.0 42.8 68.0 15.3 33.1 0.684 0.201 0.061 99.8 34115 585 762 44.8 
373 20.1 88.7 89.1 121.3 58.3 61.8 49.0 66.5 4.3 26.5 0.860 0.129 0.017 81.8 28000 480 594 47.1 
374 97.6 91.2 88.6 132.4 76.5 60.4 39.8 67.7 22.3 58.0 0.723 0.335 0.088 175.7 60055 785 1140 52.7 
375 79.6 90.8 ,88.7 132.5 77.0 60.4 35.1 67.0 14.5 55.5 0.792 0.292 0.057 168.7 58154 ' 755 1079 53.9 
376 61.2 89.8 88.7 132.5 77.9 60.8 29.9 66.7 10.0 47.2 0.826 0.238 0.038 144.9 49609 637 854 58.1 
377 40.0 89.3 88.9 132.5 78.1 60.9 26.3 65.6 5.7 38.4 0.871 0.184 0.022 119.8 40929 524 662 61.8 
378 . 20.3 88.7 89.3 132.6 78.5 61.2 27.2 65.1 3.0 25.5 0.895 0.119 0.011 80.1 27342 348 404 67.7 
379 99.5 91.1 88.7 143.5 96.5 60.4 31.4 66.7 14.0 65.0 0.823 0.329 0.054 199.5 68339 708 985 ,69.4 
380 80.2 90.5 88.8 143.6 97.1 60.8 27.6 66.5 10.0 57.8 0.852 0.282 0.038 177.8 60834 626 834 72.9 
381 60.9 90.0 88.9 143.8 97.8 61.0 26.4 66.0 7.4 50.7 0.873 0.242 0.028 157.0 53735 549 703 76.4 
382 41.U 89.1 88.9 143.4 98.0 61.0 27.4 65.8 5.8 36.9 0.864 0.178 0.022 114.7 ' 39212 400 476 82.4 
383 20.3 . 88.7 89.0 143.5 98.3 61.4 27.4 65.4 3.6 26.2 0.880 0.124 0.014 81.8 27975 284 321 87.2 
384 99.1 90.9 88.6 149.0 106.7 60.4 30.0 66.7 12.2 65.8 0.843 0.325 0.047 20i.8 69103 648 873 79.2 
385 80.4 90.4 88.7 148.9 106.9 60.8 28.1 65.8 10.0 59.8 0.857 0.291 0.038 185.7 63561 595 779 81.6 
386 ,61.6 89.8 88.8 148.8 ],07.1 61.0 25.4 65.6 7.2 51.0 0.877 0.243 0.027 158.9 54311 507 635 85.6 
387 40.2 89.0 88.8 149.0 108.2 61.0 26.0 65.1 4.9 40.1 0.891 0.188 0.019 125.7 42993 398 472 91.1 
N S T. T T .6.T Cl CL CV WL 'IN x IL OL VV·" ojA U h. .6.T . ~ 0 s ov ~ F· 
388 21.4 88.6 89.0 148.9 108.2 61.0 26.6 65.1 3.9 28.9 0.880 0.137 0.015 90.6 30967 . 286 323 95.9 389 99.5 90.8 88.5 154.6 116.9 60.8 29.4 66.7 12.0 65.9 0.846 0.325 0.046 202.1 69215 592 775 89.4 390 80.6 90.3 88.6 154.5 117.1 61.2 28.1 66.5 9.8 58.5 0.856 0.285 0.038 180.1 61639 526 666 92.6 391 61.6 89.6 88.6 154.5 117.7 61.4 26.8 66.5 7.7 49.7 0.866 0.239 0.029 152.9 52318 445 540.96.9 392 41.7 89.1 88.7 154.5 118.1 60.8 27.4 65.6 5.5 39.5 0.877 0.187 0.021 122.9 41997 356 414 101'.4 393 20.9 ' 88.5 88.9 154.5 118.5 61.6 27.4 65.8 3.9 28.7 . 0.882 0.136 0.015 89.1 30541 258 287 106.3 394 98.2 90.7 87.1 104.5 28.1 59.6 58.1 69.5 173.5 14.9 0.079 0.783 0.715 44.0 15041 536 681 22.1 395 80.2 89.9 87.1 104.5 28.8 59.3 57.7 69.3 152.5 15.8 0.094 0.697 0.627 46.7 15996 555 712 22.5 396 60.9 89.5 87.1 104.6 29.4 59.3 57.7 69.3 110.0 15.0 0.120 0.518 0.453 44.2 15118 514 646 23.4 397 40.2 88.8 87.1 104.6 30.0 59.3 56.9 69.3 66.4 13.3 0.167 0.330 0.273 .39.4 13477 449 547 24.6 398 17.6 87.8 87.1 104.6 30.8 59.6 54.5 69.3 22.3 11.0 0.331 0.138 0.091 32;6 11163 362 423 26.4 399 98.8 90.8 87.4 112.8 42.6 59.5 57.4 69.5 129.1 23.9 0.157 0.636 0.531 70.5 24115 566 730 33.0 400 80.2 90.3 87.4 112.8 . 43.0 59.3 56.9 69.0 103.6 23.0 0.182 0.525 0.425 68.3 23387 544 694 33.7 
.... 401 59.9 89.6 87.5 112.8 43.7 59.3 56.0 69.0 73.4 22.1 0.231 0.396 0.300 65.5 22424 513 645 34.8 0 402 39.2 89.1 87.5 112.8 44.1 59.3 54:7 69.0 46.4 20.6 0.308 0.278 0.190 61.2. 20927 475 585 35.8 0 403 20.9 88.2 87.7 112.9 44.9 60.0 46.6 68.2 13.7 22.4 0.621 0.150 0.055 67.2 22995 512. 643 35.8 
Normal Propyl Alcohol 
404 97.4 98.5 96.6 106.5 16.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 360.1 8.3 0.023 1.741 1.696 14.6 4898 304 346 14.2 405 75.0 97.9 96.6 107.2 18.0 239.7 7.2 0.029 1.165 1.129 12.5 4203 234 258 16.3 406 65.5 97.3 96.6 107.1 18.3 171.6 5.5 0.031 0.835 0.808 9.6 3229 177 190 17.0 407 40.6 97.3 . 96.7. 107.3 18.6 69.3 4.1 0.056 0.346 0.326 7.2 2399 129 136 17.6 408 21.8 97.5 96.9 107.2 18.1 19.8 3.4 . 0.147 0.109 0.093 6.0 2000 111 116 17.3 409 97.0 97.9 95.9 113.6 30.1 264.8 15.3 0.055 1.322 1.246 26.8 9004 299 339 26.5 410 82.1 96.9 95.9 113.6 31.0 213.2 13.8 0.061 1.070 1.003. 24.1 8118 262 293 . 27.8 411 62.0 96.7 95.9 113.7 31.4 152.0 12.5 0.076 . 0.775 0.715 21.8 7340 234 258 28.4 412 41.0 96.8 95.9 113.7 31.2 74.8 10.8 0.127 0.404 0.352 18.9 6368 204 222 28.7 413 20.3 96.9 96.1 113.6 30.8 23.8 9.0 0.274 0'.154 0.112 . 15.7 5284 172 184 28.7 414 98.4 98.1 96.9 122.5 45.0 207.8 23.1 0.010 1.090 0.979 40.4 13556 301 342 39.6 415 81.3 98.1 96.9 122.4 44.8 155.4 22.2 0.125 0.839 0.732 38.9 13050 291 330 39.6 416 62.2 97.4 97.0 122.4 45.4 107.9 20.4 0.159 0.605 0.5C8 35.8 11994 264 295 40.6 417 40.8 97.6 97.0 122.5 45.3 5:.6 18.9 0.260 0.342 0.252 33.0 11075 244 271 40.9 418 20.1 96.6 97.2 122.5 46.1 7.8 19.3 0.713 0.128 0.037 33.9 11365 246 2'(3 41.6 
419 98.8 98.3 96.8 130.4 59.1 126.7 34.3 0.213 0.761 .0.597 60.2 20181 341 395 51.1 
N s 
. 420 81.3 
421 59.3 
422 59.3 
423 40.0 
424 19.7 
425 . 96.1 . 
426 81.3 
427 60.5 
428 40.2 
429 20.9 
430 97.6 
431 81 .• 3 
432 61.8 
433 42.1 
~34 22.0 
435 98.4· 
436 82.1 
437 62.0 
438 41.5 
439 20.9 
440 99.1 
441 80.4 
442 .60.7 
443 40.8 
444 20.7 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
99.9 
80.6 
60.3 
39.8 
19.3 
98.4 
79.6 
T. 
~. 
98.1 
97.7 
98.3 
97.9 
97.4 
98.7 
98.3 
97.6 
97.6 
97.4 
98.8 
98.4 
98.0 
97.7 
97.1 
98.9 
98.4 
98.0 
97.6 
97.1 
98.9 
98.3 
97.9 
97.5 
97.1 
90.1 
, 89.8 
88.6 
88.0 
87.8 
90.8 
90.3 
T 
o 
96.9 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
97.1 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
97.1 
96.8 
96.8 
96.8 
96.8 
96.8 
97.0 
97.1 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
96.9 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
97.1 
87.6 
87.7 
87.8 
88.2 
88.5 
88.5 
88.8 
T. ~T cr 
s ov 
130.5 
130.3 
130.3 
130.3 
130.4 
141.4 
141.4 
141.5 
141.5 
141.5 
152.6 
152.5 
152.6 
152.8 
152.5 
158.0 
158.0 
158.4 
158.0 
157.9 
130.5 
130.5 
130.5 
130.5 
130.5 
121.5 
121.6 
121.8 
121.5 
121.5 
132.7 
132.7 
59.4 
59.3 
58.7 
59.1 
59.7 
78.4 
78.7 
79.6 
79.5 
79.7 
98.7 
98.8 
99.4 
100.0 
100.0 
108.1 
108.5 
109.6 
109.2 
109.6 
58.7 
59.2 
59.6 
59.8 
60.1 
58.8 
59.2 
60.5 
60.2 
60.1 
77.6 
77.7 
100.0 
84.8 
64.8 
84.8 
84.8 
84.1 
84.8 
84.5 
CL ' CV ilL wv IL 
100.0 100.0 84.3 34.1 0.288 0.559 
~.:).O 40.1 0.471 0.401 
39.2 40.4 0.508 0.376 
20.9 37.6 0.643 0.276 
7.4 31.4 0.809 0.183 
45.5 56.8 0.555 0.483 
35.0 54.0 0.607 0.420 
28.3 47.3 0.626 0.357 
12.8 42.7 0.770 0.262 
7.6 30.9 0.802 0.182 
22.7 70.6 0.756 0.441 
20.2 64.2 0.761 0.399 
13.7 56.5 0.805 0.331 
9.0 45.9 0.836 0.259 
6.5 30.9 0.826 0.176 
21.2 72.3 0.774 0.442 
17.7 65.6 0.787 0.394 
13.2 57.4 0.813 0.333 
9.7 43.9 0.819 0;253 
7.2 29.0 0.801 0.171 
78.3 44.6 0.363 0.581 
05.8 41.5 0.387 0.507 
45.1 39.2 0.465 0.398 
27.6 34.8 0.558 0.294 
10.7 30.1 0.738 0.192 
85% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
85.7 77.5 137.9 26.9 0.163 0.736 
86.0 77.5 102.5 26.0 0.203 0.573 
86.8 77.8 67.1 24.3 0.266 0.407 
88.5 79.3 28.4 24.9 0.467 0.238 
88.8 80.1 14.5 24.7 0.630 0.175 
87.3 78.1 71.5 38.1 0.348 0.489 
89.0 80.0 43.8 42.8 0.494 0.386 
OL 
0.397 
0.212 
0.185 
0.099 . 
0.035 
0.215 
0.165 
0.133 
0.060 
0.036 
0.107 
0.095 
0.065 
0.043 
0.031 
0.100 
0.084 
0.062 
0.046 
0.034 
0.369 
0.310 
0.213 . 
0.130 
0.051 
0.615 
0.457 
0.301 
0.128 
0.066 
0.321 
0.198 
vv 
59.7 
70.2 
70.8 
66.0 
55.0 
99.5 
94.6 
82.9 
74.9 
54.2 
123.7 
112.5 
98.9 
80.4 
54.2 
126.8 
115.0 
100.6 
77.0 
50.9 
78.2 
72.8 
68.7 
61.0 
52.8 
70.7 
68.3 
63.6 
63.7 
62.4 
99.3 
·108.5 
Q/A 
20033 
23537 
23722 
22121 
18436 
33354 
31717 
27792 
25098 
18182 
41493 
37742 
33174 
26959 
18170 
42503 
38545 
33720 
25819 
17066 
26215 
24409 
23022 
20460 
17699 
24258 
23421 
21754 
21735 
21232 
33892 
36936· 
u 
337 
397 
404 
374 
309 
425 
403 
349 
316 
228 
421 
382 
334 
270 
182 
393 
355 
308 
236 
156 
447 
413 
,)87 
342 
294 
413 
396 
360 
361 
353 
437 
475 
hi ~TF 
389 . 51.5 
471 50.0 
481 49.3 
440 50.3 
352 52.4 
512 65.2 
479 66.2 
406 68.5 
361 69.5 
251 72.5 
505 82.2 
450 83.8 
385 86.2 
302 89.2 
196 92.8 
466 91.2 
414 93.2 
351 96.2 
261 99.0 
166 102.8 
543 48.3 
493 49.5 
457 50.4 
396 51.7 
333 53.1 
494 49.1 
470 49.8 
420 51.9 
422 51.5 
411 51.6 
529 64.1 
586 63.1 
N S T. 'T T .6.T cr CL . CV WL 'IN . IL OL VV QjA U h . .6.TF x l. 0 S ov l. 
452 60.3. 89.5 88.9 132.8 78.5 84.5 89.5 80.1 31.3 39.3 0.557 0.315 0.142 99.5 33800 "430 519·65.1 
453 40.0 89.1 . 89.1 132.8 78.7 84.5 90.0 81.3 18.4 35.9 0;662 0.242 0.083 89.1 30277 ·385 454 66.7 
454 19.3 88.5 89.4 132.9 79.1 84.5 91.6 82.0 9.0 30.0 0.769 0.174 0.041 73.8 25053 317 362 69.2 
455 97.6 . 90.6 89.0 143.5 96.7 84.8 90.0 81.3 31.3 57.1 0.646 0.395· 0.142 141.8 48204 499 622 77.5 
456 79.8 90.0 89.1 143.5 97.1 84.8 91.1 81.6 23.4 53.2 0.694 0.342 0.107 131.4 44682 460 563 79.3 
457 60.9 89.6 89.1 . 143.5 97.5 84.5 91.6 82.0 17.9 47.3 .0.727 0.290 0.081 116.1 39407 404 482 81.8 
458 39.4 88.9 89.2 143.5 98.0 84.1 91.6 82.0 11.6 37.1 0.762 0.217 0.053 91.2 30962 316 361 85.7 
459 20.1 88.4 89.2 143.5 . 98.5 84.1 90.3 82.0 9.2 27.9 0.751 0.165 0.042 68.5 23276 236 261 89.3 
460 99.3 90.9 89.4 149.3 106.5 84.8 91.1 81.6 24.3 61.3 0.716 0.383 0.111 151.6 51496 484 599 86.0 
461 80.8 90.2 89.3 149.3 107.2 84.8 91.6 81.6 25.2 .55.1 0.686 0.358 0.115 136.2 46261 452 521 88.8 
462 60.3 89.7 89.4 149.4 107.7 84.5 91.6 82.0 18.1 47.8 0.725 0.294 0.082 117.4 39877 370 434 91.9 
463 39.6 89.4 .89.5 149.4 107.9 84.5 91.6 82.0 11.5 39.1 0.773 0.225 0.052 96.0 32592 302 343 95.0 
.... 464 20.5 88.9 89.7 149.5 108.4 84.1 90.5 82.3 7.5 27.5 0.787 0.155 0.034 67.3 22839 211 230 99.3 
0 465 99.1 90.9 89.6 155.0 116.6 84.8 90.5 82.0 26.5 60.4 0.696 0.388 0.120 148.5 50405 432 522 96.5 \) 
466 81.3 90.4 89.5 155.0 117.1 84.8 91.6 82.0 23.0 54.7 0.704 0.347 0.105 134.5 45658 390 462 98.9 
467 61.6 89.8 89.6 155.0 117.6 84.8 92.1 82.0 17 .9 47.2 0.725 0.290 0.081 116.1 39351 335 386 101.9 
468 41.0 89.4 89.7 155.0 117.8 84.8 92.1 82.3 J.1.3 38.6 0.774 0 .. 223 0.051 94.5 32054 272 305 105.0 
469 19.7 89.0. 89.9 155.0 118.0 84.5 92.1 83.0 6.3 27.4 0.813 0.150 0.029 66.3 22473 190 206 109.1 
470 99.9 90.9 88.2 113.3 42.7 85.2 86.0 71.2 216.2 18.7 0.080 1.051 0.966 49.3 16456 385 455 36.2 
471 82.3 89.9 88.2 113.4 :4~.8 85.2 85.9 77.2 174.1 16.6 0.087 0.852 0.778 43.8 14644 334 386 38.0 
472 61.2 89.1 08.2 113.3 44.4 85.2 85.8 77.1 117.1 14.6 0.111 0.588 0.523 38.7 13010 293 332 39.2 
. 473 40.2 . 88.6 88.3 113.3 44.8 85.2 86.8 77.5 64.8 13.0 0.167 0.347 0.291 34.2 11589 259 289 40.2 
474 20.9 87.9 88.6 113.4 45.2 85.2 88.2 78.7 19.5 11.7 0.375 0.139 0.088 . 30.2 10275 227 250 41.2 
475 98.6 90.8 88.3 105.0 27.8 85.8 85.8 76.9 277.3 11.8 0.041 1.296 1.238 31.4 10771 388 459 23.5 
476 80.8 90.2 88.4 105.0 28.3 85.2 85.2 76.9 218.4 10.4 0.045 1.023 0.974 27.5 9418. 333 383 24.6 
477 62.6 89.2 88.4 105.0 29.2 85.2 85.2 76.6 144.8 8.1 0.053 0.682 0.646 21.5 7351 252 280 26.3 
478 40.6 88.3 88.4 105.0 30.0 85.2 86.5 76.9 56.8 6.2 0.099 0.281 0.254 16.6 5548 185 200 27.8 
479 19.9 88.5 89.1 105.0 29.1 85.2 88.2 79.0 8.2 4.8 0.369 0.058 
·71.5% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
0.037 12.4 4204 144 153 27.5 
4.80 99.5 90.4 87.5 112.5 42.4 71.5 71.5 70.5 189.5 18.9 0.091 0.895 0.811 54.9 18868 445 541 34.9 
481 81.7 89.5 87.5 112.6 43.4 71.5· 71.5 71.0 153.5 17.1 0.100 0.731 0.657 49.3 16929 390 462 36.7 .' 
482 60.7 88.9 87.5 112.5 43.8 71.5 71.5 71.0 105.6 15.6 0.129 0.519 0.452 45.1 15479 354 412 37.6 ____ 
483 39.8 88.3 87.5 112.5 44.3 71.5 71.5 70.7 61.1 13.8 0.184 0.320 0.261_ 39.9--13696 -309-- 352 38.9 
N S T. T T. ~T CI CL CV v7L WV x IL OL VV o./A U h; C.TF ~ 0 s .. ov ~ 
484 20.1 87.8 87.4 112.6 45.0 71.5 71.5 71.0 26.1 12.4 0.321 0.165 0.112 35.7 12246 272 305 40.0 
485 97.4 89.4 87.4 104.5 29.1 71.5 71.5 70.7 2~1.1 11.7 0.044 0.127 1.074 33.8 11599 399 474 24.5 
486 82.5 89.3 . 87.4 104.5 29.1 71.5 71.5 70.7 191.6 10.6 0.053 0.867 0.820 30.8 10580 363 424 24.9 
487 60.5 88.6 87.4 104.5 29.8 71.5 71.5 70.7 124.6 9.6 0.072 0.574 0.533 . 27.8 9549 321 367 26.0 
488 39.8 88.0 87.4 104.6 30.5 71.5 71.5 70.7 49.3 7.3 0.130 0.242 0.211 21.2 7290 239 264 27.6 
489 21.4 88.0 87.4 104.6 30.5 71.5 71.5 70.7 16.4 8.5 0.342 0.107 0.070 24.7 8478 278 313 27.1 
490 99.1 90.4 87.4 121.0 57.8 71.5 71.5 70.5 133.7 26.0 0.163 0.685 0.572 , 75.4 25946 449 546 47.5 
491 79.8 89.6 87.4 121.0 58.5 71.5 71.5 70.7 100.6 24.1 0.193 0.535 0.430 69.8 23982 ,HO 490 49.0 
492 59.9 88.6 87.4 121.0 59.6 71.5 71.5 70.7 73.6 22.3 0.232 0.411 0.315 64.5 22155 372 436 50.8 
493 39.6 88.4 87.5 121.0 59.7 71.5 71.5 70.7 33.3 23.1 0.409 0.242 0.143 66.8 22951 384 453 50.6 
494 20.1 88.3 87.5 121.0 59.7 71.5 72.0 70.7 9.3 25.1 0.729 0.147 0.040 72.8 24998 419 503 49.7 
495 98,.2 90.9 87.9 132.0 76.7 71.5 71.5 70.7 78.6 35.4 0.311 0.490 0.336 102.7 35239 459 562 62.7 
496 79.6 90.1 87.9 132.0 77.4 71.5 71.5 70.7 58.7 ·35.1 0.374 0.403 0.251 101.9 34963 451 550 63.5 
~ 497 59.7 89.3 87.8 132.0 78.2 71.5 71.5 70.5 32.1 37.3 0.538 0.298 0.137 108.6 37312 477 589 63.4 , 
~ 498 39.2 89.0 87.8 132.0 78.5 71.2 71.5 70.5 13.5 34.4 0.719 0.205 0.058 100.0 34351 438 530 64.8 
499 22.8. 88.1 87.8 132.1 79.5 71.2 71.5 70.5 13.2 27.6 0.676 0.175 0.057 80.5 27685 348 404 68..5 
500 97.8 90.6 87.7 143;3 97.6 71.5 71.5 70.5 32.5 52.2 0.616 0.364 0.139 151.8 52166 535 679 76.8 
501 79.6 90.0 87.6 143.2 97.9 71.5 71.0 70.5 21.9 50.2 0.697 0.310 0.093 146.1 50208 513 644 77.9 
502 60.3 89.4 87.6 143.2 98.5 70.5 70.7 70.0 18.7 45.1 0.707 0~273 0.080 132.0 45419 461 565 8004 
503 40.8 88.9 87.6 143.4 99.3 71.2 71.5 70.3 12.1 37.7 0.757 0.213 0.052 109.9 37774 380 448 84.3 
504 20.5 88.3 87.6 143.3 99.7 71.5 71.8 70.5 6.7 26.3 0.798 0.141 0.029 76.6 26314 264 295 89.2 
505 98.2 90.5 87.7 149.0 107.8 72.0 72.5 71.5 23.1 57.8 0.715 0.348 0.099 165.7 56939 528 669 85.2 
506 80.4 89.8 87.7 149.0 108.5 71.8 72.5 71.2 20.7 52.1 0.716 0.312 0.089 149.9 51403 
-1-74 584 88.0 
507 60.9 89.3 87.7 149.0 109.0 71.8 72.5 71.1 17.2 45.9 0.727 0.271 0.074 132.4 45418 417 500 ,90.9 
508 39.8 88.8 87.7 149.0 109.4 71.5 72.5 70.7 11.8 37.6 0.761 0.212 0.051 109.2 37471 343 397 94.5 
509 21.8 88.5 87.6 149.0 109.7 71.5 72.8 71.0 7.8 29.7 0.793 0.160 0.033 85.7 29433 268 300 98.0 
510 98.6 90.4 87.6 154.1 117.2 72.0 73.1 71.5 23.5 59.0 0.715 0.355 0.101 169.1 '58109 496 618 94.0 
511 80.8 , 89.8 87.6 154.4 118.2 72.0 73.1 71.5 18.7 50.0 0.728 0.295 0.080 143.3 49249 417 499 98.6 
512 61.2 89.2 87.6 154.2 118.4 72.0 73.1 71.5 14.5 45.6 0.758 0.258 0.062 130.8 44936 379 447 100.6 
513 40.4 88.7 87.6 154.3 119.0 71.8 72.8 71.5 10.1 38.0 0.791 0.206 0.043 109.1 37483 315 360 104.1 
514 21.2 88.2 87.6 154.3 119.6 71.8 73.1 71.2 5.9 26.2 0.816 0.138 0.025 75.5 25909 217 237 109.3 
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5 • . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
5.1 The relationship behleen local and length mean heat transfer 
coefficients. 
It has been previously suggested that little value could 
be gained by studying overall heat transfer coefficients as opposed 
to local point values. An attempt has been made to justify the 
, 
use of these overall length mean coefficients in the subsequent 
processing of data, by estimating the maximum deviation of 
the local coefficients from mean values. This comparative 
method was first developed by Collier and Pulling ana a 
similar procedure has been adopted for use in the present 
investigation. Collier and Pulling (1)(2) published two papers 
which described the deposition of solids in a steam-heated, 
vertical evaporator tube. An attempt was included to define 
local conditions at selected points along the tube in terms 
of measured overall values. Similar calculations are presented 
in this text using data from run 172 for water and run 425 for 
NPA, to show that the mean experimental heat flux represented 
the two extreme point conditions at the inlet and exit of the 
tube by a maximum variation of + ~Q%. The experimental data 
was taken from table 7. Five basic assumptions were made:-
(1) The heat flux was initially uniform along the evaporator 
tube length. 
(2) The vapour weight quality was initially linear along 
the tube length. 
(3) The pressure. along the tube was linear i.e. the temperature 
variation was also linear. 
(4) The steamside coefficient for filmwise condensation was 
constant at a value of 2000 Btu./hr.ft~ of. 
(5) No region of subcooled boiling existed when the inlet liqUid 
temperatlITe was maintained at its satlITation value. 
\ 
\ 
Only conditions 3, 4 and 5 I·rere valid for all approximations. \ 
\ . A first approximation of the heat flux distribution "as 
calculated using inlet and exit temperatlITes and the mass flo" 
rate of vapolIT and liquid through the evaporator tube. Fil~ 
coefficients were evaluated from the relationship proposed by 
Dengler and Addoms (9) >There the value of the all-liquid 
coefficient, ~, was modified to include only the fraction of 
liquid that flo>Ted through the tube. 
h. 
__ l._ 
hL 
The heat flux ,TaS calculated from equation (47) 
U,6. T 
cv 
The collected results are sho1<n in table 
x 
9. 
~p u 6.T ov o./A 
I 
o 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
216.9 
216.3 
215.7 
215.1 
214.5 
213.9 
213.3 
212.7 
212.1 
o 
0.060 2.352 
0.119 4.678 
0.179 7.220 
0.238 10.062 
0.298 . 13.326 
0.358 17.088 
0.418 21.613 
0.478 27.080 
222.9 
5.369 212.0 
7.571 200.8 
9.405 189.7 
11.099 178.4 
12.779166.9 
14.469 155.1 
16.272 143.1 
18.214 131.0 
1138 
1520 
1784 
1980 
2130 
2244 
2329 
2386 
205 87.5 
785 88.1 
947 88.7 
1043 89.3 
1108 89.9 
1153 90.5 
1186 91.1 
1209 91.7 
1224 92.3 
17,910 
69,010 
84,020 
93,180' 
99,560 . 
104,340 
107,992 
110,834 
112,941 
Table 9. Heat flux distribution for water run 172, obtained froI:l 
. 4 2 
the first trial and error calculation, G = 7.07 x 10 Ib.fhr.ft. 
At the inlet of the evaporator tube the theoretical value of 
the vapour "eight fraction "as zero. In p;r'actice however some 
nucleation took place as soon as liquid entered the tube and far 
higher heat,transfer coefficients "ere obtained than those 
141. 
predicted solely by use of the all-liquid coefficient. An 
attempt ,TaS made to define the inlet nucleate boiling heat flux at 
the liquid saturation temperature by means of the nucleate pool 
boiling relationship presented by McAdams (44), equation (48), 
for water and isopropyl alcohol in the absence of any reference 
to normal propyl alcohol. 
(48) 
Selected values of K and n for both liquids predicted heat 
fluxes of the order six times greater than the mean experimental 
values. It was obvious that the expression could not be used 
to predict the heat flux at the tube inlet in its present form. 
The be·st approximation to this quantity was made by assuming 
that it was equal to the heat flux evaluated at the first 
incremental tube length i.e. L = 0.5 ft. In the case of water, 
it was found that better approximations were always obtained 
by using the value predicted by the previous calculation at 
L = 0.5 ft. This method was not suitable for the lower heat 
fluxes of NPA and only a single approximation ,las made for the 
entrance nucleate boiling heat flux. Previous workers (37)(38) 
suggested that nucleation might still occur between vapour qualities 
of 2 - 15% weight. The chosen value of L = 0.5 ft. was equivalent 
to a vapour weight quality of 2% for water and approximately 7% 
for NPA. Thus it was assumed that nucleation was present and 
accounted for by the inlet heat fluxes and that only one 
approximation was necessary for the higher inlet vapour qualities 
exhibited by NPA. The results of the first approximation to the 
heat flux distribution for water are sh01<ll in table 9 and plotted 
in figure 72. The linear vapour weight· fraction and temperature 
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profiles along the tube, sho'Ill in figure 73, were used to obtain 
this graph. The preliminary contribution of nucleate boiling 
heat flux at L = ,'0 was represented by the dotted line X'[ and the 
mean experimental heat flux by the line EF. Further'trial and' 
error approximations were made by altering the temperature and 
v.apour quality profiles in conjunction with the variable inlet 
heat flux and fixed mean and tube exit heat flux values. The 
final approximation was reached when the areas under the curves 
ABED and BFC became equal. It was then assumed that the final 
curve ABC represented the distribition 'Of heat flux with a fluct-
uation between the mean, inlet and exit values of ~ 40%. The value 
of the nucleate boiling heat flux at the inlet was shown by the 
line AD. Alterations of the temperature profile had a negligible 
effect upon the physical properties of the liquid and the 
resultant calculations, therefore the initial linear temperature 
relationship was used for all further approximations. Data for 
the curve ABC was taken from the fifth approximation 'Ihich is shown 
_ M ~ ... 
in table 10. 
L T :x: l/Xtt hT/~ hL hTP U AT oJA (ft.) SAT ov 
(OF) 
0 '216.9 0 222.9 .. 205 87.5 17,910 
-
0.5 216.0 0.021 0.869 3.263 218.7 714 556 88.3 49,110 
,1.0 215.3 0.048 1.935 4.868 213.5 1039 735 89.0 65,480 
1.5 214.6 0.080 3.160 6.222 207.5 1291 853 89.7 76,540 
2.0 214.0 0.119 4.750 7.628 200.1 1526 950 90.3 85,780 
2.5 213.5 0.166 6.764 9.103 191.3 1741 1029 90.9 93,480 
3.0 213.0 0.227 9.641 10.867 179.7 1953 1099 91.4 100,430 
3.5 212.5 0.308 14.075 13.131 ' 164.3 2158 1161 91.8 106,630 
4,.0 212.1 0;478 27.081 18.214 131.0 2385 1224 92.3 112,920 
Table 10. Fifth approximation for the heat flux distribution of run 
Similar curves for NPA were plotted from the data of run 425 ~~d are 
shown in figures 74 and 75. 
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172. 
-. 
• \ 
Tn order to obtain further verification of the inlet 
nucleate boiling heat flux, a comparison 1'/aS made of the present 
data 1'1ith that obtained from Dengler and Addoms from a steam-
heated I" IoD. copper. evaporator tube 20 ft. long. Both 
sets of data are shown in table 11. 
\ 
2 G Ib.jhr.ft. h. Btu.jhr.ft~OF 
~ i 
\ 
Dengler and Addoms (9) 613,750 900 - 7350 
Denning 70,690. 57 714 
,Table 11. Heat transfer data of Dengler and Addoms (9) and Denning. 
The 'lower value of the heat transfer coefficient range from 
the data of Dengler and Addoms corresponded to a nucleate boiling 
region. The largest was characteristic of the higher heat 
tra.'1sfer rates associated with a two-phase, forced convective 
region. At approximately equivalent IlL'iSS flO1; rates, the hlo-phase 
heat transfer coefficients.of both works were of the same order 
of magnitude. Some latitude must exist between the two results 
when it is considered that the film temperatu....'e differences were 
not identical. It would also be expected that the nucleate boiling 
region will become more completely developed in a 20 ft. long tube 
with a subcooled entrance temperature and therefore yield higher 
heat transfer rates than that of a 4 ft. tube with saturated 
'liquid entering the base. A comparison was also made between the 
existing nucleat'e boiling heat flux, and a predicted heat flux at 
the transition stage between the saturated nucleate boiling region 
and the two-phase forced convective region. Collier and Wallis (5) 
developed the re~ationship shown in equati'On (49) for the heat flux 
at this transition stage. 
144 . 
(Q/A) transition = 
where b = 2 6 TSAT ('\I" G - -.J r) (50) 
This comparison attempted to. accurately define the heat flux 
at the point of suppression of the nucleate boiling region with 
regard to the heat fluxes· predicted by this investigation •. :~hen 
the data of run 172 ,ras substituted in equations (49) and (sO), a 
62· 
transition heat flux of 1.84 x 10 Btu./hr.ft. was obtained. It 
was therefore concluded that the two relationships ·in their 
present form could not accurately account for the heat fluxes 
developed in this project. 
Collier and Pulling showed by their study of the nature of 
solid deposits in evaporator tubeR that the area under the lin~ 
AD, figure 72, corresponded to the nucleate boiling region and 
that the remainder of the heat flux distribution ABC was controlled 
by the two-phase, forced convective region. They also found that 
the controlling mechanism in the final 9" of the 8 ft. long tube 
was of a liquid dispersed type. It is· improbable that this kind 
of mechanism was encountered in the present investigation which 
utilised a shorter tube and lower heat fluxes. 
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5.2 Single component liquids 
The moderately hj.gh heat fluxes, liquid ani vapour 
velocities and high vapour qualities encountered in this 
investigation suggest that the prevailing mechanisms of heat 
transfer were probably restricted to the nucleate boiling and 
forced convective regions. The ecperimental data of the hm 
pure components, water and normal propyl alcohol, were treated 
in the general manner suggested by previous workers who had 
also studied these regions. A more detailed account of their 
works has been presented in the literature survey. The binary 
mixture data vlere not used to substantiate the correlations at 
the present time because it was felt that the equations could 
not account for the progressive changes in composition that 
occur along a heated tube for such mixtures. 
In order to eliminate scatter due to experimental error 
as far as possible, the raw data were plotted as inside film 
coefficient of heat transfer versus % submergence, heat flux 
v. % submergence, circulation liquid mass flow v. % submergence 
and condensate mass flow v. % submergence. This enabled 
smoothed values of the four quantities to be obtained at 
constant increments of submergence after carefully fitted lines 
had been dral;n through the data. These smoothed values are 
presented in the first six columns of table 13 together vii th 
arbitary run numbers which bear no relation to any experimental 
run numbers. A short computer programme ,TaS written to evaluate 
the quantities needed to calculate the dimensionless flow 
parameter l/Xtt , A sample calculation is shown in Appendix II 
for l/Xtt and also for the final form of the correlation which 
was a function of this quantity. The Reynolds numbelB for the 
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c:i,rculation liquid and vapour DOl-IS, based. upon the average 
veloci ty of each stream, ,-,ere calculated as it ,-ias recognised 
that strict accuracy required the use ofl/Xtt only Vlhen both 
streams Here in turbulent motion. It must be emphasised 
that because length-menn and not point values of heat -transfer 
coefficients were measured,_the calculati6ns of l/Xtt were 
based upon average values of velocities and vapour qualities 
between the inlet and outlet of the evaporator tube rather 
than exit quantities, ~Ihich were only representative of a 
point condition. The liquid- and vapour velocities sho,m in 
table 13 are superficial velocities i.e. they were calculated 
assuming that liquid and vapour flovled independently through 
. -the tube. The all-liquid coefficient of heat transfer ,-,hi ch 
was used in the ratio hi/~' \ias evaluated from equation (21) 
using the floH of the unvapourised part of the stream and the 
average value of the vapour weight fraction. 
[ J
O-S[ JO-4 ~ = 0.023 kJ, DLC(I-.x:) C.)!. 
D_ .AJ L R. 1 / _ L 
(21) 
Its use in the parameter hi/~ was thought to adequately 
express the effect of the mass velocity of the liquid flo~1 
'raised to the 0.8 power. 
A plot of the values of hi/~ versus l/Xtt for nor~~l 
propyl alcohol and '-later data, that correspond to average 
liquid Reynolds numbers greater than 2000,.is presented in 
figure 76. The average vapour Reynolds numbers .'-Iere all-lays 
greater than 2000. The correlating lines of Dengler and 
'Addoms (9) and Guerrieri and Tal ty (37) have been suporimposed 
upon the experimental data for comparative purposes. 
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It can be seen that the NPA data were displaced parallel 
to the line drawn through the water points and lay just belm. 
t he values predic'ted by the above correlations. Other workers 
have postulated that simlar displacements were caused by 
nucleate boiling inside the tubes. However, nucleate boiling 
is characterised by a lack o~ effect of quality on the heat 
transfer rate and it was obvious from·figure 76 that nowhere, 
except for the four NPA points at the smallest value";f l/Xtt , 
were the heat transfer rates independent of quality. It was 
therefore probable that this displacement could be correlated 
more conveniently by including the film temperature difference 
and the physical properties of the liquids that were not 
accounted for by the use of.the reCiprocal of the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter. Due however to a lack of knowledge of the 
effects of the basic parameters on the boiling process in the 
range of vapour qualities from 2 to 80% by weight, i.e. roughly 
corresponding to the forced convective heat transfer regime, 
the correlation was limited to a semi-empirical form. 
It was assumed that the water data were indicative of the 
forced convection effect and the best line drawn through the 
points was represented by the equation 
This is of a similar form to equation ~3)which represents the 
data of Guerrieri and Talty but as the present water data lay 
below the line that was used by Guerrieri to represent only 
forced convective effects, it is apparent that equation (51) 
cannot be considered general • 
. Several modifications. to the general forced convective 
equation, based on the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter were made. 
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These assumed the general form 
(52) 
where 6 is the surface tension of the test fluid at its boiling 
point and ~T becomes a reference temperature or temperature 
r 
difference. Several empirical values of ~T were tested. For 
. r 
water the surface tension parameter obviously reduced to a value , 
of unity. 
Firstly, the possibility of putting ~T equal to the 
r 
critical temperature difference of the test fluid determined from 
pool boiling experiments was examined. If the displacement 
oetween the two sets of data was possibly due to a nucleate 
boiling effect, it was expected that the inclusion of the nucleate 
pool boiling criterion as a reference temperature might account 
for these nucleation effects. It was not possible to pursue 
this idea further because of the paucity of data in the literature. 
No accurate values of the critical temperature difference for 
normal propyl alcohol were available and those that did exist for 
water, see McAdams (44) p.386, had been obtained on copper 
surfaces coated with another metal. Surface effects on this 
temperature difference are extremely important and it would not 
be correct to assume that such values would apply to the 
experimental water-aged copper, liquid-surface combination. 
It was found that at the highest liquid submergence of 
the evaporator tube, a maximum value of the inside film 
coefficient of heat transfer was recorded at a certain film 
temperature difference for each test solution. This film 
temperature difference was chosen as the new reference temperature. 
Respective values for water and NPA were o 50.6 and 47.1 F. 
The data for water and NPA were correlated by the equation 
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I 
where a best fit "as obtained with the exponent n of equation \ 
(52) equal to unity. The displacement bet>leen the water and NPA 
data became reversed from the trends sho,lll in figure 76 but was still 
not accounted for. This reversal seemed to justify the form of the 
correlating equation as higher heat transfer rates >lere.obtained with 
water as opposed to NPA. H01·lever, complete success ,Ias not achieved 
using a reference temperature difference and since no other temperature 
difference existed that could be used with any form of justification, 
it was decided to replace~T with a reference temperature. The 
. r 
absolute values of the boiling points of the test fluids were 
chosen to replace ~T in equation (53) which converted the ratio 
r 
to the reciprocal of a modified heat transfer dimensionless number. 
Figure 77 shows a plot of the non-dimensional heat transfer 
rate, represented by the modified parameter 
• By comparison with figure 76, 
it was observed that the use of the boiling point as a reference 
temperature greatly reduced the scatter of the experimental data • 
. The experimental scatter of water and NPA were:!: 2a% and :!: 15% 
'respectively for figure 76 and:!: 13% for both components in figure 77. 
However,. the wo sets ,Iere still displaced on separate lines. When 
the value of the exponent n was put equal to 0.75 the greater 
majority of the data for NPA and water ,Iere correlated by a single 
line AA shown in figure 78. Deviations from this line were 
observed for water data at an approximate abscissa value of 28 
which corresponded to a maximum value of l/Xtt = 0.26 for NPA 
and 0.76 to 1.05 for water. A second line BB waS drawn through 
these points. The two lines 1;ere represented by the follOwing 
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equations 
AA h/~ = 0.061 [(l/Xtt ) (Ti.6. TF) (6H~O/ 6/"75] 
BB h/~ = 0.0057 [ (l/X
tt
)(T/.6. TF) (6 .. ,0/ 6 /"75] 1·7l. 
where the slopes of AA and BB were determined as 1.0 and 1.72 
respectively. The overall experimental scatter for water was 
reduced from! 20% in figure 76 to ! l~ in "figure 78. , 
The treatment of the smoothed pure component data for water 
and NPA shoVTed that both sets could be correlated by tVTO separate 
expressions in terms of the chosen parameters. It is postulated 
that the point of intersection of the tVTO lines represents a 
change from a mode of heat transfer associated VTith nucleate 
boiling to a forced convection mechanism. 
It VTas experimentally shoVTn by previous VTorkers (38) that 
.' nucleation in a climbing film was suppressed beb~een a range of 
vapour qualities of 2 - 10% by weight. Figure 78 indicates that 
the present values .of l/Xtt for the UPA data at the intersection 
point varied from 0.26 to 0.21. These were equivalent to vapour 
qualities of 2.6 and 2.1 weight % at the tube exit. The 
corresponding values of l/Xtt for water at the same point which 
varied from 1.05 to 0.76, were equiyalent to vapour weight 
qualities of 5.3 to 3.4% and the entire range of qualities of the 
water data correlated by the proposed nucleate boiling line lay 
between 1.7 to 2.8.% by weight. Thus the experimental qualities 
at the intersection point were found to beconsistent with the data 
of other workers at the point of suppression of a nucleate boiling 
me"chanism. 
" A significant distinguishing feature between the nucleate 
boiling and forced convection regimes is the effect of vapour 
quality on measured heat transfer rates. The forced convection 
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region, figure 78; it i~ apparent that smaller changes in the 
film temperature difference result in the formation of larger 
heat transfer .rates than in the forced convective region. 
Figure 76 Sh01,S that the last four' NPA data points at the lo;/est 
values of l/Xtt exist at nucleate boiling conditions'where the 
heat transfer is independent of the parameter l/Xtt lfhich 
_. expresses the quality dependence. (Lower values of l/Xtt could 
not be obtained due to the limitation on the lOlfest available 
steam pressure, i.e. the smallest obtainable film temperature 
difference lfas 130 F.) These same four points are sholfll in figure 78 
as being dependent upon the film temperature difference at the 
intersection point and it is there!'ore postulated that the line 
represents the nucleate boiling region. The water results do not 
show a pronounced effect of nucleate boiling in figure 76 but 
when the data are replotted in the form of figure 78, such an 
effect becomes immediately apparent. 
The data points correlated by the line BB lay within the 
following variable ranges; film temperature difference 13.8 to 
18.1oF, exit tube vapour qualitY,l.7 to 2.8 wt.% and superficial 
vapour velocity 33.6 to 69.6 ft./eec. As expected, this data 
was not correlated by a forced convection mechanism which was 
dependent upon high vapour weight fractions i.e. large vapour 
velocities which occurred at high temperature driving forces. 
Nucleate boiling in tubes, predominating at lo;/er temperature 
driving forces, was the only process which could occur at these 
variable ranges. 
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Figure 78 illustrated the dependence of the heat transfer 
rate upon the vapour quality and also the diminishing effect of 
• 
the film temperature difference. Between. tempe;~ature differences 
of 13 to 80oF, larger increases in the heat transfer rate were 
obtained at the lower rather than higher values where the effe·ct 
of nucleate boiling was repr~sented by the line with the greatest 
slope. 
The general form of the correlation included the parameter 
Tb/ t:;,. TF which was analogous to the reciprocal of the Gukhman . 
number. This number, denoted: by Gu, was used to account for the 
influence of mass transfer on heat transfer in evaporation processes. 
It is known that one of the two major heat transfer mechanisms that 
exist during flow boiling of a liquid through an evaporator tube 
can be considered as non-boiling. This is the two-phase forced 
convective region where evaporation processes are thought to 
predominate. The mutual influence of heat and mass transfer 
Wring evaporation is not yet fully understood due to the complexity· 
of the mechanism of transfer at the surface of evaporation, and 
an analytical solution of this problem is therefore impossible. 
However several Russian authors have included the Gukhman 
number in experimentally derived correlations of the evaporation 
process and it is thought that its use could possibly be extended 
by a similarity process to correlate non-adiabatic heat and mass 
transfer systems,provided that the mechanism of heat transfer is 
convective. 
Smolsky and Sergeyev (93) produced a derivation of the 
nUmber based upon heat and mass transfer effects when a gas flow 
interacted with" a liquid surface. It was postulated that the 
Gnkhma n number accounted for evaporation at the surface and also 
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for the evaporation of sub-microscopic liquid particles in the 
laminar boundary layer. These particles entered the layer after 
separation processes took place between the two streams. Such 
evaporation processes were only able to occur when the vapour stream 
flo;1 ,/as turbulent. This condition was satisfied for all the 
water and NPA data of the present investigation. Some success 
, 
was achieved in correlating evaporation systems with a relation-
ship of the form 
Nu x Re. Pr. Gu 
It is possible that the GukT~an number might be introduced 
into the present heat transfer correlation to accolli~t for the 
important effect of evaporation in the two-phase forced convective 
region. The Gukhman number was originally defined as 
where TA = absolute temperature of the surrounding medium 
and T = absolute wet bulb temperature 
. E 
This has been modified to give a two-phase heat transfer Gllkhman 
number equal to 
(58) 
where Tb = absolute liquid boiling temperature 
and ~TF a calculated or measured temperature difference 
across the liquid film. 
It is obvious from equation (58) that ~ oc Gu and therefore 
the reciprocal of Gu is used in~uation (53) which defines the heat 
transfer parameter hi/~. 
Guerrieri and Talty (37) suggested a plot of hi/~ versus 
l/Xtt in .order to determine the effect of the flow parameter Xtt 
on the heat transfer characteristics of boiling single component 
18 
-. 
I 
I 
\ 
systems·. It became apparent that this plot also exhibited surface \ 
I 
tension effects. A series of straight lines ,Tere obtained for I 
different organic liquids amI at a constant value of l/X
tt
, \ 
heat transfer rates decreased with decreasing surface tension. 
Although these displacements may have been due to a surface 
boiling effect when the formation of minimum sized bubbles 
resulted in increased heat transfer rates, it also seems probable 
that surface tension could be directly used as a correlating 
parameter. The existence. of such a parameter would eliminate 
the necessity of having to calculate the nucleate boiling 
correction factor (based on the radius of a thermodynamically 
stable bubble. in the work of Guerrieri and Talty) prior to 
obtaining estimates of he·at transfer rates. 
Visual observations of NPA and water boiling in the reservoir 
heater showed that the average bubble size in water ,laS initially 
0.5 to 1.5 cms. diameter and 2 to 3 cms. in the liquid bulk 
after coalescence, compared with an average diameter of 2 to 5 mms. 
for NPA. A few slightly larger bubbles of NPA were formed on the 
heating surface but these immediately disintegrated during movement 
through the bulk of the liquid to form bubbles with an average 
diameter of approximately 3 mms~ It was noticeable that the water 
bubbles after coalescence retained no permanent fixed shape 
whereas the NPA bubbles were more numerous, smaller, completely 
spherical and had quicker growth rates. 
The present. correlation made use of the ratio of the surface 
tensions of the liquids at their boiling points to compare the 
surface forces exerted by different liquids and their effects on 
heat transfer rates. The exponent of the surface tension ratio 
was an empirical quantity determined by. trial and error calculations. 
It is to be expected that a pure liquid with a high surface tension 
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will restrict the formation of bubbles and their escape processes 
more effectively than. a li~uid with a lower surface tension. This 
should result in lower heat and mass transfer rates. If the 
general effect is summarised simply as "a li~uid "ith high surface 
tension gives rise to greater surface contraction and hence 
smaller heat transfer rates", I<ater with a surface tension of 
59,4· dynes/cm. at 1000C should exhibit smaller heat transfer 
coefficients than NPA, "hose surface tension is 17.4 dynes/cm. 
o 
at 97,2 C. The experimental results Sh01ffl in figures 36 and 44 
prove that this supposition is incorrect as water exhibits higher 
coefficients than NPA. However, it must be realised that the 
changes of surface tension gradients are combined with other 
effects that could account for this anomaly such as physical 
properties, e.g. thermal conductivity, viscosity, density, etc. 
These properties have a primary influence on heat transfer rates 
and are taken into account by the calculation of the inside film 
and all-li~uid heat fransfer coefficients and the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter. It is therefore postulated that the effect 
of surface tension on heat transport processes should not be 
completely neglected and can be described for different 
li~uids by the use of the ratio of the surface tensions at the 
li~uid boiling points as sh01ffl in e~uations (54) and 55). 
It is suggested that the usefulness of the correlating 
parameter should be tested 1'1i th the experimental binary li~uid 
mixture data. The binary mixture >Till promote the formation of 
vastly increased surface tension gradients due to the processes 
explained in the preceding paragraphs. As mentioned earlier, the 
use of the binary li~uid mixture data introduces difficulties in 
relating heat transfer rates to changes in composition along the 
tube length. 
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The heat transfer mechanism changes from a comb:Lnation 
of two processes i.e. a disruptance of the boundary layer by 
micro-convection 'and a transfer of latent .heat t.y bubble 
formation, to a forced convective type. Heat is then· 
transferred by conduction to a turbulent .liquid-vapour interface 
where preferential evaporati9n takes place.' A similar treatment, 
which utilised the results of a previous worker Gadsdon (67) 
for the system water/isopropyl alcohol, was carried ~~t by a 
fellow student working under the guidance of the author and 
supervisor. Very similar results were 'obtained to those of the 
present work. Identical correlating parameters were used and a 
line with a slope of 1.0, .equivalent to AA in figure 78, 
correlated water data obtained in the forced-convective heat 
transfer region. The isopropyl alcohol results were correlated 
qythe same line when the exponent n of the dimensionless surface 
tension parameter was raised to a value between 0.6 and 0.7. 
This can be compared with the present value of n = 0.75. 
Although it is recognised that the two liquidS used in 
these investigations were closely related in physical properties, 
two independent sets of heat transfer data have been successfully 
correlated by the same parameters. Each set of data was obtained 
. + % by different experimental techniques where an error of - 15 0 may 
'easily be justified. The appearance of a second line representing 
the nucleate boiling region was not shown,probably because 
Gadsdon was unable to reach the lower film temperature differences 
which would have enabled such a region to become predominant. 
The experimental results of the pure component test-fluids 
were tested with' a modifica.tion of Rohsenows pool boiling 
correlation in order to determine whether any nucleate boiling 
relationship' existed. Rohseno~-158) suggested that the total 
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heat transfer during flo>l boiling might' be predicted by the 
direct addition of the nucleate pool boiling and forced convection 
effects. 
,Qtotal = Q nucleate boiling ~ Q, forced convection 
The latter effect referred to convection processes that took place 
within a hot liquid and not the forced convective heat transfer 
region. The boiling heat flux >las de'termined by subtracting the 
heat flo>l rate due to forced convection alone from the, _total 
experimental heat flux. 
= (Q/A)total - h L (60) 
The all-liquid coefficient hL was calculated from equation (21) at 
the boiling points of NPA and water. It was assumed that rises in 
the saturation temperature and hence changes in the values of the 
liquid properties caused by increases in the hydrostatic head were 
small enough to be neglected. The value of (Q/A)NB was obtained f",om 
equation (60). The temperature difference T>l - Tb was equal to 
the f'ilm temperature diff'erence which had already been calculated for 
the data. Vachon's suggestion in a more recent paper, that the 
Prandtl number exponent should be 1.0 f'or water and 1.7 f'or organic 
liquids, was used. The data is shown in table 12. 
It is probable that this type of' correlation may apply to the 
bubble f'low and slug f'low regions where appreciable nucleation can 
occur at the heater surface. A note should be made that the quality 
in these two regions was too low to produce large vapour weight 
f'ractions. These became important only if the temperature driving 
f'orce was large enough to instigate f'ilm boiling or if flow 
oscillations produced in the slug flow region caused instabilities 
in a 'system. DUring the present investigation, oS0illations were 
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visi1;lle at the ,tube inlet at 10>T liquid submergence levels and 
their amplitude became increasingly greater at higher overall 
temperature differences. In general these condit~ons corresponded 
to lo,w vapour qualities 'and io,., superficial liquid and vapour 
velocities. The possibility therefore exists that a contribution to 
the heat flux can be described, by a nucleate pool boiling component 
although it is doubtful whether such a pool boiling correlation could 
be extended to account for the complex processes that take place 
during nucleation in the annular climbing film. In this region, 
the formation of bubbles is controlled by variables such as the 
liquid film thickness and shear stresses in the film which are 
related to the t>To-phase velocity, film temperature profiles and 
mass transfer effects i.e. the existing concentration gradients • 
• The data for water and NPA >Tas plotted according to Rohsenows 
correl~tion in figure 79. At values of RI greater than 0.25 for 
NPA and 0.5 for water, increases in heat flux occurred with 
increases in submergence at relatively constant film temperature 
differences. These suggested the existence of a type of forced-
convective heat transfer mechanism that increased in strength with 
increasing liquid and vapour velocities. At low values of heat 
flux for NPA there was little effect of submergence or liquid 
velocity and the data below a value of Y = 0.00245 was reasonably 
correlated by the Rohsenow equation. In contrast, by comparison 
with figure 76, it can be seen that because l/Xtt expressed the 
effect of forced convection, only the lowest four data points of 
NPA appeared to be independent of quality and could be said to lie 
within a nucleate boiling heat transfer region. 
Water data below a value of Y = 0.023 did not sho>T any 
"tendency to be correlated by an equation similar to that of the 
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NPA data; The effect of submergence i.e. liquid velocity became \ 
reversed at lower values of film temperature difference "here 
'nucleate boiling' heat fluxes decreased with increases in 
submergence, as opposed to increases with increased submergence at 
higher values of Y. By reference to single components, figure 76, 
the data which appeared to exist at nucleate boiling conditions 
because they possessed the smallest vapour qualities and lowest 
film temperature differences, exhibited the largest possible 
variations in the Rohsenow ~orrelation. These results can also be 
.compared with those of Guerrieri and Talty (37) who worked in a 
low 'quality range (0 to 11% by weight) and found that nucleation 
,became suppressed in favour of a forced convective mechanism at 
qualities equal to and greater than 2% by weight. No decreases in 
the heat flux were observed at high temperatura differences and 
vapour qualities i.e. large values Cl' Y, for the present data that 
may 'possibly have indicated the onset of a liqUid dispersed region. 
It "as therefore concluded for the purposes of this work that 
nO,consistent and useful correlation of the flow boiling conditions 
could be achieved by an adaptation of the equation used by Rohsenow 
,to describe nucleate pool boiling effects. This contradicted the 
results of Bennett (38) who found that at low film temperature 
differances and vapour weight fractions below 15%, the data were 
represented by Rohseno;'['s correlation. It is probable that such 
a correlation is only stric't::.y applicable to surface boiling 
conditions where the bulk of the liquid enters below its saturation 
temperature and therefore cannot be applied with any degree of 
accuracy to a system where the bulk liquid temperature has attained 
its saturation value. 
Basic plots were made to show the variations of heat transfer 
coefficient, heat flux, vapour quality and the superficial liquid 
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velocity at the tube inlet with film temperature difference and 
% submergence for the pure components. These are illustrated in 
figures 80, 81, 82 & 83. Selected ,points were taken from the 
, smoothed e~perimental data of ,table 13. 
Figure 80 showed heat transfer coefficients obtained with water 
that were roughly three times larger than those for NPA at similar' 
" 
experimental conditions. Coefficients reached a maximum value for 
both systems at a film temperature difference approximately equal to 
500 F after which continual decreases with further increases of the 
driving force were observed. Higher coefficients were also obtained 
. at high liquid submergence levels. A tentative suggestion may be 
. proposed to show that variations in, the degree of hydrodynamic 
flow instabilities can account for this submergence effect. It was 
visually apparent that for the entire overall temperature difference 
range, more stable ,conditions predominated at higher submergences. 
As the liquid level was gradually reduced, the oscillations tended 
to become more violent in character until a most unstable condition 
,.c 
occurred at ,'the lowest level synonomous with low liquid and vapour 
velocities. 
Heat fluxes, figure 81, increased with increasing submergence 
and temperature difference until at values of 600 F i'tlrl<ater and 
800 F for NPA they became independent of the latter parameter. 
Larger heat fluxes were obtained I<ith I<ater which was expected when 
a comparison was made of the physical 'heat transport properties of 
the two liquids. 
Exit qualities were approximately identical for both liquids 
at equivalent values of the two parameters. They follol<ed the normal 
trend shol<ll in figure 82 of an increase with increasing temperature 
difference and a decrease with increasing submergence as the inlet 
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velocity increased so reducing the residence time of the fluid 
in the tube. 
Inlet velocitier' increased with submergence due to the 
presence of large hydrostatic heads and initially decreased ;li th 
increasing film temperature difference as more vapour became 
continuously generated at higher driving forces. Figure 83 showed 
that at a film temperature difference of 550F,substantial increments 
above this value resulted in a relatively constant inlet velocity. 
As the vapour quality increased from zero at the tube inlet, the 
apparent density of the system was reduced and the liquid. velocity 
.increaseu. This increase was maintained until a point was 
~ reached where the reduction in density became equalled by a resistance 
set up by the combined velocity and frictional heads exerted by 
the two-phase flow. Increases in vapour velocity then resulted in 
the formation of constant or reduced Liquid flows which were 
dependent upon the magnitude of such increases. 
5.3 Binary liquid mixtures 
Several'different attempts were made to correlate the binary 
liquid mixture data before a final relationship was evolved. A 
brief history of these methods is presented in the following paragraphs. 
The experimental overall temperature difference had little value 
as a correlating parameter because it included the tube dimensions 
and materials of construction which combined to form a major component 
of the resistance to heat transfer. Any correlation whi,ch used 
such a parameter would immediately be restricted to the experimental 
~pparatus from which the data was obtained. This problem was 
eliminated by replacing the overall temperature difference with the 
film temperature difference. In order to accomplish this, values of 
the heat transfer coefficient, heat flux, circulation liquid and 
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vapour mass flow rates were 'smoothed' i.e. taken from the 
~xperimental plots of figures 36 to 71 at predetermined submergence 
values of 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100% for each nominal 
test-solution. This allowed the submergence to be used as a more 
effective parameter and also tended to reduce experimental scatter. 
The corresponding film temperature differences were calculated from 
equation (61) 
= 
(61) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Plots were made to illustrate the dependence of the film heat transfer 
coefficient on the film temperatUre difference and submergence level 
for each nominal test-solution. Examples of these plots are shmm 
in figures 84 to 88. 
Data taken from these figures enabled graphs to be plotted of 
. heat transfer coefficient versus mole fraction of NPA for the nominal 
inlet liquid compositions. Film temperature differences varied 
o from 20 to 100 F for all submergence values. Representative plots 
are shown in figures 89 to 93at submergences of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 
100%. These present an overall picture where resalts obtained at 
high· submergences of 60 -' 100% exhibit different trends from those 
. at the lower values. 
At 20 and 40% sub~ergence levels the film coefficients were a 
minimum at a composition of 0.02 mole fraction of NPA in the liquid 
and a maximum at 0.11 mole fraction of NPA for low film temperature 
differences of 20 to 40oF. A steady decrease of the film coefficients 
from a maximum value for water to a minimum for NPA was observed 
o 
at all film temperature differences above 40 F. The higher submergence 
values showed three different effects with varying inlet 
concentrations of NPA. 
(i) 20 <_~TF' 50°F. Film coefficients reached a minimum 
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value over a range of inlet compositions of 0.02 - 0.06 \ 
(ii) 
mole fraction UPA and a maximum over a range of 0.07 - \ 
0.15 mole fraction NPA. \ 
o 70, F. At intermediate values of film 
temperature difference,a decrease in ·coefficienmfor 
'increasing liquid NPA compositions was obtained with a 
very small point of inflection at approximately 0.1 mole 
Traction of NPA. 
o 100 F. At the highest temperature differences, 
-. 
a maximum value of the film coefficient was obtained at 
0.02 mole fraction NPA, a minimum at 0.07 mole NPA and a. 
second· maximum at 0.11 mole fraction of NPA. 
After this, further increases in the nominal inlet liquid concentration 
resulted in continuous decreases of the coefficient until it reached 
its lowest value corresponding to a pure NPA solution. 
·These results were compared with those obtained for similar 
.. systems during flow and pool boiling in an attempt to try and develop 
an explanation for the phenomena. Other workers results are presented 
in table 14 where concen~rations Al and A2 , mole fractions of the more 
volatile organic components, correspond to the occurrence of maximum 
and minimum film coefficients respectively. 
Author 
Van Stralen 
et al (53) 
Rice (94) 
Calus (66) 
Gadsdon (67) 
System 
Pool boiling 
NPA/water 
Pool boiling 
Isopropyl alcohol/water 
Flow boiling 
Isopropyl alcohol/water 
Flow boiling 
Isopropyl alcohol/water 
~ A2 
0.064 
0.09 
0.09 0.03 
0.165-0.23 0.03 
Table 14. Data of various workers for binary liquid mixtures corresnondin~ 
to maximum heat transfer coefficients at a certain composition of the more 
volatile comnonent • 
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Calus found that variations in film temperature difference and 
% submergence did not alter the positions of the maxima and minima. 
In contrast, Gadsdon reported that increasing the v,erall temperature 
difference and decreasing % submergence diminished the maxima and 
minima until coefficients continually decreased at (a) high 
temperature driving forces and low submergences and (b) high 
temperature driving forces and high submergences. The present work 
agrees with the first effect but disagrees v!ith the second i.e. at 
high film temperature differences and high submergences, film 
coefficients do not decrease continually with increasing concentration 
of NPA in the liquid. The·presence of a maximum heat flux over 
similar ranges ·of the more volatile component was illustrated by 
pool boiling works. These did. not sholi the formation of a minimum 
heat transfer rate. It is postulated that the explanation for the 
maxima ",ay be similar to that proposed by Van Stralen et al who 
accounted for these effects during pool boiling. 
Throughout the present set of experiments, at high film 
temperature differences and low % submergences which both correspond 
to high vapour quality production, it is likely that nucleate 
boiling becomes'suppressed in favour of a forced convective mechanism. 
However, the maxima and minima in heat transfer coeffic:ie nts seem 
to be most prominent at conditions which favour nucleate boiling i.e. 
high submergences and low temperature differences. 
Van Stralen et al (53) (see pool boiling) explained that most 
of the heat available for the vaporisation of liquid during nucleate 
boiling was first transferred to the liquid around the heater surface 
and only a small proportion was actually used to generate bubbles 
at the heater surface. Bubbles released from this surface therefore 
grew rapidly during their passage through the superheated liquid' 
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layer and maximum heat transfer rates coincided .with the formation 
of the largest number of minimum sized bubbles at the surface that 
became available for h-,at transfer. 
This phenomenon may arise when a vapour bubble and its liquid 
shell, with a concentration gradient across the interface, both 
reach the same temperature. Mass and heat transfer can then only 
take place by diffusional processes and a minimum bubble size will 
be produced. It is thought that a ·similar process may occur for 
nucleate flo;r boiling conditions. This theory could not be extended 
to describe the formation of minimum heat transfer rates w~ich by 
similarity ;rould tend to occur during a film boiling region ;rhen 
the heater surface was blanketed by large bubbles or a continuous 
vapour film. No such effect existed during nucleate pool or flow 
boiling conditions. The theory was also unable to account for the 
formation of a single minimum and t;ro ruaximas in heat transfer rate~ 
during the present ;Tork. These occurred at high film temperature 
differences and high submergences ;rhen it ;ras expected that a 
convective mechanism would predominate at large temperature driving 
forces. No alternative explanation can be provided. 
In the above description, Van Stralen et al (53) suggested 
that the relative volatility might be used as a correlating parameter 
to account for the occurrence of maximum and minimum heat transfer 
rates. Graphs ;rere therefore plotted of the product~h. versus 
~ 
inlet liquid composition of NPA in the hope that all points at 
different film temperature differences for a constant submergence 
level would be represented by a single line. This form of plot 
succeeded in correlating data for concentrations of NPA above and 
including the azeotrope but the change in relative volatility ;ras 
not able to account for the fluctuation of heat transfer rates at 
the low concentrations of NPA. Large scatter of data was obtained 
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in these regions. 
It became obvious that a mass transfer parameter alone was 
insufficient to correl~te the data and that other effects had to be 
taken into account. A new parameter was developed equal to 
0< hi 6TF (VL/VG) and results utilising it >Tere evaluated at kno>m 
% submergence values and inlet liquid compositions for the entire 
, 
range of film temperature differences. Smoothed experimental results 
were used and no correlating effect was observed. It was decided to 
use experimental data as the preceding calculations showed little 
reduction of data scatter. 
The most recent pool boiling correlation of Rohsenow and Mikic 
(s) accounted for inertia effects on. the dynamics of bubble growth 
in terms of the Jacob number. The Jacob number was defined as 
Ja. = CL E>L (T>T - Tb) 
A E'G 
and >TaS a measure of the sensible heat available for conversion of 
liquid to the vapour state. It was proposed that this number might 
be used to express the mass and heat transfer effects of binary mixtures 
when a shell of liquid surrounding a vapour bubble had a higher 
boiling point than the bulk liquid due to preferential evaporation 
of the more VOlatile component at the liquid-vapour interface. Van 
Stralen (49) suggested modifying the pool boiling temperature driving 
force from t.1' to t:,:f - t,e where 
~e = dew point of vapour -:liquid boiling point 
and 61 = wall or heater surface temperature - liquid bulk temperature. 
This number suggested itself as a correlating factor for flo" bOiling 
and .a new parameter 
.0( hi Ja. (VL/VG) 
"as evaluated at a predetermined liquid composition and % submergence 
for the entire range of film temperature differences. No correlation 
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, The relationships had so far been based upon calculated exit \ 
\ 
was obtained. 
velocit~es and inlet and exit temperatures and compositions. It 
became evident that these ~igures were not compati..ble 'll th the original 
overall length mean experimental values and subsequent calculations 
were made using arithmetic mean values. The nominal inlet liquid 
composition was replaced by an average tube value. 
The final fOrm of the correlating parameter was obtained by 
replacing the Jacob number inthe previous expression by a modified 
~wo-phase heat transfer Gukhman number. This is shown in equation (63) 
'Final parameter = 
Data was evaluated at three constant submergence values of 100, 60, 
and 40% which were chosen to be representative of the entire 
submergence range for all values of w~an liquid compositions and film 
temperature differences. The final results are shOlill in table 15 • 
.. The exponents were determined by trial and error iterative procedures 
to give the best results from the experimental data and ,Iere therefore 
completely empirical. 
The effect of temperature difference upon which vapour quality 
is dependent was resolved for all mean liquid tube compositions into 
two groups of constant numbers. These are plotted in figures 94" 
95 and 96. They showed that for each submergence value, two straight 
lines AA and BB were obtained from ,0.05 to 1.0 mole fraction of NPA. 
The experimental deviations of the data from each line are shown on 
the figures. 
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He~t transfer rates gradually rose from a lowest value for NPA 
to a maximum at a concentration of approximately 0.01 to 0 mole 
fraction of NPA. It was not possible, with the pres0nt scale of the 
graphs, ,to include values of the final correlation for water but 
these are available from the table of results. The correlating 
,lines were not expected to predic,t heat transfer values at such low 
alcohol ranges where'previous workers found that maxima did occur. 
According to Van Stralen et al (53) these maxima were more pronounced 
for compounds >Ii th larger carbon chains than N~A and no efforts have 
been made therefore to predict whether equivalent heat transfer rates 
would rise slowly Or rapidly according to this correlation for 
different liquid systems. 
The entire parameter can be, split into four basic components 
which represent the effects of heat and mass transfer on binary 
boiling liquid mixtures. It is recognised that the boiling 
phenomenon of pure liquids is an extremely complicated process 
and that the introduction of large mass transfer driving forces for 
• 
binary mixtures can only further increase the complexity of the 
problem. Therefore it is not postulated that this parameter expresses 
the effect of every feature of flow boiling but it is hoped that it 
represents the more important aspects. The four components are the 
relative volatility ~, the Nusselt number (hiDi/~)' the modified 
heat transfer Gukhman number (bT~Tb) and the velocity parameter 
(VL/VG)· 
The relative volatility for a 'binary solution has been included 
to express the effect of mass transfer driving forces. The basic 
definition of the 'relative volatility for a dynamic system, where 
temperature and compositions are changing with changes~inlet 
liquid concentration, is given by 
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" 
· -' 
+ Y is the composition of the more volatile' component in equilibrium 
with a certain 1iqui& composition x', and y is the vapour composition 
similar to that denoted by the operating line 'in distillation works. 
A similar driving force, w~s usedby Stephan and Korner (48) to 
relate pool boiling heat transfer rates to concentration driving 
forces. An inherent weakness of this parameter in a flow boiling 
system is that it cannot take into account composition changes with 
pressure and temperature along the l~ngth of a heated tube-i.e. it 
cannot express the effect of hydrodynamics on flow boiling mixtures. 
For this reason mean tube compositions are used in all the c.a1cu1ations. 
The Nusse1t number non-dimensiona1ises the measure of heat 
transfer rates i.e. the film coefficient of heat transfer, in the 
classical manner. It accounts for the physical dimension of the tube 
diameter and expresses changes in the liquid thermal conductivity 
with changes of the binary liquid mixture composition. 
The modified heat transfer Gukhman number has already contributed 
to a successful correlation of the single component NPA and water 
data. Its use in both sections of "this work has been based upon 
previous workers successes of correlating evaporation processes by 
means of it. It has been modified for boiling processes by a 
similarity technique and is thought to represent the effect of the 
two-phase,forced-convective mechanism of heat transfer which consists 
of evaporation at the liquid-vapour interface.' A more complete 
description of this parameter has been given in the sub-chapter 
entitled 'single component liquids'. 
The ratio of the average tube liquid to vapour velocities 
,demonstrates the eff9cts of flow alterations on heat transfer rates. 
The less dense phase, when moving through the evaporator tube, will 
acquire a greater kinetic energy relative to the more dense phase. 
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~his pro~ess is termed the Bernou\lli effect. Thus the two-phase 
velocity 11ill increase and larger quantities of non-superheated 
liquid, ,rill be brought into contact with the heat trru:sfer surface 
per unit,time which in turn increases heat transfer rates •. The 
existing parameter could possibly be improved by substituting the 
I,ockhart-Martinelli parameter, Xtt , in place of (VL/VG) to account 
more fully for flmT rate effects. A lack of transport properties 
, for the mixture prevented testing of the Lockhart-Martineiii parameter. 
It is therefore suggested that the present work should be extended 
. in this manner. 
A plot of the film coefficient of heat transfer versus mean 
liquid composition of NPA in the tube was made from table 15 to 
illustrate how the final correlation reduced the initial experimental 
scatter of data. This plot is sho,m in figure 97 for 100% subme~gence 
where the Jeviation diminished from a total value of 72% at 0.05 
mole fraction of NPA to 60% at 1.0 mole fraction of NPA. The 
maximum deviation exhibited by the parameter in figure 94 for either 
line at 100% submergence was ~ 14%. The largest deviation of : 1$% 
for all three submergences Was shown for the upper line in figure 95 
at 60% submergence. Thus the correlating parameter effectively 
reduced random experimental scatter into two separate lines for each 
submergence level over the entire range of liquid compositions. 
It is very difficult to attribute the existence of two separate 
ann distinct lines for each set of data to any definite cause or 
effect. An examination of the data'in terms of submergence level, 
film temperature difference and exit vapour qualities is presented in 
table 16 in an attempt tci identify the existence of any possible 
relationships between the three variables. 
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% submeri>enee ~TF (eF) % EXit CJ.uality 
Upper line L01;er line Upper line Lower 
100 64.1 - 13.2 96.5 - 50.9 72.8 - 1.7 84.6 -
60 65.1 - 13.3 101.9 - 46.7 74.7 - 2.5 91.2 -
40 66.7 - 15.1 101.4 - 49.0 87.1 5.0 90.8 -
Table 16. t, TF and % exit vapeur guali ty ranges relating to. bo.th lines 
'ef figures 94, 95 and 96. 
The presence ef two. lines may be due to the existence o.f 
different flew and heat transfer regimes at changing values o.f 
film temperature difference. The ~xit vapo.ur weight CJ.uality, which 
is a functio.n o.f the film temperature difference, has previo.usly been 
used as a reu~l guide to. distinguish between such regio.ns. 
Under the present cenditio.ns, the flew regio.ns that po.ssibly 
exist in the evapo.rater tube are bubbly and a co.mbinatien o.f slug/ 
annular flo.;;s. These eerrespend to. mechanisms o.f nucleate and twe-
pnase.fo.reed-cenvective heat transfer with a transitien bo.undary 
semewhere between a vapeur CJ.uality range ef 2 - 15% by weight. 
Table 16 shews that the tep line ahlays represents the lewer ranges 
ef film temperature difference and exit CJ.ualities that usually 
accempany nucleate bo.iling. The upper limits ef these CJ.uality ranges 
are far in excess ef 15%, the maximum CJ.uality after which nucleate 
beiling beco.mes suppressed by co.nvective processes. The Io.wer line 
represents the higher ranges ef film temperature difference and vapeur 
CJ.uality l;here the predeminating mechanism sheuld always be cenvective. 
It dees' net seem pessible therefere that these two. lines are 
representative of different flO1; patterns er heat transfer regions. 
An alternative expl?Uatien may be suggested in terms ef the 
hydrodynamic fluctuat~ons of channel flow in the evaperater tube • 
. EXperimental pressure fluctuatiens ef the channel flew were 
recerded at the base. of the evaporater_.tube in terms of amplitude and 
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line 
55.5 
53.2 
73.8 
:frequency simultaneously with heat transfer measurements for 
water, NPA and their binary mixtures. The fluid entering the 
tube was always kept at its local saturation temperature. 
Representative traces o:f these :fluctuating channel pressures for 
water and NPA at submergences of 100, 60 and 40% at varying 
values of heat flux, mass flux, vapour weight quality and film 
temperature dif:ference together with a reference pressure at 
no-:flow and no-heat trans:fer conditions, are shown in figures 98 
to 103. The chart speed is indicated for every run. The 
re:ference pressure reading accompanying each run corresponds to 
a known head o:f liquid which enables the amplitude of the 
:fluctuation traces to be referred to an absolute pressure value. 
A complete summary of the fluctuation and heat transfer data 
:for these runs is presented in table 17. 
The water data was not taken from the experimental results 
listed in table 7 but was made as a separate series of experiments 
to test the installation of the pressure transducer. The results 
o:f these test-runs are shown in table 18. Fluctuations for binary 
liquid mixtures were also taken but an analysis of the data was 
beyond the scope o:f this work. It became apparent that the 
general characteristics exhibited by the binary mixtures were 
similar in nature to those of the two pure components. These 
results were therefore used to illustrate the effect of flow 
oscillations on heat transfer rates :for the binary solutions. 
The largest fluctuation amplitudes were encountered at the 
highest values of heat flux, vapour quality and film temperature 
difference and lowest values of mass flux for both NPA and water. 
In general the eiperimental,range of :film temperature differences 
'and vapour qualities were greater for NPA runs although the mass 
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and heat fluxes were far 10;ler than those of water. As heat fluxes 
and vapour qualities decreased, oscillations became correspondingly 
more irregular until at the lowest heat fluxes, the frequencies 
of fluctuations \'lere indeterminable ,for both liquids. This 
effect was better illustrated for water results where the degree 
of stability of the oscillations appears to decrease with 
decreasing submergence. Attempts to measure the frequency of 
, 
the oscillations, sho\'ln in figure lOCi and 100j' by increasing 
the chart speed \'lere unsuccessful. The' fluctuations which were 
equivalent to the 10\'lest values of heat flux showed that a 
constant amplitude of approximately 0.96 p.s.i. was attairred for 
water. 
The oscillation amplitudes were generally greater in magnitude 
for water over the investigated variable ranzes. It is known 
that instabilities are primarily induced by momentum changes 
brought about by production of vapour during flow boiling. 
Equivalent vapour weight qualities of water and NPA gave rise to 
the formation of a volume of water vapour apprOximately three times 
greater than the corresponding value for NPA. Therefore larger 
momentum changes and fluctuation amplitudes were generated during 
water runs. The increased static hea~ of high submergences 
definitely had a stabilising effect for both liquids as the 
buoyancy of the vapour aided upward flow through a vertical channel. 
It is apparent that the mest unstable conditions for both 
liquids are coincidental with h~values of film temperature 
difference 'and vapour quality. If the fluctuation data are compared 
with the binary liquid,mixture correlations, the upper lines of 
figures 94, 95 and 96 coincide with the more stable conditions and 
the 10\'ler lines represent the higher values of temperature difference 
and quality which correspond to the more unstable operating 
conditions. The fluctuation data may possibly be able to provide 
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a pa:i:ameter that can correlate the data on each submergence plot 
for binary liquid mixtures by a single line. A dimensionless 
parameter which suggests itself could take the fOI'ill 
amplitude of fluctuation 
static pressure head 
and would be linked with the final correlating parameter as a 
multiplying factor. Much work is needed to evaluate the amplitudes 
of ,the binary liquid mixture fluctuations before the above 
paramot~r can be extensively tested. 
A peculiar characteristic of the NPA runs at the highest 
heat fluxes and submergence values was that the overall fluctuation 
appeared to be composed of two independent oscillations 1800 out 
of phase with each other. The independent oscillation frequencies 
of 1.3 cycles/sec. 11ere half as small again as the combined or 
total fluctuation frequency. This effect is shown in figures 10lp 
, and 102t. At the 10Hest submergence of 40% and highest heat flux, 
the fluctuation reverted to a regular oscillation of constant 
amplitude with no appearance of any variabie amplitude "fluctuations. 
In contrast to Hater runs at equivalent conditions, fairly stable 
channel floH fluctuations of NPA Here obtained for intermediate 
heat flux values at 100 and 60% submergence. This phenomenon is 
illustrated Hhen figures 1010 and 102s for NPA are compared 
with figures 98c and 99g for water although at the lowest 
values of submergence and heat flux, the frequency of oscillation 
of NPA became indeterminable. 
Collins and Gacesa: (7) also encountered a region of 
experimental conditions during upflow instabilities of boiling 
water through a vertical channel Hhere two independent becillations 
became superimposed upon one another. Results wer.e obtained On a 
loop where the pressure difference across the test-section was 
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controlled at a constant value in order to simulate parallel 
channel instabilities. This basically differed from a natural 
circula"tion evaporator system 1"There the differential flO1-1 
" pressure graqient had a variable value. Further caution must be 
exercised 1-Then comparisons are made between fluctuation data 
obtained on different test-rigs because the amplitudes of flow 
oscillations may be dependent upon exciting forces that can 
exist within individual test-sections and ancillary equipment. 
However, every conceivable precaution 1-Ias taken to prevent external 
-forces initiating tHo-phase fl011 instabilities durilOg the present 
series of experiments. Despite these differences in basic 
equipment, similarity bet1-leen the t1-l0 sets of results 1-Ias obvious. 
As the above 1-Iorkers increased power to an electrically heated, 
rod bundle test-section, a 'beating phenomenon' was observed. 
The amplitude of the flow oscillations grew and decayed in a 
manner which suggested a beating betl-Teen two dominant frequency 
oscillations. In both works,the oscillations showed equal 
ampli tudes of frequencies although the time periC'ds behTeen maxima 
and minimum values for Collins et al changed continuously whereas 
the NPA results exhibited a regular 'beating' frequency of 1.3 
cycles/sec. Further increases of power resulted in a decrease of 
fluctuation amplitude until at very high power values, large 
amplitudes were reached which corresponded to dry-out conditions. 
The present experimental results suggested that the heat flux 
range lay below the critical values necessary to initiate such 
dry-out conditions. It was possible that a form of dry-out 
condition which would account for the larger fluctuation amplitudes 
observed with water would be approached more quickly during water 
runs than for NPA runs. During the latter runs the liquid surface 
tension was very much lower and better wetting of the heater 
lM 
\ 
\ 
\ 
surfaces might have prevented the onset of such conditions. This 
explanation could only be tested by extending the present heat 
flux r~nge to higher values for both liquids. 
It is possible'that ~ydrodynamic flow oscillations may 
have a retarding effect on the development of stable flo" 
patterns and heat transfer regimes for a saturated fluid flowing 
through a heated evaporator tube. Therefore the bubbly, slug and 
annular flow regions may become replaced by a combined'slugf 
annular region ,·,hose effect. on heat transfer rates would be of 
.an equalising nature for each oscillation. Figure 104 gives an 
indication of the physical processes that might occur during a 
flo" reversal of the thin liquid film maintained at the heater 
tube wall by the radial expansion forces exerted by the vapour 
slugs. Velocity profiles developed in the filill are sho,m by lines 
,YX and XZ. 
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Fi.gure 104 .' Veloci:ty profiles in the laminar liauid film 
developed during flo,", boiling. 
When the flow is a maximum in the up"ard direction, the liquid 
velocity at the surface of the film Y will be a maximum and 
therefore heat transfer rates at this point will attain their 
largest 'values. As the instability develops and the flow 
reverses, the velocity and heat transfer rates reduce to minimum 
/ 
values at X and,increas~ to maximum values at Z. The oscillation 
completes its cycle and minimum and maximum heat transfer rates 
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are obtained at positions X and Y again •. The cycle repeats 
itself v/hen the next oscillation begins to form. Thus regular 
induced fluctuations in heat transfer rates, which are due to the 
oscillatory nature of the unstable two-phase flow conditions, may 
result in an overall even heat transfer distribution along the 
tube. Obviously flow instabilities can initiate and sustain 
mechanical vibrations in industrial appliances and cause control 
problems which may become crucial in nuclear reactors v/here the 
two-phase coolant is also the moderator. It has also been sh01fn 
that flow instabilities can reduce the burnout heat flux by as much 
. as 2Cf/o. 
It is post1l1ated that the two lines in figures 94, 95 and 
96 'representing the binary liquid mixture correlation are due to 
vapour quality and hydrodynamic oscillation· effects. The upper 
line represents conditions of low' film temperature differences 
and vapour qualities which correspond to fluctuations of small 
variable amplitude and irregular frequency. The lower line 
represents conditions of high film temperature differences and 
vapour qualities associated with fluctuations of large amplitudes 
and regular frequency. Flow oscillations may also induce a more 
even distribution of heat fluxes and heat transfer rates than 
would exist if the recognised two-phase.flow heat transfer regions 
become fully developed. The predominating heat transfer mechanism 
in this combined slug/annular flow. region was a two-phase,forced 
convective type • 
. 5.4 Fractionating efficiency of the evanorator 
A previous worker, Gadsdon (67) using an isopropyl alcohol/ 
water system, reported variations bet1feen the experimental tube 
exit vapour compositions and the theoretical vapour compositions 
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in equilibrium with the experimental exit liquid compositbn of 
alcohol. At 10" concentrations i.e. 0.015 to 0.25 mole fraction 
of isopropyl alcohol, experimental values "ere l·e~s than those in 
equilibrium "ith the exit ·liquid stream, and at moderat~ liquid 
concentrations· of 0.25 to 0.45 mole fraction of isopropyl. alcohol, 
experimental values lay scattered along the equilibrium line with 
the majority higher than the theoretical values. Values for mixtures 
above the azeotropic composition ,Tere not reported. 
This method of comparison should indicate >lhether the 
evaporator tube "as operating at its maximum efficiency i.e. as 
near to equilibrium conditions as possible bet>leen the measured 
liquid and vapour compositions. These compositions changed 
along the tube length >lith additional heat input. Therefore for 
the purpose of this work,a preliminary study of the experimental 
and theQretical exit vapour alcohol concentrations "as made and 
is presented in table 19 together with the experimental liquid 
tube exit compositions and the fractionating efficiency. The 
fractionating efficiency of the tube "as defined by equation (65) 
as 
fractionating efficiency = experimental gas composition (Mole % NPA) (65 
theoretical gas composition (Mole % NPA) 
A plot of the experimental liquid and vapour compositions superimposed· 
upon the equilibrium data of Gad>la (84) for the NPAj"ater system is 
sho1<TI in figure 105. This sholied three different trends. 
(1) In the region 0 to 0.035 mole fraction of NPA in the liquid 
.stream, experimental results "ere far higher than equilibrium 
values. Indeed one of the points chosen at 0.01 mole fraction 
of NPA exhibited a maximum deviation of +60% from the 
equilibrium line. This· reduced to approximately +10% at 
0.028 mole fraction of NPA Id th a largest negative deviation 
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of - 26% at 0.035 mole fraction of NPA. .It was thought that 
at these very low alcohol concentrations, small errors in 
the measurement of refractive index and hence composition 
had a more critical effect and resulted in a much larger 
scatter of data. The system NPA/water also exhibits a violent 
Or uneven mode of boiling in this region which can be 
attributed to a high degree of non-ideality. Hence the 
establishment of equilibrium conditions might,~ave taken 
longer than was thought necessary. 
(2) In the region 0.035 to 0.3 mole fraction of NPA in the liquid 
stream, the experimental vapour compositions coincided Hi th 
equilibrium values in some cases but the majority were 
displaced above the line with a maximum deviation of +4%. 
These results were in agreement with those of Gadsdon 
obtained over a similar range. 
(3) At values of 0.431 mole fraction of NPA in the liquid i.e. 
the azeotropic composition and above, experimental results 
lay below the equivalent equilibrium values Hith a maximum 
deviation of -6%. The majority lay within a deviation of 
-5%. The trends shown in (2) and (3) illustrated the 
fact that for both sides of the azeotropic mixture composition, 
the experimental concentration of the more volatile component 
always lay above the equilibrium values. As the pressure 
at the outlet of the evaporator tube was nominally just above 
atmospheric, experimental values would be expected to lie 
,slightly below equilibrium values. Two methods of explanation 
seem possible neglecting any measurement errors in the 
determination of the sample compositions. 
Firstly fluctuations in pressure along the evaporator tube, 
which are brought'about.by thermohydrodynamic instabilities, may 
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cause periodic reductions of pressure in the evaporator head. 
These will result in preferential evaporation of the more volatile 
component and it may therefore be assumed that a short evaporator 
tube, which operates in the slug/annular regions,will ~ever reach 
equilibrium conditions in practice. Secondly, the time allowed 
for the apparatus to attain equilibrium conditions may not have 
been great enough for an unstable system and such non-equilibrium 
run .sample values would be displaced as shown in figure 105. 
\ 
\ , 
\ 
\ 
This reason· hardly seems feasable as the apparatus was left initially 
~hree hours from start-up before the first reading was taken and 
for at least an hour between successive readings at lower liquid 
level submergences. 
The results reported for this investigation approximated 
much more closely to equilibrium conditions than those of a 
·previous worker. Tnis could possibly be attributed to the use of 
more careful experimental techniques. 
I 
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Fig. 79 ROHSENOW PLOT FOR WATER At'\D NPA. 
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Inside film coefficient of heat transfer. Btu/hr.ft2 ,oF. 
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Mole fraction of NPA in Liquid phase. 
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6 •. CONCLUSIONS 
1.· Experimental values of length-mean heat transfer coefficients 
an~ heat fluxes were obtained from a natural circulation 
evaporator tube duri~ upflow boiling of normal propyl 
alcohol, water and their binary mixtures •. A method similar 
to that derived by Collier and Pulling was used to justify 
the use of the average heat transfer values. It showed 
that the mean heat flux was representative of inlet and 
+ 
exit point heat fluxes.by a maximum deviation of - 40%. 
2. The single component data was correlated by the following 
-expressions. Maximum deviations obtained were :: 12 % for 
NPA and :!: 10% for water. 
h/~=0.061 [(l/Xtt ) (T/b.TF) (5 .... 0/6) 0.75J (54) 
h/~ = 0.0057 [ (l/Xtt ) (T/.6. TF) (6..,J 6) 0.75 r·72 (55) 
. It was proposed that these expressions represented different 
heat transfer mechanisms and their associated flow regimes. 
Equation (55) represented a mechanism of nucleate boiling in 
the annular liquid film surrounding the heatar tube surface 
where heat transfer rates were less dependent on vapour quality 
and were controlled mainly by the film temperature difference. 
Equation (54) represented the majority of the data which 
appeared to exist within a two-phase forced convective heat 
transfer regime. In this regime heat transfer rates were less 
dependent on film temperature difference and became influenced 
by changes in the mass throughput and vapour quality. The 
modified Gukhman number was introduced to account for 
evaporation pro~esses. These predominated in the two-phase 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
forced convective 'non-boiling' region where heat was transferred 
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by conduction through the liquid film and evaporation at 
the turbulent liquid-vapour interphase. The correlation also 
included the ratio of the liquid surface tensions which 
were experimentally ~etermined at the boiling points for the 
pure liquids and their binary mixtures. 
3. No success was obtained when the average film coefficients of 
\ 
\ 
\ 
heat transfer for water and NPA were correlated by the method of 
-. 
. Rohsenow. 
It is not possible as yet to theoretic.ally relate changes in 
the liquid composition of binary mixtures that occur during 
flow through the length of a heated tube, to any flow or heat 
transfer parameters. The binary liquid mixture data was 
therefore correlated by an empirical parameter 
with the concentration of the more volatile component in the 
'liquid phase. The parameter was a combination of the Gukhman 
number which accounted for evaporation processes, the relative 
volatility of the more volatile component, the Nusselt 
number and a flow parameter VL/VG• An improved correlation 
perhaps could be. obtained by replacing the ratio vL/vG by the· 
Lockhart-Martinelli flow parameter. 
A double logarithmic plot of this parameter versus the mole 
fraction of the more volatile component in the liquid phase, 
at three different liquid submergence levels, gave rise to 
two lines. The lower line was representative of high 
vapour qualitieG and film temperature differences which 
corresponded to an ~nstable two-phase flow. The upper line 
appeared to repres.ent a more. stable ... flow.:..p;ttern at smaller 
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\ 
·.teltperature differences and vapour qualities. Amplitudes 
and frequencies of the two-phase channel flow oscillations 
for the pure components and their binary mixtares were 
recorded. 
It was thought that the normal flow mechanisms which· corresponded 
to the nucleate and two-p~se forced convective heat transfer 
regimes might not have fully developed in a short tube 
evaporator. Instead it was possible that a combination of 
slug and annular flow conditions could arise and exert 
equalising effects on heat· transfer rates along the tube 
length. 
5~ Heat transfer coefficients always reached a maximum value at 
lower film temperature differences and a certain low concentration 
of the more volatile component. At higher film temperature 
ditferences, the coefficients decreased continuously with 
increasing concentration qf the more volatile component. An 
explanation of these maximum heat transfer coefficients was 
attempted in terms of the formation of minimum sized bubbles 
at th~ heat·transfer surface. No explanation was offered to 
explain the phenomenon of a minimum heat transfer rate which 
was also observed. 
6. In an attempt to define. the fractionating efficiency of the 
evaporator, experimental.exit vapour compositions were 
compared with the theoretical values in equilibrium with 
the exit liquid compositionS. Results compared favourably 
with those obtained by previous workers and· indicated that a 
certain consistency in the present experimental results was 
achieved. 
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7. ' ,RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
,Despite the concentrated efforts that have been applied to the 
,study of boiling heat transfer in recent years, there remain several 
unsolved problems of basic importance to boiling phenomena. A guide 
~o further work which may help to analyse these problems is briefly 
presented in the following paragraphs. 
Future research will involve the use of the present apparatus in 
a modified form. This will enable measurements of local coefficients 
,of heat transfer of boiling binary liquid mixtures to be made. The" 
present work indicates the mechanisms of heat transfer that may exist 
in an evaporator tube and the use of local coefficients will allow 
\ 
a more comprehensive analysis to be built up of the regions of boiling 
"and their transition zones. 
Apparatus has been designed to measure local heat transfer 
coefficients by two different methods. Firstly a t, I.D. glass tube 
. and a t" I.D. stainless steel evaporator tube, both steam jacketed, 
have been instrumentated with thermocouples to measure inside and 
outside wall temperatures at 6" intervals along their 4 ft. lengths. 
Thus point coefficients can be determined. The major difficulty with 
such a project is that the composition of the test-fluid, which changes, 
'Continuously along the tube length, must be measured. This will be 
done by measuring the boiling temperature along the longitudinal 
aris of the test-section with a thermo-prop. It is possible that 
a radioactive tracer technique previously employed by Dengler and 
Addoms (9) may be used for experimental determinations of the void 
fraction. The glas's tube allows visual observations of the boiling 
process but limits the range of heat flux that can be att~ed. 
Provision has aL30 been made to replace tJ:!e existi'ng tube with a 
tube steam jacketed in sections, i.e. by considering short 6" lengths 
218, 
,of the' evaporator tube it may be assumed that conditions are i 
\ approximately constant and heat balances will determine local 
,coefficients. A method of measuring the rate of steam condensate \ 
\ production for each section would then become necessary._ 
Two modifications of the apparatus should be made to improve 
the experimental operating procedure. These consist of eliminating 
the steam preheater which always required careful adjustment and 
modifying the vapour head so that issuing liquid cannot. gravitate 
back into the tube and add to the oscillatory nature of the two-phase 
flow. The former problem can be overcome by extending the base of 
-. 
the evaporator tube into a heated liquid reservoir situated after 
the boil-up vessel. This eliminates any need for the 2 ft. section 
of 1" pipe prior to the evaporator inlet where heat losses to 
'atmosphere occur. 'The second problem can be removed by extending 
the evaporator tube as a vapour-liquii riser so that the majority' 
of liquid overspills and is led directly to the hold-up vessel 
instead of falling back into the tube. 
Hydrodynamic instabilities which lead to flow oscillations of 
variable amplitude are easily initiated in heated tubes and there is a 
lack,of simple reliable criteria that enables stable flow systems to 
be designed. It is therefore recommended that ,system pressure and 
flowrate fluctuations should be recorded at the evaporator tube 
\ 
I· 
I 
iLlet by means, of a'pressure transducer (already installed) and a turbo-
flowmeter, simultaneously with the local heat transfer measurements. 
These recordings should indicate what trends or relationships exist 
between pressure and flow fluctuations with possible changes of heat 
transfer regions: Local heat transfer measurements may indicate 
definitely ~f heat transfer regions in a short. evaporator tube 
, develop as predicted by the literature or simply exist as, a single 
219 
. region due. to a combination of. slug/annular boiling processes. 
·The study of two-phase flow instabilities is the most complex of 
. boiling heat transfer problems and there is a definite lack of 
data that relates fluctuations in a heated tube to heat. transfer 
characteristids apart from burnout. 
The suggestion of Stephan and Korner (48) that(y+ - y)alone 
is responsible for non-linearity in heat transfer coefficients of 
.. 
binary mixtures should be tested with systems such as iso-propyl 
alcohol/water which are strongly non-ijeal. 
··The positive NPA/water surface tension ·system is one which 
-. 
inhibits the coalescence of vapour bubbles. A different system and 
its related surface tension effects on heat transfer properties may 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
be studied by the suitable choice of a mixture such as benzene/n-heptane 
·where the more vOlatile component has the higher surface tension and 
coalescence of bubbles is encouraged. The proposed correlations for 
pure .components and binary liquid mixtures would be extended by 
comparison with alternative liquid mixtures with special regard to 
the surface tension component as there is a lack of alternative 
correlations in the literature which employ this variable. If the 
, effect of the· physical properties of any boiling fluid were completely 
understood then correlations could be generalised to include all· 
fluids. Until this position is reached the boiling phenomenon will 
.continue to be ±,epresented in terms of semi-empirical formulae 
consisting of non-dimensional or dime~qional groups. 
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Table 12. The Rohsenow correlation data. 
Nomenclature 
N Run number 
Nucleate boiling heat flux Btu./hr.ft~ 
x Average vapour quality fraction 
~ Non-boiling coefficient of heat transfer Btu./hr.ft~ of 
y 
R 
Inside film temperature difference 
Parameter 
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CL 6TF 
}..J>rIl 
(Q/A)NB j'gc. 6 
jJ L A g (fL-Pc) 
N (Q/A) NB x hL 6TF Y R 
water 
1 . 12366 0.1.13 '-'90 20.3 0.0120 0.1532 
2 10415 0.048 189 20.3 0.0120 0.1291 
3 8672 0.030 279 20.2 0.01l9 0.1075 
4 7136 0.022 372 19.8 0.01l7 0.0884 
5 5820 0.017 463 19.0 0.01l2 0.0721 
6 -4718 0.014' 555 18.1 . 0.0107 0.0585 
7 3712 0.013 650 17.2 0.0101 0.0460 
8 2827 0.012 752 16.5 0.0097 0.0350 
9 2235 .0.012 849 16.0 0.0094 0.0277 
10 24848 0.196 89 28.8 0.0169 0.3079 
11 22843 0.106 159 28.7 0.0169 0.2831 
12 20816 0.070 230 28.6 0.0169 0.2579 
- 13 19051 0.052 299 28.6 0.0168 0.2361 
14 17344 0.041 365 28.4 0.0167 0.2149 
15 15768 0.034 431 28.2 0.0166 0.1954 
16 14264 0.030 495 27.9 0.0165 0.1768 
17 12968 0.026 558 27.6 0.0163 0.1607 
18 11787 0.024 625 27.1 . 0.0160 0.1461 
- 19 46129 0.439 55 40.9 0.0241 0.5716 
20 47228 0.278 103 39.6 0.0234 0.5852 
21 46610 0.206 143 39.2 0.0231 0.5776 
22 '45406 0.165 179 39.1 0.0231 0.5627 
23 44004 0.136 215 39.1 0.0230 0.5453 
24 42759 0.1l6 249 39.1 0.0230 0.5299 
25 41470 0.101 283 39.0 0.0230 0.5139 
26 40169 0.089 316 39.0 0.0230 0.4978 
27 39010 0.080 348 39.1 0.0230 0.4834 
28 48246 0.466 54 62.5 0.0368 0.5979 
29 54799 0.413 71 59.4 0.0350 0.6791 
30 59975 0.370 89 56.8 0.0334 0.7432 
31 63522 0.324 109 55.0 0.0324 0.7872 
32 64824 0.284 131 53.0 0.0312 0.8033 
33 64920 0.251 152 51.4 0.0303 0.8045 
34 64566 0.221 176 50.8 0.0299 0.8001 
35 64012 0.198 197 50.7 0.0298 0.7932 
36 63080 0.179 218 50.6 0.0298 0.7817 
37 48761 0.466 55 70.4 0.0415 0.6042 
38 55210 0.415 72 66.9 0.0394 0.6842 
39 60804 0.380 87 64.3 0.0379 0.7535 
40 65313 0.354 101 62.1 0.0366 0.8094 
41 68907 0.328 117 60.8 0.0358 0.8539 
42 71655 0.304 132 59.4 0.0350 0.8879 
43 73168 • 0.277 150 58.3 0.0343 0.9067 
44 73292 0.251 168 57.7 0.0340 0.9082 
45 72613 0.228 187 57.2 0.0337 0.8998 
46 46000 0.465 53 89.3 0.0526 0.5700 
47 53320 0.449 63 84.2, 0.0496 0.6607 
48 59620 0.431 73 80.7 0.0475 0.7388 
49 65103 0.413 83 78.0 0.0460 0.8068 
50 69669 0.389 - 95 .74.9 0.0441 0.8633 
51 73643 ,0.368 108 72.0 0.0424 0.9126 
2'10 
N (Q/A)NB x ~ 6TF Y R 
52 77308 0.342 123 69.9 0.0412 0.9580 
53 80289 0.322 136 68.6 0.0404 0.9949 
54 82330 0.300 150 67.8 0.0400 . 1.0202 
55 8435 0.110 67 15.9 0.0093 0.1045 
56 6854 0.037 170 15.6 0.0092 0.0849 
57 5503 0.022 268 15.3 0.0090 0.0682 
58 43l:i 0.016 364 15.0 0.0088 0.0534 
59 3139 0.012 469 14.8 0.0087 0.0389 
60 2003 0.010 576 14.6 0.0086 0.0248 
61 1014 0.009 679 14.1 0.0083 0.0126 
62 91 0.009 787 14.3 0.0084 0.0011 
63 0.008 903 13.9 
N (Q/A) NB x ~ ATF Y(Xl0-l ) R 
Normal Propyl Alcohol 
64 14689 0.409 21 92.0 0.0551 0.2269 
65 18688 0.416 25 98.0 0.0586 0.2887 
66 22528 0.418 28 101.2 0.0606 0.3480 
67 26130 0.417 32 102.2 0.0612 0.4037 
68 29414 0.412 36 100.9 0.0605 0.4544 
69 32142 0.406 39 98.0 0.0587 0.4965 
70 34345 0.399 42 94.2 0.0564 0.5306 
71 36530 0.392 45 90.6 0.0543 0.5643 
72 38608 0.384 48 87.3 0.0523 0.5964 
73 16008 0.415 22 78.0 0.0467 0.2473 
74 19998 0.419 25 85.4 0.0512 0.3089 
75 23451 0.420 29 88.7 0.0532 0.3623 
76 26626 0.412 .33 89.8 0.0538 0.4113 
77 29352 0.406 36 88.9 0.0533 0.4534 
78 31839 0.398 39 87.0 0.0522 0.4918 
79 34018 0.387 43 84.6 0.0507· 0.5255 
.80 36066 .0.376 47 82.2 0.0493 0.5572 
81 37885 0.365 51 ·79.4 0.0476 .0.5852 
82 16382 0.406 22· 59.6 0.0357 . 0.2531 
83 19892 0.394 27 67.5 0.0404 0.3073 
-."" 
N (Q,IA)Nll . x hL . _D.TF Y(xl0-l ) R 
84 22495 0.384 31 71.2 0.0427 0.3475 
85 24357 0.366 35 71.9 0.0431 0.3763 
86 25889 0.349 39 71.2 0.0426 0.3999 
87 27197 0.327 44- 69.8 0.0418 0.4201 
88 28276 0.306 50 67.9 0.0407 0.4368 
89 29139 0.287 55 65.7 0.0394 0.4501 
90 29882 0.269 60 63.2 0.0379 0.4616 
91 16232 0.373 25_ 51.7 0.0310 _ 0.2508 
92 17441 0.320 32 52.5 0.0315 0.2694 
93 18527 0.283 38 52.7 0.0316 0.2862 
94 19493 0.256 45 52.4 0.0314 0.3011 
95 20329 0.234 52 51.8 0.0310 0.3140 
96 20953 0.215 58 50.5 0.0303 0.3237 
97 21503 0.198 65 49.3 0.0295 0.3322 
98 22042 0.185 71 48.1 0.0288 0.3405 
99 22575 0.174 77 47~1 0.0282 0.3487 
100 10289 0.347 19 . 41.0 0.0245 0.1589 
101 9757 0.200 34 40.8 0.0245 0.1507 
102 9296 0.138 49 40.7 0.0244 0.1436 
103 8948 0.105 64 40.7 0.0244 0.1382 
104 8679 0.085 79 40.6 0.0243 0.1341 
105 8566 0.072 94 40.7 0.0244 0.1323 
106 8394 0.062 110 40.2 0.0241 0.1297 
107 8370 0.056 125 40.1 0.0240 0.1293 
108 8413 0.050 143 4G.6 0.0243 0.1300 
109 4541 ·0.140 26 29.0 0.0174 0.0701 
110 4492 0.087 43 29.0 0.0174 0.0694 
111 4474 0.064 60 28.8 0.0172 0.0691 
112 4482 0.051 77 28.8 0.0172 0.0692 
113 4440 0.042 95 28.5 0.0171 0.0686 
114 4408 0.036 114 27.9 0.0167 0.0681 
115 4392 0.032 135 27.5 0.0165 0.0678 
116 4399 0.028 156 27.0 0.0162 0.0680 
-, 117 4384 0.025 179 26.3 0.0158 0.0677 
118 1262 0.077 19 15.0 0.0090 0.0195 
119 1338 0.042 37 16.6 0.0099 0.0207 
120 1402 0.030 56 17.9 0.0107 0.0217 
121 1409 0.023 76 18.3 0.0110 ' 0.0218 
122 1454 0.019 101 17.9 0.0107 0.0225 
123 1527 0.015 128 17.0 0.0102 0.0236 
124 1619 0.013 158 15.7 0.0094 0.0250 
125 1805 0.012 187 14.9 0.0089 0.0279 
126 . 1995 0.011 219 14.0 0.0084 0.0308 
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Table 13. Single component liquid heat transfer data. 
Nomenclature 
N Smoothed run number 
S % liQuid submergence 
Q/ A Heat flux 
hi Inside film coefficient of heat transfer 
WL Circulation liQuid mass flm'l rate 
~N Vapour mass flml rate 
~TF Inside film temperature difference 
OL Evaporator exit liQuid velocity 
11 Evaporator inlet liQuid velocity 
vv Evaporator exit vapour velocity 
x Exit Quality fraction 
ReL Average liQuid Reynolds no. 
ReG Average gaseous Reynolds no. 
XT Lockhart - Martinelli parameter 
Btu./hr.ft~ 
Btu./hr.ft~ of 
Ib./hr. 
Ib./hr. 
ft./sec. 
ft./sec. 
ft./sec. 
~ LiQuid heat transfer coefficient Btu./hr.ft~ of 
Tb LiQuid boiling point oR 
e5;. 0 Surface tension of "Iate:r:: ,at the boiling point = 59.36 dynes/cm • 
• 
()NPA Surface tension of normal propyl alcohol 
at the boiling point = 17.40 dynes/cm. 
.. 
N S QjA hi WL WV ATF OL IL VV x ReL ReG XT ~ h/hL D water 
1 20 14200 700 26.0 7.6 20.3 0.094 0.121 44.5 0.225 13':;6 3935 4.60 90.4 7.75 152.46 
2 30 14250 702 ;71.0 7.6 20.3 0.257 0.284- 44.8 0.097 3429 3961 2.02 188.8 3.72 66.89 
3 40 14300 709 118.0 7.6 20.2 0.427 0.454 44.8 0.061 5584 3961 1.30 278.8 0.08 43.41 
4 50 14500 732 170.5 7.7 19.8 0.617 0.645 45.4 0.043 7997 4014 0.96 371.6 1 • .97 32.39 
5 pO 14600 770 225.5 7.9 19.0 0.816 0.845 46.6 0.034 10524 4118 0.76 463.0 1.66 27.04 
6 70 14750 816 283.5 8.3 18.1 1.026 1.057 48.9 0.028 13197 4326 0.65 554 .• 8 1.47 24.20 
7 80 14900 866 346.0 9.2 1'/.2 1.252 1.287 54.2 0.026 16085 4795 0.60 650.0 1.33 23.34 
8 90 15200 924 415.5 10.5 16.5 1.504 1.545 61.6 0.025 19313 5447 0.57 752.4 1.23 23.23 
9 100 15800 989 483.5 11.8 16.0 1.750 1.796 69.6 0.024 22465 6151 0.55 849.2 1.16 23.'29 
'10 20 27400 953 22.0 14.2 28.8 0.080 0.131 83.7 0.392 1335 7402 8.30 88.7 10.74 193.89 
.11 30 27400 954 53.0 14.3 28.7 0.192 0.244 84.3 0.212 2759 7454 4.34 . 158.6 6.01 101.61 
I\) 12 40 27400 958 88.5 14.4 28.6 0.320 0.372 84.9 0.140 . 4387 7506· 2.88 229.9 4.16 67.57 \.>I 13 50 27600 965 125.5 14.5 28.6 0.454 0.506 85.5 0.104 6086 7558 2.16 298.7 3.23 50.67 .j>. i 
I 14 60 27700 976 163.0 14.7 28.4 0.590 0.643 86.7 0.083 7813 7663 1.75 364.8 2.68 41.30 , 
15 70 27900 990 202.0 14.9 28.2 0.731 0.785 87.9 0~069 9606 7767 1.47 430.4 2.30 34.96 
16 80 28100 1006 242.0 15.3 27.9 0.876 0.932 . 89.9 0.059 11453 7949 1.28 495.4 2.03 30.76 
17 90 28400 1028 282.0 15~8 27.6 .1.020 1.079 92.9 0.053 13300 8210 1.15 558.3 1.84 27.97 
18 100 28750 1060 325.5 16.6 27.1 1.178 1.240 97.9 0.049 ·15320 8653 1.06 625.2 1.69 26.31 
19 20 48400 1183 3.5 25.4 40.9 0.013 0.::'04 149.5 0.879 742 13214 23.72 55.5 21.32 389.25 
20 30 51300 1294 21.5 26.9 39.6 0.078 0.l75 158.3 0.555 1602 13996 12.49 102.7 12.60 211.69 
21 40 52200 1333 39.0 27.4 39.2 0.141 0.240 161.6 0.413 2417 14285 8.79 142.7 9.34 150.71 
22 . 50 52400 1339 56.0 . 27.6 39.1 0.203 0.303 162.8 0.330 . 3202 14389 6.87 1713.7 7.49 117.88 
23 60 52400 1341 74.0 27.7 39.1 0.268 0.368 163.4 0.272 4031 14442 5.60 214.8 6.24 96.30 
24 70 52500 1344 92.0 27.7 39.1 0.333 0.434 163.4 0.231 4857 i 14442 4.74. 249.4 5.39 81.45 
25 80 52500 1346 100.0 27.8 39.0 0.398 0.499 163.7 0.201 5686 14469 4.12 282.9 4.76 70.92 
26 90 52500 1346 128.5 27.8 39.0 . 0.465 0.567 164.0 0.178 6536 14495 3.64 316.2 4.26 62.66 
27 100 . 52600 1346 146.5 27.8 39.1 0.530 0.632 164.0 0.159 7364 14495 3.27 347.9 3.87 56.19 
28 20 51600 826 2.0 27.1 62.5 0.007 0.105 159.3 0.931 712 14081 26.09 53.7 15.39 280.54 
29 30 59000 993 6.5 30.8 59.4 0.024 0.135 181.4 0.826 1005 16034 21.52 70.7 14.05 243.24 
30 40 65000 1145 12.0 34.0 56.8 0.043 0.j67 200.2 0.739 1331 17699 18.27 88.5 12.94 216.13 
31 50 69500 1264 19.5 36.0 55.0 0.071 0.201 212.0 0.649 1720 18740 15.26 .108.7 11.63 186.40 
N' S QjA hi WL 'ITV 6TF 01 IL VV x Re1 ReG XT h1 h/~ D 
.32 60 71750 1354 28.5 37.4 53.0 0.103 0.239 220.2 0.568 2165 19470 12.84. 130.7 10.36 162.74 
33 70 72750 1415 38.0 ·38.3 51.4 0.137 0.276 225.5 0.502 2622 19938 11.04 152.3 9.29 144.26 
34 80 '73500 . 1446 49.0 38.7 50.8 0.177 0.318 227.9 0.441 31:57 20149 9.49 175.8 8.23 125.37 . 
35 90 74000 1461 59.5 38.9 50.7 0.215 0.356 228.8 0.395 3622 20227 8.36 19'7.2 7.41 110.92 . 
36 100 74100 1466 70.0 39.0 50.6 0.253 0.395 229.4 0.358 4107 20281 7.49 218.1 6.72 99.52 
37 20 .52600 747 2.0 27.7 70.4 0.00'7 0.107 163.1 0.933 726 14417 26.16 54.5 13.70 249.52 
38 30 60000 897 6.5 31.5 66.9 0.024 0.138 . 185.8 0.829 1021 16524 21.64 71.6 12.53 217.36 
39 40 66400 1033 11.0 34.8 64.3 0.040 0.166 205.2 0.'760 1303 18i45 19.01 87 .• 1 11.86 198.62 
40 50 71600 1153 15.5 37.6 6~.1 0.056 0.192 221.8 . 0.'708 1574 19605 17.19 101.3 11.39 185.98 
41 60 76000 1250 21.0 39.9 60.8 0.076 0.221 235.4 0.655 1880 20807 15.46 116.7 10.71 170.84 
42 70 79500 1339 27.0 41.7 59.4 0.098 0.249 246.0 0.607 2197 21746 13.99 132.2 10.13 158;23 
43 80 81900 1405 34.5 43.0 58.3 0.125 . 0.281 . 253.4 0.555 2570 22399 12.47 149.9 9.37 143.72 
I\.) 44 90 83000 1439 43.0 43.5 57.7 0.156 0.314 256.6 0.503 2973 22687 11.07 . 168.4 8.54 128.87 
'" 
45 100 83300 1457 52.0 43.7 57.2 0.188 0.347 257.5 0.456 . 3390 22766' 9.86 187.0 7.79 115.90 \J1 j' 46 20 50700 . 568 2.0 26.3 89.3 0.007 0.102 155.1 0.929 695 13709 26.01 52.7 10.79 195.69 
I 47 30. 58600 696 3.5 30.7 84.2 0.013 ·0.124 181.0 0.898 865 16003 24.55 62.7 11.10 195.89 
48 40 65500 812 5.5 34.5 80.7 0.020 0.145 203.4 0.862 1044 17985 23.03 72.9 11.14 191.74 
49 50 71600 918 . 8.0 37.8 78.0 0.029 0.166 222.6 0.825 1234 19679 21.49 83.3 11.02 185.09 . 
50 60 76800 1025 11.5 40.5 74.9 0.042 0.188 238.8 0.779 1457 21114 19.71 95.2 10.77 176.67 
51 70 81400 1130 15.5 43.1 72.0 0.056 0.212 254.2 0.735 1701 22469 18.14 107.7 10.49 169.13 
52 80 85900 1229 21.0 45.5 69.9 0.076 0.241 268.0 0.684 2008 23596 16.39 123.0 9.99 157.52 
53 90 89600 1307 26.0 47.1 68.6 0.094 0.265 277.5 0.644 2274 24530 15.12 135.9 9.62 148.11 
54 100 92500 1364 32.0 48.1 67.8 0.116 0.290 283.7 0.600 2574 25078 13.79 150.1 9.09 136.63 
55 20 9500 599 18.0 5.1 15.9 0.065 .0.084 29.8 0.219 942 2633 4.48 67.1 8.92 189.78 
56 30 9500 610 63.0 5.1 15.6 0.228 0.247 30.1 0.075 3008 2660 1.59 170.0 3.59 68.57 
57 40 9600 627 113.0 5.2 15.3 0.409 0.428 30.7 0.044 5302 2712 0.97 . 267.5 2.34 42.60 
. 58 50 .9750 652 167.0 5.4 15.0 0.605 0.144 31.9 0.031 4741 2816 0.71 244.6 2.67 31.94 
59 60 10100 681 230.5 5.7 14.8 0.834 .0.856 33.6 0.024 10706 2973 0.56 469.3 1.45 25.38 
, 60 70 10400 714 298.5 6.2 14.6 1.080 1.104 36.6 0.020 13837 3233 0.48 576.3 1.24 22.13 
61 80 10600 751 367.0 7.0 14.1 1.328 1.355 41.0 0.019 17002 3625 0.44 679.5 1.11 21.03 
62 90 11300 793 441.0 7.9 14.3 1.596 1.627 46.6 0.018 20419 4120 0.42 786.7 1.01 19.83 
63 100 11600 842 524.0 8.9 13.8 1.896 1.':)33 52.5 0.017 24263 4642 0.40 903.1 0.93 19.55 
. '. 
N s Q/A hi .WL WV 6TF OL IL VV .X ReL ReG XT ~ h/~· .D 
Normal PropyiAlcohol 
8;69 64 .20 16600 181 6., .28.' 92.0 0.0'0 0.16, 49.6 0.818 578 21052 9.14· 20.8 225.94 
65 '0 21100 216 . 7.' ,6.0 97.9 0.034 0.~O4 63.1 0.831 716 26779 9.37 24.6. 8.75 217.60 
66 40 25400 251 8.5 43.4 101.2 0.040 0.245 76.1 0.836 855 32287 9.45 28.4 . 8.84 212.43 
67 50 29400 288 10.0 50.1 . 102.3 0.047 . 0.283 87.8 0.834 992 37271 9.41 32.0 8.99 209.20 
68 60 33000 327 12.0 . 56.0 100.9 0.057 0.321 98.2 0.824 1133 41659 9.23 35.6 9.19 209.06 
. 69 70 35950 467 14.2 61.1 98.0 0.067 0.355 107.1 0.811 1267 45453 9.03 .,8.9 9.43 209.57 
70 80 38300 407 16.6 65.3 94.2 0.078 0.387 114.5 0.797 1396 48581 8.79 42.0 9.67 212.20 
71 90 40600 448 19.0 69.2 90.G 0.090 0.417 121.3 0.785 1519 . 51483 8.58 45~0 9.96 215.39 
72 100 42800 491 22.0 72.6 87.3 0.104 0.447 127.3 0.767 1653 54009 8.31 48.1 10.19 216.55 
73 20 17700 227 6.3 30.6 78.0 0.030 0.174 53.6 0.829 611 22747 9.33 21.7 10.46 272.16 
74. 30 22150 260 7.3 37.5 85.4 0.034 0.211 65.7 0.837 737 27876 9.47 25.2 10.29 252.23 
75 AO 26000 293 8.5 44.3 88.7 0.040 0.249 77.6 0.839 868 32936 9.50 28.7 10.20 243.50 
I\) 76 50 29550 329 10.7 50.3 89.8 0.050 0.288 . 88.1 0.825 1015 37396 9.25 32.6 10.10 234.23 
VI 77 60 32550 366 12.9 55.4 88.9 0.061 0.322 97.0 0.811 . 1150 . 41188 9.02 36.0 10.17 230.70 C\ I 78 70 35250 405 15.3 59.8 87.0 0.072 0.354 104.8. 0.796 1280 44459 8.77 39.2 10.3' 229.26 , 
79 80' 37650 63.9 84.6 0.088 0.390 0.774 43.0 10.35 445 . 18.7 111.9 1435 47511 8.41 225.97 
80· 90 39900 486 22.3 67.8 82.2 0.105 0.426 118.8 0.752 1592 50413 e.07 46.7 10.40 223.46 
81 100 41900 528 26.5 71.4 79.4 0.125 0.463 125.1 0.729 1763 53089 7.72 50.7 10.42 221.29 
82 20 IT/OO 297 7.0 30.2 59.6 .0.033 0.175 52.9 0.812 625 22469 9.03 22.1 13.43 344.72 
83 30 21700 322 9.8 36.6 67.5 0.046 0.219 64.2 0.789 795 27231 8.65 26.8 12.00 291.51 
84 40 24700 347 12.7 42.0 71.2 0.060 0.258 73.6 0.768 954 31246 8.31 31.0 1l.19 265.66 
85 50 26900 374 16.8 45.9 71.9 0.079 0.296 80.5 0.732 1125 34147 7.76 35.4 10.57 245.46 
86 : 60 28700 403 21.2 48.8 71.2 0.100 0.330 85.5 0.697 1291 36301 7.25 39.5 10.21 231.51 
87 70 30300 434 . 27.2 51.4 69.8 0.128 0.371 90.i 0.654 1497 38235 6.65 44.5 9.76 216.49 
88 80 31650 466 34.0 53.6 67.9 0.160 0.414 93.9 0.612 1722 39867 6.09 49.7 9.37 203.88 
89 90 32750 499 41.3 55.4 65.7 0.195 0.457 97.1 0.573 1955 41205 5.60 55.0 9.06 193.77 
90 100 33700 533 49.0 57.2 63.2 0.231 0.502 100.2 0.539 2199 42544 5.18 60.5 8.82 186.43 
91 20 . 17500 339 10.2 29.9 51.'7 0.048 0.189 52.4 . 0.746 712 22247 7.97 24.5 13.80 350.57 
92 30 19100 364 18.3 32.4 52.5 0.086 0.239 56.8 0.639 977 24103 6.45 31.6 1l.51 2'78.97 
93 40 20550 390 26.7 34.7 52.7 0.126 0.290 60.8 0.565 1247 25814 5.50 38.4 10.15 23'7.48 
94 50 21850 417 35.2 37.0 52.4 0.166 0.341 64.8 0.512 1520 27521 4.88 45.0 9.27 211.70 
N S oJA hi WL WV .o.TF OL IL VV x ReL ReG XT hL h/~ D 
95 60 .23000 444 44.2 39.0 51.8 0.208 ·0.393 68.4 0.469 1803 29009 . 4.39 51.6 8.61 192.54 
96 70 23900 473 54.0 40.6 50.5 0.254 0.446 71.2 0.429 2103 30199 3.96 58.3 8.11 178.19 
97 80 24700 502 64.0 41.9 49.3 0.302 0.500 73.4 0.396 2405 31158 3.61 65.0 7.72 166.71 
98 90 25450 530 73.3 43.1 48.1 0.345 0.550 75.5 0.370 2686 32046 3.35 71.0 7.46 158.67 
99 100 26200 556 . 83.0 44.1 47.1 0.391 0.600 77.3 0.347 2975 32790 3.12 77.0 7.22 150.71 
100 20 11050 270 8.3 18.9 41.0 .0.039 0.128 33.1 0.695 502 14067 7.22 18.5 14.53 400 .28 
101 30 11150 273 28.5 19.0 40.8 0.134 0.224 33·3 0.400 1075 14141 3.65 34.1 8.01 203.51 
102 40 ' 11300 278 50.5 19.2 40.7 0.238 0.329 33.7 0.275 1701 14283 2.44 49.2 5.64 136.40 
103 50 11550 284 73.6 19.6 40.7 0.347 0.440 34.4 0.210 2360 14581 1.85 64.0 4.44 103.60 
104 60 11900 293 99.0 20.2 40.6 0.467 0.562 35.4 0.169 3087 15024 1.49 79.3 3.69 83.70 
105 70 12400 305 125.0 20.9 40.7 0.589 0.688 36.6 0.143 3833 15545 1.27 94.3 3.23 70.96 
106 80 12800 319 152.7 21.7 40.2 0.720 0.823 38.0 0.124 4630 16139 loll 109.7 2.90 62.67 
107 90 13400 334 182.0 22.8 40.1 0.858 0.967 40.0 0.111 5476 16957 1.00 125.4 2.66 56.44 
108 100 14200 350. 215.2 24.1 40.6 1.014 1.130 42.2 0.101 6433 17922 0.91 142.7 2.45 50.74 \J 109 20 5300 183 22.9 8.9 29.0 0.108 0.150 15.6 0.280 773 6604 2.48 26;2 6.99 194.98 .>I 
.,J 110 30 5750 198 46.4 9.7 29.0 .0.218 0.264 17.0 0.173 1448 7198 1.52 43.3 4.57 119.40 
III 40 6200 216 71.7 10.5 28.8 0.337 0.387 18.4 0.128 2174 7788 .. 1.14 59.9 3.60 -89.78 
112 50 6700 233 99.7 11.3 28.8 0.469 0.523 19.7 0.102 2977 8382 -0.91 77.0. 3.02 72.33 
113 60 7150 251 130.6 12~1 28.5 0.614 0.672 21.1 0.085 3861 8973 ' 0.77 ·94.9 2.64 61.32 
114 70 7600 272 165.7 13.0 27.9 0.780 0.842 22.7 0.073 4866 9641 0.67 114.1 2.38 . 54.26 
115 80 8100 295 204.9 13.8 27.5 0.964 1.030 24.1 0.063 .5985 10234 0.58 134.7 2.19 48.28 
116 90 8600 319 246.5 14.6 27.0 1.160 1.232 25.5 0.056 7178 10828 0.52 155.8 2.05 44.04 
.117 100 9100 346 294.8 15.4 . 26.3 1.387 1.464 26.9 0.050 8555 11421 0.47 179.3 1.93 40.44 
118 20 1550 104 17.0 3.1 15.0 0.080 0.095 5.4 0.154 525 2305 1.36 19.2 5.38 206.99 
119 30 1950 118 40.0 3.7 16.6 0.188 0.206 6.5 0.085 1184 2751 0.77 36.9 3.19 105.32 
120 40 2400 134 68.0 4.3 17.9 0.320 0.341 7.5 0.059 1984 3196 0.55 55.7 2.41 70.18 
121 50 2800 153 101.0 4.9 18.3 0.476 0.499 8.6 0.046 2926 ·3642 0.44 76.0 2.01 54.46 122 60 3250 182 144.0 5.6 17.9 0.678 0.705 9.8 0.037 4152 '4161 0.36 100.5 1.81 45.93 
123 70 3700 218 195.5 6.2 17.0 0.921 0.952 10.9 0.031 5619 4607 0.30 128.1 1.70 40.35 
124 80 4100 261 254.0 6.9 15.7 1.196 1.231 12.1 0.026 7285 5127 0.26 157.6 1.65 37.93 
125 90 4600 309 316.0 7.6 14.9 1.488 1.529 13.3 0.023 9054 5647 0.24 187.6 1.64 35.93 
126 100 5050 362 3835 8.3 14.0 1.806 1.851 14.5 0.021 10975 6167 0.21 218.8 1.65 34.92 
, 
Table 15. Binary liquid mixture parameter evaluated at 
100, 60 and 40% liquid submergences. 
N 
s 
, 
Nomenclature 
Run number 
Mole fraction of normal propyl alcohol 
(mean liquid composition in the 
evaporator tube) 
Relative volatility 
/ 
? OF hi Inside film coefficient of heat transfer Btu. h=.ft; 
6TF Inside film temperature difference OF 
x (;L)0.4 G av. 
Parameter 
238 
I .' 
I 
N S 0( h. ~TF X N S 0( h. ~TF X ~ ~ 
too% submergence 475 0.645 0.60 459 23.5 8.51 
178 0.0 13.36 1351 67.6 41.81 435. 1.000 0.35 466 91.2 4.27 
172 1443 57.1 47.55 430 505 82.2 4.44 
. 166 1448 50.9 51.59 425 512 65.2 4.82 
160 . 1345 38.4 60.48 419 395 51.1 5.25 
154 1055 27.2 65.34 440 543 48.3 5.48 
148 927 17.7 62.66 414 342 39.6 5.56 
184 829 13.2 55.64 409 339 26.5 5.78 
252 0.008 12.40 1218 73.1 34.20 404 346 14.2 6.18 
247 0.010 12.24 1263 66.2 35.60 60% submergence 
241 .0.010 12.24 1335 59.3 ·36.58 180 0.0 13.36 1018 75.2 30.48 
.236 0.010 12.24 1343 46.0 46.97 174 1241 61.4 35.29 
231 0.012 12.05 1267 34.8 56.87 168 1360 52.8 40.83 
225 ·0.015 11.75 1320 25.9 62.60 162 1342 39.1 48.32 
257 0.009 12.30 1513 13.2 76.76 156 989 28.2 51.76 
292 0.035 10.10 1104 75.5 32.21 150 775 18.2 47.99 
287 0.034 10.25 1187 68.7 . 34.44 186 _692 15.2 42.86 
282 0.033 10.30 1294 60.7 38.43 254' 0.008 12.50 994 77.7 26.08 
277 0.035 10.10 1550 44.4 47.35 249 0.010 12.24 1066 70.9 27.44 
272 0.038 9.86 1399 34.9 50.09 244 0.010 12.24 1204 61.2 29.47 
.267 0.045 9.37 1328 27.4 53.07 238 0.010 12.24 1293 46.7 35.35 
262 0.051 8.90 1412 17.5 58.09 233 0.010 12.24 1083 36.8 43.09 
317 0.057 8.50 1127 76.5 31.36 227 0.014 11.90 1090 27.3 47~35 
312 0.058 8.44 1188 68.4 32.13 259 0.008 12.50 1195 13.3 52.55 
307 . 0.057 8.50 1319 59.2' 35.15 294 0.035 10.12 911 81.7 24.68 
302 0.061 8.25 1460 45.5 40.30 289 0.035 10.12 1005 72.7 26.02 
297 0.071 7.32 1390 35.6 40.03 284 0.032 10.36 1100 64.5 27.29 
322 0.(it'6 6.27 1346 26.2 38.12 279 0.0:'13 10.31 1266 48.1 34.46 
327 0.096 5.56 1353 17.8 36.22 274 0.039 9.80 1347 34.7 41.63 
364 0.103 5.11 918 82.7 20.32 269 0.041 9.63 1186 28.3 42.53 
359 0.103 5.11 1050 72.6 21.90 264 0.046 9.28 1140 19.1 42.88 
357 0.103 5.11 1050 72.9 21.99 319 0.058 8.43 881 82.4 23.42 
352 0.103 5.11 1215 63.2 23.51 314 0.058 8.43 966 73.0 24.07 
347 0.106 4.90 1438 47.9 25.97 309 0.058 8.43 1120 62.5 26.22 
342 0.120 4.18 1581 34.9 25.55 304 0.057 8.49 1342 46.8 32.58 
337 0.163 3.11 1062 29.8 21.34 299 0.062 8.05 1315 35.4 33.92 
322 0.177 2.88 1108 18.7 24.17 324 0.076 6.93 1<149 27.3 32.72 
389 0.196 2.61 775 89.4 13.50 329 0.090 5.98 1222 18.9 30.26 
384 0.197 2.59 873 79.2 14.31 366 0.105 4.98 710 88.3 14.93 
379 0.203 2.51 986 69.4 15.06 361 0.105 4.98 774 79.0 15.58 
.. 374 0.231 2.18 1140 '52.7 15.68 354 0.101 5.20 842 71.0 16.79 
369 0.285 1.70 747 44.0 13.57 349 0.101 5.20 772 52.3 14.50 
399 0.296 1.62 730 33.0 14.78 344 0.108 4.77 1352 36.9 20.89 
394 0.301 1.58 681 22.1 14.80 339 0.134 3.74 1219 28.9 18.79 
510 0.444 0.96 618 94.0 7.69 334 0.170 2.99 929 20.4 17.79 
505 0.440 0.98 659 85.2 8.02 391 0.191 2.68 540 96.9 9.75 
500 0.431 1.00 679 76.8 8.49 386 0.185 2.76 635 85.6 10.75 
495 0.431 1.00 562 62.7 9.05 381 0.188 2.72 703 76.4 11.26 
490 0.431 1.00 546 47.5 10.25 376 0.198 2.57 854 58.1 12.10 
480 0.431 1.00 541 34.9 11.02 371 0.261 1.89 819 43.9 11.46 
485 0.431 1.00 474 24.5 11.16 401 0.289 1.66 645 34.8 11.35 
465 0.691 0.55 522 96.5 5.29 396 0.297 1.61 646 23.4 12.31 
460 .0.687 0.55 599 86.0 5.58 512 0.444 .0.96 447 100.6 5~54 
455 0.675 0.56 622 '77.5 5.92 507 0.438 0.98 500 90.9 6.11 
450 0.651 0.60 529 64.1 6.52 502 0.420 1.03 565 . 80.4 6.75 
445 0.568 0.72 494 49.1 8.35 497 0.431 . 1.00 589 63;4 7.22 
470 0.641 0.61 455 3fi.2 8.12 492 0.431 1.00 436 50.8 7.24 
-
239 
\ 
N S 0< .h. Ll.TF X N S 0<. h. MI x ~ ~ F' ! 
482 0.431 1.00 412 37.6 7.62 397 0.294 1.63 547 24.6 ' 9.28 
487 0~431 1.00 367 26.0 7.23 513 0.431 1.00 360 104.1 4.52 
467 0.697 0.54 386 101.9 3.86 508 0.431 1.00 397 94.5 4.85 
462 0.688 0.55 434 91.9 4.18 503 0.429 1.00 448 84.3 5.17 
457 0.688 0.55 482 81.8 4.37 498 0.429 1.00 530 64.8 5.55 
.452 0.668 0.57 519 65.1 4.96 493 0.431 1.00 453 50.6 5.75 
447 0.646 0.60 420 51.9 5.25 483 0.431 1.00 352 38.9 5.68 
472 0.640 0.61 332 39.2 5.33 488 0.431 1.00 265 27.6 4.18 
. 477 0.635 0.61 280 26.3 4.99 468 0.697 0.54 305 105.0 2.98 
437 1.000 0.35 351 96.2 3.18 463 0.688 0.55 343 95.0 3.22 
·432· 385 86.2 3.33 458 0.685 0.55 361 85.7 3.24-
427 406 68.5 3.65 453 0.673 0.57 454 66.7 4.02 
442 457 ·50.4 4.16 448 0.661 0.58 422 51.5 3.97 
422 481 49.3 4.13 473 0.650 0.60 289 40.2 .3.93 
416 295 40.6 3.97 478 0.646 0.60 . 200 27.8 '2.81 
411 258 28.4 3.96 438 1.0 0.35 261 99.0 :2.38 
406 190 17.0 3.27 433 302 89.2 2.59 
4Q% submergence· 428 361 69.5 2.88 
181 0.0 13.36 805 81.0 22.47 423 440 50.3 3.34 
175 1041 64.0 28.79 443 - 396 51.7 3.30 
169 1171 56.3 29.95 417 271 40.9 2.94 
163 1331 39.4 38.11 412 222 28.7 2.76 
157 936 29.3 39.17 407 136 17.6 1.87 
151 686 21.5 33.94 
187 603 16.3 28.90 
255 0.008 12.50 771 83.7 21.95 
250 ·0.010 12.24 861 74.4 21.94 
245 0.010 12.24 923 67.2 22.25 
239 0.010 12.24 1246 47.2 28.25 
234 O.m.O 12.24 1140 35.5 34.94 
228 0.013 11.95 1000 27.8 40.50 
260 0.007 12.53 804 15.1 33.39 
295 0.035 10.12 743 84.7 20.08 
290 0.035 10.12 828 77.1 21.26 
285 0.034 10.22 916 67.8 22.41 
280 0.032 10.36 1202 49.0 26.57 
275 ·0.034 10.22 1221 36.5 34.44 
_ .270 0.039 9.80 1048 29.0 35.05 
. 265 0.043 9.53 1069 19.3 36.72 
,320 0.060 8.25 713 86.9 18.86 
315 0.060 8.25 830 76.5 20.60 
310 0.058 8.43 925 66.2 21.58 
305 0.057 8.49 1182 48.1 30.60 
300 0.058 8.43 1255 36.0 30.02 
325 0.070 7.38 1258 27.1 31.17 
330 0.084 6.45 1149 19.6 27.82 
367 0.105 4.98 487 95.8 10.73 
362 0.105 4.98 551 85.4 11.45 
355 0.101 5.20 633 76.4 12.94 
350 0.101 5.20 806 57.0 14.43 
345 0.105 4.98 1134 38.6 16.73 
340 0.111 4.62 1334 27.3 18.60 
335 0.161 3.15 873 21.1 14.91 
392 0.191 2.68 414 101.4 7.53 
387 0.186 2.75 472 91.1 8.16 
382 0.191 2.68 476 82.4 7.91 
377 0.187 2.73 662 61.8 9.55 
372 0~240 2.08 762 44.8 9.77 
402 0.284 1.70 585 35.8 9.28 
240 _ 
Fig.No. Run No. Nominal Sub. Nominal Sub. Heat Flux 2 Masa F1ux2 l!lxH \tapoUl' AT Amt>litude Fi'eI!.li~n~Y" % "water Btu./hr.rt. 1b.!hr.rt. Q uali ty \ott.% F p.s.i. 'Cycles/sec. 
'or 
Wder 
.a 
b 221 100 1.80 25,200 250,600 4.8 26.3 0.95 4.1 
() 211 45,800 124,500 15.6 41.1 ,1.75 1.7 
'd 213 91,600 58,200 64.5 68.5 3.50 1.4 
e 
r 222 60 1.03 22,200 151,500 6.5 28.9 0.96 
-g 218 46,400 85,800 22.5 41.3 1.63 1.3 
h 211 78,900 47,500 68.0 55.7 3.11 1.1 
'" 
i 
.j>. j 223 40 0.69 24,600 93,500 11.1 28.5 0.g5 
-
..... 
k 219 46,300 '54,700 34.8 41.5 1.24 1.1 
i Normal Propyl Alcohol I 
'm 
n 414 100 1.80 13,600 180,000 10.0 39.6 0.13 3.5 
0 419 20,200 126,000 21.3 51.1 0.52 3.9 
P 435 42,500 72,900 77.4 ,91.2 2.40 2.6 
q 
r 416 60 1.03 12,000 100,000 15.9 40.6 0.42 3.4 . 
s 422 23,700 62,000 50.8 49.3 0.89 1.4 
t 437 33,700 55,000 81.3 96.2 2.07 2.4 
u 
v 412 40 0.69 6,400 66,800 12.7 28.7 0.32 
-w 417 11,100 56,500 26.0 40.9 0.36 
x 433 27,000 42,800 83.6 89.2 1.69 2.1 
Table 11. EXEerimental heat transfer rates and hrdrodrnamic fluctuation data for single comllonent NPA and water runs. 
. ~ .. 
N S Ti T T t..T Cl CL . CV WL WV x lL OL VV Q!A . U hi L:l.TF 0 a ov 
208 98.0 103.3 100.0 150.5 88.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 45.2 42.9 0.487 0.319 0.161 252.9 81384 923 1458 55.8 
209 10.7 101.2 100.0 150.0 88.9 0.0 23.2 1.000 0.084 0.0 . 136.8 44451 500 624' 7,1.2 
210 98.2 . 103.4 100.0 149.1 85.4 47.7 41.5 0.465 0.323 0.170 244.7 78563 920 1452 . 54.1 :. : 
211 68.7 102.7 100.0 149.7 87.1 :i9.5 41.4 0.680 0.221 0.069 244.1 78894 906 1416 55.7 
212 12.1 100.9 99.9 150.0 89.3 0.0 23.4 1.000 0.085 0.0 137.8 44781 502 627 71.5 
213 99.5 103.3 100.1 160.0 104.9 26.5 48.1 0.645 0.271 0.094 284.0 91569 873 1336 68.5 
'" 214 61.2 102.7 100.1 158.8 103.3 8.5 41.5 0.831 0.181 0.030 244.9 79231 767 1103 71.8 ..,. 
'" 215 39.2 101.7 100.1 158.0 102.8 3.3 32.6 0.908 0.130 0.011 192.5 62448 . 608 801 77.9 
216 12.4 101.1 100.1 159.3 105.7 \ 0.0 23.0 0.961 0.087 0.003 135 • .7 44089 417 500 88.1 
217 100.0 103.6 99.9 134.7 59.3 134.7 25.0 0.156 0.580 0.485 147;2 45776 772 1114 41.1 
" 
218 60.3 102.7 99.9 134.5 59.8 85.2 24.8 0.225 0.399 0.306 146.0 46444 777 1125 41.3 
219 39.6 102.3 99.9 134.4 59.9 45.8 24.4 0.348 0.255 0.163 144.0 46301 772 1115 41.5 
220 10.1 101.3 99.9 134.9 61.7 2.9 23.2 0.889 0.095 0.010 . 136.8 44438 720 1008 44.1 
221 99.5 103.5 99.8 121.8 36.3 306.1 15.4 0.048 1.166 1.104 90.8 25189 694 958 26.3 
222 60.9 102.5 99.8 122.1 37.8 181.7 12.6 0.065 0.704 0.654 .74.0 22173 587 766 28.9 
223 39.6 101.9 99.8 122.1 38.3 106.6 13.3 0.111 0.435 0.383 78.4 24605 643 863 28.5 
224 8.0 101.3 99.8 121.8 38.3 25.7 12.9 0.333 '0.140 0.091 75.8 24482 639 857 28.6 
Table l'e. Test runs for the Eresaure transducer usin~ water. (N.B. Nomenclature same as for table 7 E' 92 ) 
, :" 
.. -----------------------------
Table 19. Fractionating efficiency of the evaporator. 
Nomenclature 
N Run number' 
EL Mole % normal propyl alcohol in the 
liquid phase at the tube exit 
EV Mole % no~mal propyl alcohol in the 
vapour phase at the tube exit 
TV Mole % normal propyl alcohol in the 
vapour phase in equilibrium with EL 
E Fractionating efficiency of the evaporator 
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'N EL EV TV E N EL EV TV E 
~ wt. Normal 'Propyl Alcohol 279 0.5 11.4 7.0 1.63 
225 0.8 17.0 10.5 1.62 280 0.4 8.0 5.7 1.40 
226 0.6 15.5 8.8 1.76 281 0.7 7.0 9.9 0.71 
227 0.5 14.5 ' 8.0 1.81 282 0.5 10.9 6.4 1.70 
228 0.5 12.4 6.6 1.88 283 0.3 8.8 5.0 1.76 
229 0.4 10.6 5.3 ' 2.00 284 0.4 7·9 5.7 1.39 
230 0.3 8.6 5.0 1.72 285 0.5 7.5 8.0 0.94' 
231 0.4 11.8 5.6 2.11 286 0.7 7.0 9.1 0.77 
232 0.3 10.6 5.0 2.12 287 0.4 10.0 5.7 1.75 
233 0.3 9.1 4.5 2.02 288 0.4 8.9 5.7 1.56 
234 ' 0.1 6.1 2.5 2.44' 289, 0.5 8.0 7.4 1.08 
235 0.1 4.0 ' 1.5 2.67 290 0.5 7.8 8.0 0.98 
236 0.1 6.1 2.5 2.44 291 0.7 7.5 9.1 0.82 
237' 0.1 5.0 1.8 2.78 292 0.4 9;6 5.7 1.68 
238 0.1 4.0 1.5 2.67 293 0.4 8.5 5.7 1.49 
239 0.1 2.8 1.5 1.87 294 0.5 7.7 7.0 1.10 
240 0.1 2.3 2.0 1.15 295 0.5 7.6 8.0 0.95 
241 0.1 3.3 1.7 1.94, 296 0.8 7.5 11.4 0.66 
242 0.1 2.8 1.5 1.87 30.% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
243 0.1 2.8 1.7 1.65 297 3.6 30.1 30.6 0.98 
244 0.1 2.5 1.7 1.47 298 2.7 28.9 26.3 1.10 
245 0.1 2.1 2.0 1.05 299 2.0 25.5 22.1 1.15 
246 0.2 2.0 3.3 0.61 300 1.5 21.5 17.0 1.27 
247, 0.1 2.9 1.5 1.93 301 1.2 15.3 14.5 1.06 
248 0.1 2.6 1.3 ' 2.00 302 1.7 23.3 19.1 1.22 
249 0.1 2.2 1.8 1.22 303 1.5 21.3 16.1 1.32 
250 0.1 2.0 2.5 0.80 304 1.0 17.6 13.1 1.34 
251 0.2 2.0 3.5 0.57 305 1.0 14.7 13.0 1.13 
252 0.1 2.2 1.5 1.47 306 1.4 12.9 15.8 0.82 
253 0.1 2.0 1.3 1.54 307 1.0 17.4 12.9 1.35 
254 0.1 1.6 1.8 0.89 308 0.9 15.5 11.6 1.34 
255 0.1 1.5 1.8 0.83 309 1.0 14.1 12.9 1.09 
256 0.1 1.5 2.0 0.75 310 1.1 13.4 14.2 0.94 
257 0.5 15.1 8.0 1.89 311 1.5 13.1 17.4 0.75 
258 0.5 14.9 7.4 2.01 312 1.1 16.1 13.7 1.18 
259 0.5 13.2 7.0 1.89 313 1.0 14.7 H.9 1.24 
260 0.5 11.6 6.1 1.90 314 1.0 13.6 12.9 1.05 
261 0.2 8.7 4.1 2.12 ' 315 1.3 13.4 14.7 0.91 
20.% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 316 1.5 12.9 16.5 0.78 
262 4.1 32.7 32.4 1.01 317 1.0 15.4 12.2 1.26 
263 3.8 33.2 31.3 1.06 318 ' 1.0 14.4 12.2 1.18, 
264 3.5 31.8 29.8 1.07 319 1.0 13.9 13.1 1.06 
265 2.8 30.0 26.6 1.13 320 1.3 13.4 15.0 0.89 
266 1.9 25.6 20.7 1.24 321 1.5 13.2 17.0 0.78 
267 2.9 29.6 27.0 1.10 322 6.1 35.5 35.3 1.01 
268 2.6 28.7 25.8 1.11 323 5.5 35.6 34.5 1.03 
269 2.1 26.4 23.0 1.15 324 4.4 33.9 32.9 1.03 
270 1.6 23.9 18.6 1.29 325 3.3 30.6 29.3 1.04 
271 1.1 19.3 13.7, 1.41 326 2.3 26.1 23.5 1.11 
272 1.5 22.7 17.4 1.31 327 8.1 37.4 36.5 1.03 
273 1.3 21.1 14.6 1.45 328 7.8 37.8 36.1 1.05 
274 1.0 18.5 12~9 1.43 329 6,,8 36.8 35.6 1.03 
275 0.7 15.2 9.1 1.67 330 5.7 36.0 34.8 1.03 
, 276 0.5 10.6 ' 8.0 1.33 331 4.0 33.3 32.0 1.04 
277 0.8 13.5 10.0 1~35 45% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
278 0.5 13.4 8.0 1.68 332 16.7 39.0 38.6 1.01 
24.<1. 
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333 16.5 . ·39.6 38.6 1.03 390 10.5 37.3 37.1 1.01 
334 15.4 39.1 38.4 1.02 391 9.8 37.3 37.1 1.01 
335 13.9 39.1 38.1 1.03 392 10.0 36.6 37.1 0.99 
336 10.1 38.4 37.1 1.04 393 10.0 36.9 37.1 1.00 
337 14.0 39.1 38.1 1.03 394 29.4 40.8 40.1 1.02 
338 12.8 39.0 37 .7 1.03 395 29.0 40.6 40.1 1.01 
.339 8.4 37.5 ·36.6 1.03 396 29.0 40.6 40.1 1.01 
;;540 4.2 32.8 32.5 1.01 397 28.3 40.6 40.0 1.02 
341 3.6 25.5 30.6 0.83 398 26.4 40.6 40.0 1.02 
342 5.9 35.5 34.9 1.02 399 28.7 40.8 40.1 1.02 
343 4.5 33.3· 33.2 1.00 400 28.3 40.2 40.0 1.01 
. 344 3.6 31.3 30.6 1.02 401 27.5 40.2 40.0 1~0l 
345 3.0 25.9 27.4 0.95 A02 26.5 40.2 40.0 1.01 
346 3.6 22.9 30.6 0.75 403 20.7 39.5 39.3 1.01 
347 3.3 29.3 39.3 1.00 85% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
348 2.7 26.9 26.3 1.02 445 51.0 64.;r 45.2 1.43 
349 2.6 23.8 25.7 0.93 446 95.0 51.0 52.2 0.98 
350 2.7 24.1 26.3 0.92 447 66.5 51.5 53.0 0.97 
351 3.0 25.4 27.5 0.92 448 69.7 53.8 54.9 0.98 
352 2.7 26.3 26.3 1.00 449 70.3 55.2 . 55.4 1.00 
353 2.6 24.9 26.0 0.96 450 67.3 51.9 53.4 0.97 
;354 2.6 24.1 25.7 0.94 451 70.8 54.9 55.8 0.98 
355 2.7 23.8 26.3 0.91 452 71.8 55.2 56.6 0.98 
356 3.4 23.5 29.5 0.80 453 72.9 57.0 57.4 0.99 
357 2.8 26.4 26.6 0.99 454 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
358. 2.7 25.0 26.3 0.95 455 72.9 57.0 57.4 0.99 
359 2.8 26.4 26.6 0.99 456 75.3 57.6 59.4 0.97 
360 2.7 24.9 26.3 0.95 457 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
361 2.8 24.1 26.6 0.91 458 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
362 3.0 23.6 27.5 0.86 459 73.6 58.1 57.8 1.01 
363 3.5 22.8 30.0 0.76 460 75.3 57.6 59.4 0.97 
364 2.6 26.0 26.0 1.00 461 76.6 57.6 60.3 0.96 
365 2.7 24.3 26.3 0.92 462 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
366 3.0 23.6 27.4 0.86 463 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
367 3.2 23.4 28.7 0.82 464 74.1 58.7 58.1 1.01 
368 3.3 24.5 28.8 0.85 465 76.6 58.1 60.3 0.96 
60% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 466 74.1 58.1 58.2 1.00 
369 26.6 40.2 40.0 1.01 467 77.8 58.1 61.4 0.95 
370 24.9 40.2 39.7 1.01 468 77.8 58.7 61.4 0.96 
371 22.3 39.5 39.5 1.00 469 17.8 59.8 61.4 0.97 
372 18.2 39.2 38.9 1.01 ·470 65.0 50.6 52.2 0.97 
373 10.9 37.6 37.3 1.01 471 64.8 50.6 52.1 0.97 
374 16.3 38.9 38.6 1.01 472 64.5 50.4 51.9 0.97 . 
375 13.9 38.2 38.1 1.00 473 66.5 51.0 53.0 0.96 
376 11.3 37.9 37.4 1.01 474 69.3 52.8 54.6 0.97. 
377 9.6 36.6 37.0 0.99 .. 475 64.5 50.1 51.9 0.97 
378 10.0 36.1 37.1 0.97 476 63.5 50.1 51.5 0.97 
379 12.0 37.9 37.3 1.02 477 63.5 49.8 51.5 0.97 
380 10.1 37.3 37.1 1.01. 478 65.8 50.1 52.7 0.95 
381 9.6 37.1 37.0 1.00 479 69.3 53.3 54.6 0.98 
382 10.0 36.9 37.1 1.00 71.5% wt. Normal Propyl Alcohol 
383 10.0 36.5 37.1 0.98 480 43.1 42.0 43.1 0.97 
384 11.3 37.8 37.4 1.01 481 43.1 42.5 43.1 0.99 
385 10.5 36.9 37.1 1.00 . 482 43.1 42.5 43.1 0.99 
.386 9.1 36.6. 36.8 1.00 483 43.1 42.3 43.1 0.98 
387 9.5 36.1 36.9 0.98 484 43.1 42.5 43.1 0.99 
388 . 9.6 36.1 37.0 0.98 485 43.1 42.2 43.1 0~98 
389 11.1 37.9 37.3 1.02 486 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
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487 43.1 42.2" 43.1 0.98 
488 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
" .489 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
490 43.1 42.0 43.1 0.97 
491 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
492 43.1 42.2 43·1 0.98 
493 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
494 43.7 42.2 43.1 0.98 
495 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98" 
496 43.1 42.2 43.1 0.98 
497 43.1 42.0 " 43.1 0.97 
498 43.1 42.0 43.1 0.97 
499 43.1 41.8 43.1 0.97 
500 43.1 42.0 43.1 0.97 
501 42.5 42.0 43.0 0.98 
502 42.3 41.4 " 42.9 0.97" 
503 43.1 41.8 42.6 0.98 
504 43.4 42.0 43.0 0.98 
505 44.3 43.1 43.4 0.99 
506 " 44.3 42.8 43.4 0.99 
507 44.3 42.6 43.4 0.98 
508 44.3 42.2 43.4 0.97 
509 44.7 42.5 43.6 0.98 
510 45.1 43.1 43.7 0.99 
511 45.1 43.1 43.7 0.99 
512 45.1 43.1 43.7 0.99 
513 44.7 43.1 43.6 0.99 
514 45.1 42.8 43.7 0.98 
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Appendix I 
Binary Liquid Mixture SamDle Calculation 
Run 385 was made the· basis. of a sample calculation to shmr how 
values of heat fluxes and film coefficients were obtained from 
the experimental results presented in table ·7. 
Run 385: Nominal 6r:t{o >Tt • . aqueous solution of normal DroDyl alcohol. 
Experimental liquid submergence = 38.4" 
Steam temperature = 148. 9°C 
EVaporator exit liquid temperature = 88.7oC 
Evaporator inlet liquid temperature = 90.4oC 
Condensate volume collected = 90.7 cas. 
i 
i 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
\ 
.Condensate time = 10.6 secs. 
, 
Circulation liquid volume collected = 58.0 cas. 
Circulation liquid time = 43.5 secs. 
Evaporator inlet liquid composition = 60.8 wt.% alcohol 
Evaporator outlet liquid composition = 
Evaporator outlet vapour composition = 
% liquid submergence = 38.4 x 100 
(a) Circulation liquid mass flow 
volumetric flow rate = 
= 
47.75 
= 80.4 
1.330 ccs/secs. 
0~170 ft~/hr. 
. ° circulation liquid temperature = 43.0 C 
From figure 25; 
28.1 wt.% 
65.8 wt.% 
density of 28.l% wt. NPA solution at 43.0oC = 58.73 Ib./ft~ 
alcohol 
alcohol 
• 
• • circulation liquid mass flow rate =0.170 x 58.73 Ib./hr • 
= 9.95 Ib./hr •. 
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From figure 25 ; 
density of 28.1% ;,t. NPA solut-ion at 88.7°C = 56.67 lb./ft~ 
•••. volumetric liquid circulation flow rate corrected to the 
evaporator exit conditions = 9.95/56.67 ft~/hr~ 
i 
\ 
\ 
\ 
- \ 
superficial circulation liquid velocity = 0.176 x 0.2165 ft./sec. 
_ 3/ 
- 0.176 ft. hr. 
= 0.0379 ft./sec. 
(The conversion factor 0.2165 includes the cross-sectional area 
of_ the tube 
. 2 
=' 0.00128. ft. ) 
(b) Vapour mass flow 
-. 
• 
• • 
volumetric flow rate = 8.56 ccs./sec. 
. 3 
= 1.09 ft./hr. 
liquid condensate meter temperature = 20.4oC 
__ 0 / 3 density of 65.07" wt. NPA solutionat 20.4 C = 54.98 lb. ft. 
vapour mass flow rate = 1.O~ x 54.98 lb./hr • 
., 
= 59.81 lb./hr. 
molecular weight of NPA = 60.09 
molecular weight of H20 = 18.0 
composition of vapour. stream = 65.Cf/o wt. alcohol 
and 34.2% wt. water 
For 100 lbs. ·of mixture 
mean molecular ,·,eight of vapour.= 100 
65.8 34.2 
+ --
60.09 18.0 
= 33.39 
molar vapoUr mass flow rate = 59.81 lb.moles./sec. 
3600 x 33.39 
3 . 
= 0.498 x 10- ·lb.moles./sec. 
evaporator head temperature = (459.7 + 191.7) oR 
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In 1 sec. and at atmospheric pressure 
• 
• • 
0.498 x 10-3 lb. moles. occupies 359 x 651.4 x 0.498 x 10-3 ft? 
491.7 . 
cross-sectional area of tube 
3 
= 0.237 :ft. 
. 2 2 
= 3.142 x 0.485 ft. 
4 x 144 . 
= 0.00128 ft~ 
superficial vapour velocity at the tube exit = 0.237 ft./sec •. 
0.00128 
= 185.7· rt./sec. 
.' 
(c) Total mass flow 
• 
. .. 
Total mass flow rate through the evaporator = (9.95 + 59.81) Ib./hr. 
= 69.76 lb./hr. 
From figure 25; 
density of 60.8% wt.NPA solution at 90.40 C = 51.93 Ib./ft? 
liquid volumetric flow rate at test-section inlet 
3 . 
= 69.76/51.93 ft./hr. 
3 ' 
= 1.34 ft./hr. 
superficial inlet liquid velocity = 1.34 x 0.2165 ft./sec • 
= 0.291 ft./sec. 
~ vapour quality = vapour mass flow rate 
total mass flow rate 
= 59.81 x 100 
69.76 
= 85.7 
x 100 
(d) Heat balance over test-section 
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W!;'AT 
I~PVT 
Q &W./h •. 
From figure 29, 
enthalpy of 
enthalpy of 
enthalpy of 
.-
___________ . VAP~lJR. 59·SI ib'/h<. 
• ~s'8 w~.% NPA 
1------. CIRti."ATiO/l "'95 Ib./h<. 
inlet liquid 
circulation 
exit vapour 
LIQUID loa. I ..,~.% >IPA 
liquid 
''''LET 
LUlUID 
69·76 Ib./h<. 
60. S t.Jl. % NPA 
= 129.0 Btu./lb. 
= 135.5 Btu./lb. 
= 665.0 Btu./lb. 
. The heat added to the system was calculated from a heat balance 
\ 
\ 
\ 
over the evaporator tube which neglected heat losses to atmosphere. 
Q + (69.76 x 129.0) = (9.95 x 135.5) + (59.81 x 665.0) 
Q = 32,122 Btu./hr. 
heated sUrface area of evaporator tube = 21Tof- L 
heat flux, Q/A = 
= 
steam temperature = 
? 
= 0.505 f,; 
32,122/0.505 Btu./hr.ft~ 
63561 Btu./hr.ft~ 
300.10 F 
bulk liquid temperature = arithmetic mean of inlet and exit 
= 
= 
evaporator temperatures 
191.7 + 194.7 of 
2 
193.2 of 
overall temperature difference = steam temperature - bulk liquid 
AT 
ov 
From Q = UA AT 
ov 
temperature 
.. = 106.90 F 
U, overall heat transfer coefficient = 63561/106.9 Btu./hr.ft~ 
= 594.7 Btu./hr.ft~ of 
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• 
• • 
The film coefficient of heat transfer, based on the inside 
diameter of the tube, h., was calculated from the relationship 
~ 
1 1 
U 
Di 
D 
av. 
• 
x 
k 
D. 
....!. 
D h 
o 0 
where x , evaporator tube wall thickness = 0.086" , 
(66) 
k, thermal conductivity of copper at 2120 F = 218 Btu./hr.ft~OF/ft. 
"A value of the outside coefficient, h , based on condensing 
o 
. I" 2 0 steam was taken as 2000 Btu. hr.ft. F. The constants in the 
abar e equation were collected into a single term 
1 
h. 
~ 
1 1 
= 
h.U 
~ 
0.0003977 
= 0.0016814 - 0.0003977 
= 0.0012837 
1 20 hence h. = 779 Btu. hr.ft. F ~ 
The film temperature difference lI.TF was evaluated from Q/A = hi .D.. TF 
• 
• • = 63561/779 OF 
81.6 OF 
The method of calculation differed slightly for water runs where 
it was possible to accurately determine the heat contents of the 
vapour, circulation liquid and inlet streams at the relevant temperatures 
from steam tables. A constant value of the enthalpy of NPA at the 
boiling temperature had to be assumed due to the lack of similar 
information for NPA. 
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Appendix II 
Single Component Liquid Sample Calculation 
Appendix 11 illustrates the form of the calculations that were 
used to prepare table 13 • 
Run 63: Water 
Liquid submergence = 100}& 
Heat flux = '- / 2 0 11,600 Btu. hr.ft. F 
Inside film coefficient of heat transfer 
Circulation liquid mass flow 
Vapour mass flow 
Evaporator exit liquid temperature 
Evaporator inlet liquid temperature 
• 
• • liquid film temperature difference ~TF = 
From figure 24., 
° density of water at the exit temperature, 100 C 
. . 2 
of 
= 842 Btu./hr.ft. 
= 5241b./hr. 
= .8.9 Ib./hr. 
= 1000C 
= 103.1
oC 
11,600/842 OF 
= 59.82 Ib./ft~ 
volumetric flow rate of circulation liquid = 524-/59.82 ft~/hr. 
= 8.76 ft~/hr. 
c~culation liquid velocity = 8.76 x 0.2165 ft./sec. 
= 1.896 ft./sec. 
molar vapour flow = 8.9/18.0 Ib.moles/hr. 
= .0.494 Ib.moles/hr. 
evaporator exit liquid temperature = 
= 
. 3 . 
1 lb. mole of water vapour occupied 359 ft. at N.T.P • 
• 
... 0.494 Ib.moles.of water vapour occupied 359 x 671.7 x 0.494 
491.7 
at 671.7 OR and·atmospheric pressure. 
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• • 
.. 
volume of water vapour generated in 1 hr. 3 = ,242.48 ft. \ 
• 
• • superficial vapour velocity = 242.48 x 0.2165 
= . 52.49 ft./sec. 
I 
ft ~/ sec. 
\ . 
inlet liqUid temperature. = 217.58 of 
From figure 24 , 
density of water at 103.1· oC 
total mass flow through evaporator tube 
= 59.68 Ib./ft~ 
= 8.9 + 524 Ib./hr. 
= 532.9 Ib./hr. 
! 
i 
\ 
total liquid volumetric flow rate = 532.9/59.68 ft~/hr. 
-. 
inlet liquid velocity 
% exit vapour quality 
. 3 
= 8.93 ft./hr. 
~ 8.93 x 0.2165 it./sec. 
= 1.933 ft./sec •. 
= 8.9 x 100 
532.9 
= 1.67% 
. The· basic variables of this calculation e.g. liquid Reynolds number, 
vapour Reynolds number, all-liquid coefficient of heat transfer and 
the ~ckhart~Martinelli parameter were evaluated for water and NPA 
assuming that the average bulk liquid temperature in the tube was 
o 
. equal to the respective fluid boiling points i.e. 100, 97.19 c. 
This assumption was justified by the small difference that existed 
between the experimental liquid temperatures and the assumed values. 
Because overall and not local coefficients of heat transfer were 
measured all parameters were based on average values of the liquid 
aDd vapour velocities and vapour quality. 
Average liquid Reynolds number 
The average liquid velocity (VL) av. was equal to the arithmetic 
mean of the inlet liquid and circulation liquid velocities. 
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(VL) av. = (1.930 + 1.896) /2 ft./sec. 
= 1.915 ft./sec. 
from figure 24, density of water at 100°C = 5'3.82 lb./ft~ 
from.figure 14, viscosity of· water at 100°C = 0.687 lb./ft.hr. 
= 24263 
Average vapour Reyno1ds number 
: .. 
, 
.' 
average vapour velocity (VG) ., av. = superficial exit vapour velocity /2 
= 52.49 /2 ft./sec. 
= 26.25. ft./sec. 
° _ / 3 from figure 27, density of water vapour at 100 C - 0.0367 lb. ft. 
from figure 17, viscosity of water vapour at 100°C' = 0.0302 1b./ft~ 
ReG = 176.8 (VG) av. 
= 4642 
All Liquid heat transfer coefficient 
from figure 3~ spe~ific heat of water at 100°C 
(68) 
from figure 33. thermal co nductivi ty of water at 1000 e = 0.393 2 
Btu./1b.oF.ft./ft • 
. . ~Di = 0.023 ReLo•8 PrLO.4 
Prandtl number PrL = (1.761)°·4 
.'. ~ = 0.2236 [12671.4 (VL) av. ] 0.8 ( 1.761) 0.4 
h.. = 536.96 Cv )0.8 
" L av. 
. . 08 
= 536.96 x (1.915) • 
. . /20 
= 903.1 Btu. hr.ft. F 
255 
(69) 
Reciprocal of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter 
29.539 
average vapour weight fraction = 1.67/200 
• 
• • l/Xtt = 29.539 x 0.0136 
= 0.402 
= 842/903 
= 0.932 
., 
= -0.0084 
boiling point of ~Iater, Tb = 671.7oR 
0.402 x 671.7 
13.8 
=19.55 
A similar method of calculation was used for the NPA data whose 
liquid and vapour physical properties are shown in figures 14, 24, 30 
to 32. The final parameter in the case of NPA was extended by 
use of the liquid surface tensions measured at their boiling points. 
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Appendix IH 
Experimental determination of the surface tension of aaueous 
normal propyl alcohol solutions at their boiling uoints. 
The surface· tension at the boiling points of NPA-water mixtures 
\ 
\ 
\ 
was determined using the apparatus described by·Catchpole and Ellis 
··(95). Nitrogen was passed at a very low flowrate alternately through 
a capillary tube of lmown diameter and a fine jet both··of which were 
submerged to an equal depth in the boiling test-fluid. The 
apparatus was previously calibrated with benzene at 200C to determine 
-. 
the·apparatus constant. ·The surface tension was calculated from 
the maximum pressure differences obtained as bubbles of the gas 
broke away from each tube. The complete expression was 
6 = Ae g (hI - h2) [1 + 0.69 r 2 D J- (70) 
e(hl - h) 
.where (5 = surface tension of test-fluid at the boiling point.dynes/co. 
= radius of capillary tube = 0.065 cm. 
D = density of benzene at 200 C = 0.8778 gm./ccs. 
P = density of manometer liquid (carbon tetrachloride) at the 
water bath temperature = 1.5752 gm./ccs. at 300 C 
g = gravitational constant = 981 cm./sec~ 
hI = maximum pressure difference for capillary tube cm. 
h2 = .maximuIil pressure difference for fine jet cm. 
A = calibration constant = 0.011693 
The accuracy of the equation was 0.1% and experimental results for 
the tested solutions are shown in table 20. 
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\ 
·wt. % NPA Surface tension d:;ines/cm. 
0 55.43 \ 
9.77 31.09 
14.89 ·26.72 
19.83 24.99 
24.47 23.75 
40.10 22.03 
57.97. 21.19 
78.01 19.08 
100 17.06 
Table.20. ·Surface tension .of NPA/water mixtures at their boiling 
points. 
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Appendix IV 
Refractive index of aqueous NPA solutions at 20oC. 
The composition of NPA in experimental samples was determined 
by refractive index tests carried out with an Abb~ refractometer. 
The plates of the refractometer were maintained by water, 
thermostatically controlled, at a tem~rature of 20oC. An 
experimental calibration of the instrument at this temperature 
was performed using weighed solutions of NPA/water. The results 
are shown in table 21. Checks showed the maximUm experin!ental 
deviation to be of the order of O.O~. 
wt.% NPA 
o 
10.08 
19.36 
29.02 
41.91 
. 50.27 
59.86 
71.01 
79.53 
90.15 
100 
Refractive Index 
1.3326 
1.3417 
1.3460 
1.3541 
1.3640 
. 1.3683 
1.3730 
1.3775 
1.3805 
1.3834 
1.3847 
Table 2.1. Refractive index of NPA/water mixtures at 20oC. 
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Appendix V 
p.s.i. millivolts 
- 6.79' -28.85 
- 5.48 -23.25 
- 4.44 -19.10 
, 
- 2.78 -12.15 
- 1.80 - 8.05 
- 0.50 - 2.70 
- 0.28 - 1.75 
0.99 3.30 
2.07 7.75 
3.89 15.30 
4.51 18.00 
5.87 23.60 
6.45 26.05 
6.73 27.20 
7.92 32.20 
Table 4. Pressure transducer calibration; mvs. v. p.s.i. 
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